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Abstract
People increasingly rely on the Internet in order to search for and share health-related
information. Indeed, searching for and sharing information about medical treatments are
among the most frequent uses of online data. While this is a convenient and fast method to
collect information, online sources may contain incorrect information that has the potential
to cause harm, especially if people believe what they read without further research or
professional medical advice.
The goal of this thesis is to address the misinformation problem in two of the most
commonly used online services: search engines and social media platforms. We examined
how people use these platforms to search for and share health information. To achieve
this, we designed controlled laboratory user studies and employed large-scale social media
data analysis tools. The solutions proposed in this thesis can be used to build systems
that better support people’s health-related decisions.
The techniques described in this thesis addressed online searching and social media
sharing in the following manner. First, with respect to search engines, we aimed to deter-
mine the extent to which people can be influenced by search engine results when trying
to learn about the efficacy of various medical treatments. We conducted a controlled
laboratory study wherein we biased the search results towards either correct or incorrect
information. We then asked participants to determine the efficacy of different medical
treatments. Results showed that people were significantly influenced both positively and
negatively by search results bias. More importantly, when the subjects were exposed to in-
correct information, they made more incorrect decisions than when they had no interaction
with the search results.
Following from this work, we extended the study to gain insights into strategies people
use during this decision-making process, via the think-aloud method. We found that,
even with verbalization, people were strongly influenced by the search results bias. We
also noted that people paid attention to what the majority states, authoritativeness, and
content quality when evaluating online content. Understanding the effects of cognitive
biases that can arise during online search is a complex undertaking because of the presence
of unconscious biases (such as the search results ranking) that the think-aloud method fails
to show.
Moving to social media, we first proposed a solution to detect and track misinformation
in social media. Using Zika as a case study, we developed a tool for tracking misinformation
on Twitter. We collected 13 million tweets regarding the Zika outbreak and tracked rumors
outlined by the World Health Organization and the Snopes fact-checking website. We
v
incorporated health professionals, crowdsourcing, and machine learning to capture health-
related rumors as well as clarification communications. In this way, we illustrated insights
that the proposed tools provide into potentially harmful information on social media,
allowing public health researchers and practitioners to respond with targeted and timely
action.
From identifying rumor-bearing tweets, we examined individuals on social media who
are posting questionable health-related information, in particular those promoting cancer
treatments that have been shown to be ineffective. Specifically, we studied 4,212 Twitter
users who have posted about one of 139 ineffective “treatments” and compared them to
a baseline of users generally interested in cancer. Considering features that capture user
attributes, writing style, and sentiment, we built a classifier that is able to identify users
prone to propagating such misinformation. This classifier achieved an accuracy of over
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In the past, medical professionals as well as patients have relied on medical reports from
hospitals and health clinics to search for health-related topics. Not until the 1960s, were
steps taken towards automating data collection (de Lusignan and van Weel, 2006). As
much as the old data resources seemed to be reliable and focused, this kind of data does
not cover all aspects of public health but instead focuses more on illnesses (Yom-Tov, 2016).
As a result, people find the old medical data resources limited and hard to access.
Nowadays, people choose to search for health-related topics online because of the mas-
sive amount of information available and the ease with which they can access it. Indeed,
using search engines to look for health-related news is the third most common online news
(66% of Internet news users) after the weather (81%) and national events (73%) (Purcell
et al., 2010) according to a study done by Pew Internet and American Life Project. Ad-
ditionally, Internet usage estimates show that 80% of adult Internet users in the US seek
health advice online (Fox, 2011). A telephone-based survey conducted by the Pew Internet
and American Life Project showed that 44% of the participants had changed their decisions
about how to treat an illness or a condition after consulting search results (Rice, 2006).
In addition to online searching, sharing health information through online platforms is
becoming a common practice. In 2011, a survey conducted by Pew Internet & American
Life Project indicated that as many as 62% of adult Internet users in the U.S. used social
network sites for health-related topics, from following friends’ health experiences or up-
dates to gathering health-related information (Fox, 2011). Some manage their health via
1
general platforms such as PatientsLikeMe, while others join condition-specific communi-
ties such as TuDiabetes, yet others share their experiences in general-purpose social media
(De Choudhury et al., 2014; Korda and Itani, 2013). For instance, Paul et al. (2011) showed
that a significant number of personal and health-related questions were being asked on the
microblogging platform Twitter, which is becoming the top destination for both patients
and healthcare professionals (Antheunis et al., 2013). The social component of such inter-
actions is especially important with respect to educating the population on health matters,
as individuals’ opinions can be strongly biased by their social network (Lau et al., 2011).
Using the massive amount of data available online, we can potentially help improve
people’s health in a direct and quantitative way (De Choudhury et al., 2013; Yom-Tov
and Boyd, 2014; Yom-Tov and Gabrilovich, 2013; Yom-Tov et al., 2015b,a; Sadilek et al.,
2012; Yom-Tov et al., 2014a,b). However, while being a convenient and fast method to
collect information, online health search presents health-related facts without regard for
their correctness. The presence of incorrect information in search results has the potential
to cause harm, especially as the majority of Internet users are confident about and believe
the information that they find online, according to the Pew Internet & American Life
survey (Purcell et al., 2012).
Furthermore, while the use of social media for health management is growing, so are
the concerns over the lack of accountability, dubious quality, and unreliable confidential-
ity (Greene et al., 2011; Moorhead et al., 2013). With few legal constraints imposed on
what are frequently profit-seeking websites, social media provides a dynamic forum for
propagating medical misinformation (Frish and Greenbaum, 2017).
If people believe what they read online without further research or professional medical
advice, they are likely to make incorrect decisions that waste their money, negatively impact
their health, or both. A notable example is the story of Wei Zexi, a 21-year-old Chinese
student who died of synovial sarcoma, a form of cancer (Ouyang, 2016). At the beginning of
his sickness, doctors treated Wei using the known standard treatment methods. However,
when the illness did not improve, Wei’s family looked for alternatives via the Baidu search
engine and learned about an experimental trial treatment. Desperately seeking recovery for
their child, the family decided to spend 200,000 yuan (US$30,650) so Wei could participate
in the trial which had not yet been approved by the Chinese government. Later, the family
learned from friends outside China that there was no scientific evidence supporting the
new treatment. With time, Wei’s health deteriorated, and he died on April 12, 2016.
Before his death, he shared a web post explaining how Baidu had violated his trust by
showing the treatment advertisement on a highly ranked search results page. The post
caught significant public attention and resulted in the Chinese government imposing new
regulations on search engines (Abkowitz, 2016). Among these new rules was a requirement
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that search engines clearly identify advertisements as different from natural or organic
search results (Abkowitz and Chin, 2016).
Another relevant example of online health search implications lies in the story of three
women, from the United States aged between 72 and 88, who were slowly losing their sight
as a result of age-related macular degeneration (AMD). In June 2015, the patients found out
about a trial that used tissue-derived stem cells to treat patients with AMD. They decided
to pay US$ 5,000 to participate in the trial (Kuriyan et al., 2017). After undergoing the
treatment, the patients experienced complete vision loss. This story is notable because the
patients found out about the trial from the online source ClinicalTrials.gov. At that time,
the trial had not yet been evaluated by the US Federal Government. Subsequently, in
September 2015, the trial was withdrawn (Kuriyan et al., 2017). When the three patients
had searched online for a medical solution, the search results had not mention that the
treatment was unhelpful, and the so-called cure actually ended up harming their health.
The impact of online health usage extends beyond online search. In the context of
people using social media for health purposes, a recent rise in vaccine hesitancy has been
linked to an active movement on Twitter, promoting conspiratorial thinking and mistrust
in the government (Mitra et al., 2016). Image-sharing platforms such as Flickr and In-
stagram have become battlegrounds between the pro-anorexia movement and physicians
attempting to intervene (Yom-Tov et al., 2012; Chancellor et al., 2016). Uncertainty sur-
rounding infectious disease outbreaks, such as the Zika epidemic of 2016, yielded rumors
and speculations about its causes and consequences, and how to prevent it (Dredze et al.,
2016; Ghenai and Mejova, 2017).
1.2 Proposed Solutions
In this dissertation, using Internet data, we aim to understand how information and,
more specifically, misinformation affect people’s health-related decisions where we define
misinformation as a piece of information spread via the online media and confirmed to be
false by reliable sources (Coady, 2006). The Internet data sources are varied and include
search engines, social media, online forums, and mobile applications, among others. We
will focus on the use of search engines as well as social media for health-related purposes.
We choose search engines and social media because they are two of the most commonly
used online services (De Choudhury et al., 2014). We next describe how we approach and
tackle the misinformation problem in each chapter.
In Chapter 3 as well as Chapter 4, we aim at understanding whether we can we de-
tect and track misinformation in social media. Specifically, in Chapter 3, we use Zika as
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a case study for building a tool to track the misinformation around health concerns on
Twitter. We collect more than 13 million tweets regarding the Zika outbreak and track
rumors outlined by the World Health Organization and the Snopes fact-checking website.
The tool pipeline, which incorporates health professionals, crowdsourcing, and machine
learning, allows us to capture health-related rumors around the world, as well as clarifica-
tion campaigns by reputable health organizations. Moreover, the suggested solution allows
public health researchers and practitioners to respond with timely and targeted actions to
trending potentially harmful information spreading in social media.
Next, in Chapter 4, we examine individuals on social media who are posting question-
able health-related information, and in particular promoting cancer treatments shown to
be ineffective (making it a kind of misinformation, willful or not). Using a multi-stage
user selection process, we study 4,212 Twitter users who have posted about one of 139
such “treatments” and compare them to a baseline of users generally interested in cancer.
Considering features that capture user attributes, writing style, and sentiment, we build a
classifier that is able to automatically identify users prone to propagate such misinforma-
tion, providing a potential tool for public health officials to identify such individuals for
preventive intervention.
Chapters 5 and 6 focus on the effect of search result pages on people’s health-related
decisions. In Chapter 5, we conduct a controlled laboratory study where we biased search
results towards correct or incorrect information for 10 different medical treatments. The
goal of the study was to see whether search results would influence people both posi-
tively and negatively. The findings of the study confirm that search engine designers
and researchers must recognize that not all non-relevant information is harmless. Some
non-relevant information is incorrect and potentially harmful when people use it to make
decisions that may negatively impact their lives. One potential solution is to introduce
a notion of negative gain to incorrect documents when search engines retrieve relevant
documents.
We extend the study presented in Chapter 5 by designing a think-aloud study, described
in Chapter 6, to understand the decision-making process for determining the efficacy of
medical treatments using search result pages. As think-aloud protocols have been used in
the past to build models for understanding cognitive processes (Van Someren et al., 1994),
we use a think-aloud study to gain insights into strategies people use during online search
for health-related topics. The discovered insights are potentially helpful for improving
current search engines to better support people’s health-related decisions.
We review the related work in Chapter 2 and conclude the thesis in Chapter 7. In
Appendix C, we list the definitions of the most frequent technical terms used in this report.
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1.3 List of Contributions
In this thesis, we make the following contributions in terms of online health search:
• People can be significantly influenced by the information present in search result
pages. When biased towards correct information, the accuracy of answering health-
related questions increases from 43% to 65%. On the other hand, when there is a bias
towards incorrect information, the accuracy decreases from 43% to 23%. (Chapter
5)
• The rank of the topmost correct result has some effect on people’s accuracy: the
accuracy was 59% only when the top two ranked results were incorrect, compared
to 70% accuracy when the result placed at rank 1 in the search results was correct.
(Chapter 5)
• As prior research shows (White and Hassan, 2014), people have an uncontrolled
bias towards believing that treatments are helpful, regardless of the ground-truth.
(Chapter 5)
• Knowledge of the medical treatment can protect searchers from the incorrect infor-
mation potentially available in search results. In this regard, we found that more
self-reported knowledge reduced the effect of incorrect information on accuracy (p =
0.04). (Chapter 5)
• Even with verbalization in the think-aloud study explained in Chapter 6, partici-
pants were heavily influenced by a search result bias. When biased towards correct
information, participants’ accuracy reached 67%, whereas the accuracy was reduced
to 32% when search results were biased towards incorrect information. (Chapter 6)
• People pay a large amount of attention to what the majority of the search results
state. Furthermore, to make their decisions about the efficacy of a medical treatment,
people look for information related to the concepts of authoritativeness and quality.
(Chapter 6)
• Even though prior research shows that people pay attention to highly ranked results
(Allam et al., 2014; Haas and Unkel, 2017), when doing the think-aloud study, par-
ticipants did not talk about the notion of rank. This shows that rank is a potentially
subconscious bias that, the think-aloud study fails to reveal. (Chapter 6)
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Further, we introduce the following new knowledge in terms of social media health
usage:
• Extracting rumor content in social medial is not a trivial task: high-precision ap-
proaches such as keyword search capture roughly half of the actual rumor content.
(Chapter 3)
• Rumors in social media are varied in terms of longevity and severity: everyday ac-
tivities rumors stay longer and have a higher potential to propagate misinformation.
(Chapter 3)
• We can successfully build an automatic rumor classifier. However, the features used
could be easily manipulated. This suggests how important it is for health authorities
to rectify incorrect facts during health crisis. (Chapter 3)
• Early health rumor detection in social media is challenging. Early detected rumors
might in fact be true, as it takes time to access the veracity of health rumors. (Chap-
ter 3)
• We can successfully build a tool to detect users prone to propagating health rumor-
mongering. This tool has an accuracy of over 90%, providing a potential means
for public health officials to identify such individuals for preventive intervention.
(Chapter 4)
• The multifaceted proposed set of behavioral and content features, presented in the
model explained in Chapter 4, suggest a foundation for examining behavioral char-
acteristics and interests of people susceptible to rumors. (Chapter 4)
• The dataset collected in the work presented in Chapter 4 presents a highly curated
resource for the research community’s future studies on the topic of health misinfor-
mation. (Chapter 4)
Our results highlight the importance of studying the influence of health misinformation
in both web search and social media. In online health search, people can be potentially
harmed by incorrect search results. Possible factors that affect people’s decisions are what
the majority of the search results state, the search results’ authoritativeness, and the pages’
quality. Further, rank and helpfulness factors are examples of unconscious biases that affect
decision making. In social media, people share inaccurate information and can thereby
contribute to spreading rumors. We build a tool to identify users posting questionable
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information, which can help health authorities intervene to change individuals’ views and
quickly identify and limit the spread of misinformation.
The work presented in Chapters 3 and 4 contributes to the Social Computing com-
munity (such as the CSCW conference on Computer-Supported Cooperative Work and
Social Computing and the International AAAI ICWSM Conference on Web and Social
Media) in proposing a tool for monitoring health misinformation on a large scale. Specifi-
cally, the model built in these Chapters exemplifies specialized tools that can help address
the spread of health misinformation on social media, mainly in (i) automatically detect-
ing Twitter users who may be likely to post questionable information, (ii) attempting to
change those individuals’ view of the topic, and (iii) quickly identifying and limiting the
spread of misinformation.
Further, the work conducted in Chapters 5 and 6 contributes to the Human Information
Interaction community (such as the ACM SIGIR CHIIR conference on Human Information
Interaction and Retrieval and the ACM CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing
Systems) in designing user-centered studies to evaluate searchers’ performance when doing
medical information retrieval tasks. Specifically, the studies explained in those Chapters
show how search results can potentially lead people to make incorrect decisions. The
findings where mainly as follows: (i) searchers are heavily influenced with search results
when making health-related decisions (ii) the majority of what the search results state is
a potential reason why people make incorrect decisions (iii) authoritativeness and quality
are factors people look for when evaluating search results. These observations show that is
is paramount to design ways to better support searchers to make more informed decisions.




Background and Related Work
As online health search is becoming a very critical part of our daily lives, the literature
in this area is extensive. In this section, we will first outline the key references about
online misinformation and rumor spreading in general. Next, we will explore specifically
the health domain and identify the research about online health search. Later, we will
summarize the work done on social media sites’ role in public health.
2.1 Misinformation Tracking
In 2017, the term “fake news” was Collins’ Word of the Year, referring to “false, often
sensational, information.”1 Similarly, separating newsworthy stories from misinformation
across online sites has been a popular research topic in recent years, as low-quality news
has the potential for negative impact on individuals and societies (Shu et al., 2017). Here,
we detail the work conducted on rumor tracking in social media. Later, we describe the
work about misinformation in search results and its effects on people’s decisions.
2.1.1 Microblogging Sites
There are three different types of misinformation that can spread: fraudulent journalistic
writing, satirical fake news, and largescale hoaxes. The last type has been claimed to be the
one best suited to be spread in social media as per Rubin et al. (2015). Different approaches
1https://ind.pn/2AnI2Bw
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have been proposed in the literature to access the credibility in microblogging sites. A vast
amount of work has been done in this area, which can be divided into three main categories:
classification-based approaches, network-based approaches, and survey-based studies.
Classification-Based Approaches
A large amount of work focuses on identifying the credibility of news propagated in social
media by building classification tools (Castillo et al., 2011; Leskovec et al., 2009; Yang
et al., 2012; Wu et al., 2015), and responding to misinformation in real time (Liu et al.,
2015). Often, machine learning models based on features related to either users or the
content of propagated messages are employed. In their first work, Castillo et al. (2011)
used multiple features extracted from trending topic tweets to classify the messages as
either credible or not. The authors defined message-based, topic-based, and user-based fea-
tures. The proposed technique is a supervised learning approach where authors prepared a
dataset of predefined labels (using crowdsourcing) to train and test the suggested classifier.
Later, the authors proposed another approach in which they built two classifiers to identify
information cascades corresponding to “newsworthy” events (Information cascade is a list
of all of the messages which usually accompany newsworthy events) (Gayo-Avello et al.,
2013).
Kang et al. (2012) used different feature types to build different classifiers that rec-
ommend the credibility level of topics in Twitter. Similar to Castillo et al. (2011), the
authors used network-based features, topic-based features, and a combination of both on a
set of manually labeled tweets. Different from Castillo et al. (2011), we propose a model to
access each tweet individually instead of classifying a group of “newsworthy” tweets. Both
Castillo et al. (2011) and Kang et al. (2012) agree that network-based features are better
predictors of information credibility than linguistic features.
Gupta and Kumaraguru (2012) used user-based features as well as message-based fea-
tures to build a logistic linear regression model that identifies the credibility of Twitter
messages. Later authors adopted an SVM ranking algorithm with relevance feedback to
rank tweets based on their credibility. Gupta et al. (2014) extended the previous work to
introduce a real-time system called TweetCred that works as a Chrome extension. The
proposed system evaluates the credibility level of each tweet in real time and returns its
credibility value on a scale of 1 (low credibility) to 7 (high credibility) using the ranking
SVM model in the previous work. In terms of features, the authors used a larger set of fea-
tures than in the previous work including message-based features, user-based features, and
network-based features. In another work, instead of identifying tweets’ credibility, Gupta
et al. (2013) used visual feature extraction tools to identify fake images about Hurricane
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Sandy (2012) in Twitter. They built a Decision Tree classifier model to distinguish fake
images from real ones and reached the highest accuracy (97%) with message-based features.
Unlike these studies, in a more natural setting where no labeled data were available,
Qazvinian et al. (2011) used content-based, network-based, and Twitter-specific features
to track urban legends. They built Bayes classifiers using engineered features and then
learned a linear function of these classifiers for rumor retrieval and classification.
Wu et al. (2015) and Yang et al. (2012) trained a graph-kernel based hybrid SVM
classifier to automatically detect rumors on the Sina Weibo micro-blog site.2 Instead of
manually labeling the content, the authors used the Sina Weibo rumor-busting service3 as
ground-truth data for the classification. Similar to most of the prior work, the authors
used message-based and user-based features to build the classifier.
Ma et al. (2015) argued that the previously explained models ignore the importance of
variation in social and contextual features during message propagation over time. They
proposed a novel approach to capture the temporal characteristics of these features based
on the time series of a rumor’s lifecycle. Specifically, they use both Twitter and Sina
Weibo as case studies to detect rumors in social media. Using Dynamic Series-Time
Structure features to build classifiers, they captured the temporal characteristics of the
rumor detection features. The authors drew upon already labeled datasets (from Twitter
(Castillo et al., 2011) and Weibo (Wu et al., 2015)) to train and evaluate the approach.
The most recent work in this domain has been done by Zellers et al. (2019) who have
proposed a framework called GROVER to generate and detect neural fake news as an ad-
versarial game where neural fake news are fake news generated with recent AI technologies.
First, the authors built a tool to generate fake viral or persuasive stories that were hard
for humans to distinguish from real news. Second, they used the previous model to build
a classifier for identifying real news from fake stories. The first part of the work was a
text-generation task for language modeling whereby the authors used specific fields (such
as the domain, date, author, headline, and body) as an input to the language model to
generate fake news propaganda. Using Amazon Mechanical Turk, the results of the disin-
formation generation were evaluated. Overall, the system generated fake news had high
trustworthiness and, as a result, humans had a hard time distinguishing them from real
news. In the next step, the authors used the automatically generated neural fake news
to train a linear classifier that identified human from machine (fake) written text. The




Another research area that can fall under the same umbrella of misinformation detection
using a classification-based approach is detecting troll profiles (opinion spam detection) in
social media platforms. The work of Gala´n-Garc´ıa et al. (2016) and Gupta and Kaushal
(2015) offered among the first approaches attempting to detect spammers in social media.
Aside from spammer detection, detecting bots is an active research area in this domain.
Users play an important role, as misinformation sometimes originates from automated ac-
counts working in synchrony – bot nets. Shao et al. (2017) claimed that millions of political
tweets were spread this way during and following the 2016 U.S. Presidential election. Shao
et al. (2016) introduced a tool to detect such bots known as “Hoaxy” (Shao et al., 2016)
to track the spread of claims.
Filippo Menczer et al. have been actively working in the field of detecting social bots
(Davis et al., 2016; Ferrara et al., 2016; Varol et al., 2017; Shao et al., 2017; Sua´rez-Serrato
et al., 2016; Shao et al., 2018; Dong and Liu, 2018; Lou et al., 2019). In their work, Davis
et al. (2016) introduced the tool called “Botometer” which is a publicly-available service
that uses more than one thousand features to evaluate the extent to which a Twitter
account exhibits similarity to the known characteristics of social bots. Later, Varol et al.
(2017) used the “Botometer” to look deeper into social bots characteristics. Authors found
out that social bots exhibit a human-like behavior (retweets, mentions etc.) to target
human accounts. They, further distinguished several social bots types such as spammers,
self promoters, and accounts that post content from connected applications. Social bots do
not only aim to manipulate discussions, alter the popularity of users and pollute content
for political propaganda (Sua´rez-Serrato et al., 2016), Shao et al. (2017) found that they
play an effective role in mitigating the spread of online misinformation. Social bots amplify
low-quality content and target users with a large number of followers (Shao et al., 2018).
Case studies of incidents such as the Ukrainian conflict (Khaldarova and Pantti, 2016)
and mass shootings in the U.S. (Starbird, 2017) have examined human reactions to ques-
tionable information online. The provenance and motivation behind such information has
increasingly become a contentious issue, as many experts have speculated that important
political decisions, including the United Kingdom vote to leave the European Union, and
the election of Donald Trump to the U.S. presidency, were potentially swayed by forces
outside those nations (Hern, 2017), posing a danger to democracy itself.
Chen et al. (2015) looked at “clickbaiting” behavior as a form of deception where
the main purpose is to encourage people to click on links regardless of their quality and
credibility. Authors built classifier models to automatically detect clickbait using textual
as well as non-textual features. Authors suggest that a hybrid approach may yield best
results.
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The work conducted in Chapters 3 and 4 uses classification-based approaches to detect
tweets’ credibility and identify users spreading rumors, respectively. Similar to the works
proposed in the literature (Castillo et al., 2011; Gayo-Avello et al., 2013; Kang et al.,
2012; Gupta et al., 2014), we used supervised learning techniques with labeled datasets to
build classification models. We also used similar suggested features for building a classifier
to access tweets’ credibility (message-based, user-based). Unlike prior work, we introduce
medical-based features to better detect health-related misinformation about medical topics
in Twitter. In Chapter 4, instead of identifying the credibility of Twitter messages, we
identify the probability of users posting about a fake fact in the future by looking at their
historical timeline. This will help identify who spreads rumors and might be a tool to
predict future potential rumor topic.
Propagation-Based Approaches
The other popular method to identify the credibility of information in social medial plat-
forms is the use of propagation/network features. This approach considers the network
structure (retweet activity, followers, and followees) as well as the trust propagation in the
network.
Seo et al. (2012) proposed an approach for assessing the probability that a piece of
information is a rumor and for detecting rumor sources. The authors modeled the social
network as a directed graph (vertices are individuals, directed edges are information flow).
Then, they relied on the use of network monitor nodes, where detecting rumors and their
sources relied on which monitors received the information and which did not. Computing
specific metrics about the monitor nodes, the authors sort the nodes in the network; the
top node was the source of the rumor. The authors show that with a sufficient number of
monitor nodes, it is possible to recognize most rumors and their sources with high accuracy.
Gupta et al. (2012) built a graph from users, tweets, and events to identify the credi-
bility of an event. At each iteration, every node shared the value of credibility (computed
by a classifier) to its direct neighbors. As the number of iterations increased, and with
the help of propagation, the credibility values of credible sources increase while the value
of non-credible sources decreased. The authors enhanced the suggested model by intro-
ducing another tool built on a graph of events (verticies) with edges as credibility values
where similar events had similar credibility scores. The authors claim that this method
outperforms the classifierbased approach discussed earlier.
Ratkiewicz et al. (2011) presented the real-time “Truthy” online web service, designed
to detect fake political grassroots movements (dubbed “AstroTurf”) in the context of
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U.S. political elections. The authors used mining, visualizing, mapping, classifying, and
modeling massive streams of public microblogging events.
The work of Zhao et al. (2016a) is an example of trust modeling whereby the authors
evaluated the trustworthiness of each tweet and each user. To achieve this, the authors
relied on the idea that a tweet is credible if its features are similar to those of a tweet
from a trustworthy news sources. Then, by means of four propagation rules defined on the
social graph, the trustworthiness of tweets and users was refined and propagated.
Survey-Based Studies
Survey-based approaches rely on conducting a questionnaire and/or executing tasks to shed
light on the contribution that credibility factors make in the overall process of credibility
judgment by users of microblogs in general. Examples are the large-scale online user surveys
conducted on Amazon Mechanical Turk that offer direct ways to measure the credibility
of information (Sikdar et al., 2013).
Morris et al. (2012) conducted a survey to understand the possible factors influencing
the credibility assessment of tweets. The authors manipulated a set of features, and the
results showed that people pay attention to user names or tweet topics more than to profile
picture images when making credibility assessments.
Among the features that affect the credibility assessment of social media messages are
cultural differences. Yang et al. (2013) pointed out that people in China tend to trust
social media content more than people in the United States.
Sikdar et al. (2013) argued that survey-based studies used to evaluate the credibility
of information in microblogging websites are extremely noisy due to the small amount of
information with which one can reliably assess credibility. To prove this point, the authors
designed two different surveys about the same tweets and asked participants to evaluate
their credibility. They varied information related to the tweets, such as the retweeting
count, the time of the message, etc. Results showed that the outcomes of a survey-based
approach can be unreliable and unstable.
2.1.2 Online Search
To help people distinguish between credible and fake sources, many studies have focused
on identifying measures to detect misinformation and distinguish it from credible facts in
search result pages.
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For example, Aker et al. (2019) evaluated the writing style of 250 news articles by man-
ually annotating the subjectivity scores at the article level. Results showed that articles
containing fake news have significantly more subjective language than credible sources.
The authors shared the news articles corpus with their subjectivity scores to the research
community which can be used as a signal for automatically detecting and tracking misin-
formation in search result pages.
Kumar et al. (2016) looked at how Wikipedia pages can present false information.
Focusing on hoax articles, the authors measured the real-world impact of such articles
by looking at their survival period before they were debunked, the number of pageviews,
and the amount of citations they received in online content. Kumar et al. (2016) found
that even though a large portion of hoax articles are quickly deleted, a small amount
survive for a long period and are cited on the Web. Further, hoax Wikipedia articles differ
from correct articles in many ways, such as their structure, editors ,and embeddedness
in Wikipedia. These findings can be applied to build automatic classification models to
detect hoax content on the Web which could be particularly useful because humans are
not good at identifying fake online information.
Even search in online social media platforms has been shown to introduce biases that
might lead to incorrect information. In this regard, Kulshrestha et al. (2017) proposed
a method for studying political information bias in search when using social media plat-
forms. The authors investigated the effect of information bias in the Twitter search engine.
Specifically, they introduced different bias aspects into the Twitter search system, such as
query bias based on terms relevant to the query, output bias (cumulative bias introduced
by ranked lists), and ranking bias (bias introduced by the ranking system). Their results
showed that input and ranking bias (such as query topic or how the query is phrased) play
an important role in producing biased search results.
Using natural-language processing tools, Fuhr et al. (2017) introduced matrices that can
be computed automatically to evaluate the information quality in search results. Named
the “information nutrition label” (see Figure 2.1 for an example), this measure includes the
following criteria: factuality, readability, virality, emotion, opinion, controversy, authority
/ credibility / trust, technicality, and topicality. The suggested measures in this work can
be used to automatically detect misinformation in online content. The work proposed in
Chapter 3 uses some of the measures suggested in this work (readability and emotion) to
measure content credibility of Twitter messages regarding the Zika outbreak. While the
work of Fuhr et al. (2017) is geared towards general misinformation detection, the work
in Chapter 3 focuses on measures to detect health-related misinformation. Specifically,
in Chapter 3, in addition to general credibility measures, we introduce medically oriented
matrices (such as a medical lexicon) to automatically compute the veracity of messages
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Figure 2.1: Information nutrition label computed for a news article (Fuhr et al., 2017).
between Twitter users.
The most recent and influential work in the political domain is a study by Epstein and
Robertson (2015). The authors proposed a large-scale controlled-environment experiment
to understand the influence of search results’ rank on people’s election preferences. Using
search engine logs analysis and different statistical significance tests, they showed that
people’s voting preferences can be significantly shifted even in the case of undecided voters.
As the study was large and involved diverse demographic characteristics (participants from
USA and India), it is possible that the search engine effect was different for different
groups. The authors also implemented different search ranking masking techniques (slightly
swapped order of results in two specific positions) and concluded that even when the search
rank pattern is hidden, people are still influenced by the search engine manipulation effect
(Epstein and Robertson, 2015). This work is similar to ours in Chapter 5, as they are
both controlled studies in which participants’ behavior is interpreted by a set of log files.
The difference between the two experiments is that Epstein and Robertson (2015)’s study
focused on the political domain, while we explore the health domain. Additionally, our
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work computes the exact positive and negative influences of search results on participants’
decisions about the efficacy of a set of medical treatments.
2.2 Online Health Information
More relevant to the research proposed in this thesis is the prior work conducted about
online health information. People find online health information using various methods,
including online health communities, mobile applications, etc. (Leavitt and Robinson,
2017). Because online search is the most commonly used tool for finding online health
information (Lee et al., 2014), we focus on how people do online search for health-related
topics. We further explore how social media platforms are being used in the health domain.
We focus on these specific online resources as they are considered among the most heavily
used online platforms (Purcell et al., 2012).
The work conducted by De Choudhury et al. (2014) is very relevant to this PhD research
as the authors looked at how seeking and sharing information in terms of health activities
is different in web search and in social media. Results of their survey data showed that
the most common usage of search engine and social media health activities is to look for
information about treatments. Further, people tend to share health information online to
promote their health status and share news. Results show that people are motivated to use
search engines and social media because of the ease and speed these tools provide while they
tend to share information in Twitter to reach a large audience and benefit others. More
interestingly, looking at search engine logs and Twitter data, the authors concluded that
people tend to look for information about severe medical conditions more often in search
engines than on social media. On the other hand, Twitter is more popular for seeking
information about specific medical symptoms. Looking at social stigma, the authors found
that search engines are more frequently used for high-stigma health topics, while Twitter
is used for low-stigma issues. Authors argue that this is due to the fear of being judged
on social medial platforms so people tend to avoid revealing sensitive information about
their health. Finally, the authors noticed that the context used when searching for severe
and high stigma health conditions is different than the one used for benign and low stigma
issues. Both the work of De Choudhury et al. (2014) and the work proposed in this thesis
focus on search engines and social medial platforms. However, while De Choudhury et al.
(2014) focused on general health-related activities in search engines and social media, our
proposed work focuses on the effects of health misinformation in those two platforms.
In the coming sections, we will first explain the work conducted about health search
by listing examples of existing applications, evaluation of online content quality, and pos-
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sible search biases. Then we will detail the work conducted on social media health usage
including health-related attitudes and health misinformation in social media platforms.
2.3 Health in Online Web Search
Studying online health search activities includes studying the possible applications of using
online search activities (such as predicting drugs side effects and a diagnosis tool for health
conditions). Prior work studied the quality of web content, trust in health-related search
results, and search behavior biases. We will deal with each of these in turn in the coming
sections.
2.3.1 Health Applications Using Online Search
The literature is full about the work conducted on health online search. In this section,
we indicate some of the notable work on using online search for health applications, such
as pharmaceuticals, medical diagnosis, and monitoring tools.
First, in the pharmaceutical domain, Yom-Tov and Gabrilovich (2013), White et al.
(2016), and Odgers et al. (2014) used a large set of web search logs to predict the side
effects of drugs. Using people’s search queries for side effects after being sick, the authors
built a model to predict new side effects of different drugs that might take longer period
of time to be discovered.
Yom-Tov (2017) used search engine queries to predict drug recalls. The author ex-
tracted queries located in the USA using the Bing search engine that mentioned 5,195
pharmaceutical drugs during the year of 2015 and all recall notifications issued by the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) during that year. Then, using the attributes that
quantify changes in query volume (such as queries about drug symptoms and drug query
spikes), the author built a model to predict whether a recall of a drug would be ordered
by the FDA within one to 40 days. The model successfully predicted future drug recalls
with an accuracy of 79.1%. The most predictive feature for future recall is a sudden spike
in drug querying in every state. The findings of this work suggest that search logs can be
used for early detection of harmful batches of medicines.
Yom-Tov and Lev-Ran (2017) used search engine queries to predict adverse reactions
associated with cannabis consumption. Studying Cannabis-associated reactions is difficult
because the substance is prohibited in many countries. For this reason, Yom-Tov and Lev-
Ran (2017) collected US-based Bing queries over a six-month period from people making
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queries about cannabis (as well as 121 synonyms). Then, they compared the queries with
the prevalence of cannabis use reported by the US National Survey on Drug Use in the
Household. Their results showed that the search queries were correlated with the reported
case of cannabis usage. Further, the queries revealed many of the adverse effects of cannabis
reported in the medical literature.
Gahr et al. (2015) gathered search logs from Google trends and annual prescription
volumes (APV) from statutory health insurance in Germany from 2004 to 2013. The aim
was to determine whether there was any correlation between the APV of antidepressants
and the web search query data. Their results indicated a significant and strong correlation
between the APV and the annual search query volume for different antidepressants. The
results of this study showed that there is the potential to predict the volume of prescription
practice through web search query volume.
In addition to tools targeting the pharmaceutical field, search logs have been used for
general public health monitoring to identify potential health outbreaks (Yom-Tov,
2015; Yom-Tov et al., 2014a). For example, Yom-Tov et al. (2014a) designed a study
that used search engine queries as well as Twitter data to automatically detect potential
outbreaks of communicable diseases. Yom-Tov et al. (2014a) looked at potential symptoms
consistent between different online sources during major musical festivals. Their results
showed that online sources might be indicative of a disease that some users attributed to
being at the festival.
White and Horvitz (2009, 2012) focused on understanding how people use web search as
a self-diagnosis tool. They explored the benefits of health-related web content for increasing
knowledge, while also identifying the potential harmful effects of cyberchondria — “the
unfounded escalation of concerns about common symptomatology, based on the review of
search results and literature on the Web” (White and Horvitz, 2009, 2012). White and
Horvitz (2009) showed that the anxiety level of the searcher can become more intense
when web search is used to interpret symptoms for undiagnosed conditions. Using similar
techniques, they studied how this anxiety persists and influences future behavior (White
and Horvitz, 2012). The heightened anxiety induced by medical web results has a negative
impact on the searcher’s health.
Hochberg et al. (2019) looked at whether early diagnosis of diabetes is possible using
search data. The authors collected queries made by people in the USA using Bing during
a one-year time period that contained symptoms of diabetes. Four different predictive
models were built (linear regression, logistic regression, decision tree and random forest) to
distinguish between users who mentioned that they had been diagnosed with diabetes and
people who did not refer to diabetes in their queries. The logistic regression and random
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forest models were able to distinguish between people diagnosed with diabetes and people
not diagnosed with diabetes with an accuracy of 92%. The suggested model could identify
the patients up to 240 days before they mentioned being diagnosed.
Soldaini and Yom-Tov (2017) used statistical information about the entire population
generated from search logs as well as small sets of labeled examples to label unseen ex-
amples. This model was then used to identify users who might be suffering from cancer
by looking at their search patterns. The same model can be used to predict the spread of
disease; partial epidemiological data is used, showing the distribution of disease given the
incidence in a subset of a population.
Agarwal et al. (2016) used geotagged mobile search logs to predict potential future
patient visits to a medical facility. Gathering more than 42 days of search logs, the au-
thors constructed a matrix of general, semantic, and location-based features. They then
trained a random forest classifier to predict users’ future visits with the help of advertising
techniques.
2.3.2 Health Information Credibility in Online Search
For over a decade, medical sociologists have studied the Internet as a new component of
health ecosystems (Chen and Siu, 2001). Patients’ reliance on the Web has resulted in
a patient–Web–physician “triangulation” (Wald et al., 2007), with benefits such as more
efficient use of clinical time and additional support from online support groups, coupled
with potential harms such as the dangers posed by the variable quality of information,
unnecessary visits to a physician, and exacerbating existing socioeconomic health dispari-
ties. Early on, the use of the Internet by patients was shown to be problematic due to the
questionable quality of content (Schmidt and Ernst, 2004).
The credibility of online health information has been an active topic of interest to
researchers. Studies about the correctness of Internet content have reported that the
quality of online health information is low or incomplete. This erroneous and incomplete
information creates difficulties for users trying to navigate the search for truthful content
and make informed decisions (Kaicker et al., 2013), thus creating potential harm to users
(Benigeri and Pluye, 2003). Here we list examples of studies attempting to understand
how people evaluate search results’ quality.
A large amount of work has shown that specific features of a website can increase the
perceived credibility of information in the health domain, such as a professional-appearing
interface design, ease of navigation, and the presence of endorsements (Thompson, 2014).
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Freeman and Spyridakis (2004) were among the first to summarize the complete list of
factors that influence how users judge the credibility of health-related websites.
Dhoju et al. (2019) looked at a collection of 44,064 health-related news articles, pub-
lished by media outlets, to understand the differences between reliable and unreliable
content spanning from 1 January 2015 to 2 April 2018, using Facebook Graph API. The
authors found out that unreliable sources use clickbait headlines to catch users’ attention
(27% of the headlines are clickbait headlines in unreliable sources, compared to 40% click-
bait headlines in reliable sources). Further, the use of fewer quotations and hyperlinks
is associated with unreliable sources. These signals are helpful to automatically identify
health disinformation.
Elsweiler and Kattenbeck (2019) designed a think-aloud user study to shed light on how
people assess the credibility of search result pages. Their findings showed that people are
not certain when assessing the credibility of online sources. People use ten different cues
to access the credibility of sources, and the usage of these cues differs for each participant
and each topic.
Jung et al. (2016) looked at potential factors influencing the perceived credibility of
diet-nutrition information on web sites. The authors designed an online experiment with
575 subjects to measure the effect of source expertise cues and message accuracy on peo-
ple’s perception of credibility. Their findings showed that information accuracy increased
the perceived credibility regardless of the level of source expertise. Furthermore, when
readers had low prior knowledge, source expertise was an important factor affecting the
their perception of credibility. Message accuracy had a higher impact on people who had
experience with the nutrition issue compared to people who were not involved in the diet
issue. Health practitioners should consider such findings when designing online content for
users.
Kammerer et al. (2013) proposed a controlled laboratory study to understand the be-
havior and decision making of people when they evaluated web search sources about specific
medical issues. The authors selected two different treatments for a certain health issue.
Then they biased search results about the treatments by controlling for different source
credibility levels (medical institutions, journals, forums). Later, the authors asked par-
ticipants to evaluate which treatment was better. Using eye tracking, participants’ logs,
and verbal protocols, they found that people spend less time and effort evaluating search
results when information sources seem accurate and reliable. Furthermore, people tend to
be more certain and require less justifications of information when the source is trusted.
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Figure 2.2: (1) List versus (2) Grid interface (Kammerer and Gerjets, 2010).
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Kammerer and Gerjets (2010) designed a laboratory study to measure the effect of
search results’ interface design on people’s ability to evaluate the trustworthiness of search
results. More specifically, the authors looked at how people evaluate the trustworthiness of
search results for the standard list search results format (search results presented in a list)
versus the grid format (search results presented in the form of a grid). Figure 2.2 shows the
list and grid interfaces. In total, the study had four different experimental conditions with
two main factors: the order of trustworthiness of the search engine results page (SERP)
in ascending and descending order, and the interface design as list and grid. In terms of
measuring the interaction with SERP pages, the authors measured eye movements as well
as number of clicks. The study results showed that when dealing with a list interface,
participants had a more homogeneous linear viewing sequence (i.e., viewing from top to
bottom in the list interface or from one column to the other in the grid interface), and
less linear, more varied viewing in the grid interface. Furthermore, participants paid more
attention to highly ranked results in the list interface, compared to an equal spread of
attention with the grid interface. As a result, in the experimental condition where a list
was provided in ascending order of trust, participants interacted significantly more with
the least trustworthy pages than with the most trustworthy ones. This behavior could
be harmful, especially if participants are dealing with controversial medical topics and
trustworthiness is important, but the best answers might not be found quickly in the top-
ranked results (Kammerer and Gerjets, 2010). Based on this study, Kammerer and Gerjets
(2010) claimed that a grid interface is a better setting for supporting users to evaluate the
trustworthiness of search page results, as it provides more freedom and exposure to varied
content.
Pam Briggs et al. conducted a significant amount of work looking at trust in online
health information (Sillence et al., 2007, 2006, 2004). Specifically, Sillence et al. (2007,
2006) designed a three-stage model of trust when searching for information online. Sillence
et al. (2007) conducted a “think-aloud” user experiment with menopausal patients, while
Sillence et al. (2006, 2004) used a larger-scale experiment. Both studies showed the follow-
ing: participants rejected sales sites as well as low-quality design content even though they
were legitimate sources. Second, when looking at high-quality designed sites, participants
trusted content coming from medical institutions or health experts but also personalized
content from people similar to the searchers. Third, participants’ decision-making pro-
cess was influenced by online information: they used online content to reinforce a decision
they had already made to find supporting facts and build confidence about their decisions
(Sillence et al., 2007).
Other researchers have studied the effect of credibility on people’s decisions. Lau
and Coiera (2008) designed a controlled laboratory study to understand whether providing
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high quality search results improves people’s accuracy when searching online for health in-
formation. Results showed that, when participants were provided with high-quality search
results from reliable sources (such as PubMed, MedlinePlus, and HealthInsite), the partic-
ipants’ accuracy in answering health questions increased compared to when they were not
provided with search results. Both this work and the work conducted in Chapters 5 and 6
aim to measure people’s accuracy when using online search to answer health-related ques-
tions. While Lau and Coiera (2008)’s work focused on measuring the change in accuracy
before and after searching, we focus on measuring people’s accuracy when search results
pages have been biased.
2.3.3 Search Biases
As search engines apply information retrieval algorithms to return the most relevant doc-
uments, the search result pages come with a number of algorithmic biases. In this section,
we first present work about search results bias, then we list the literature about search
behavior bias.
Fu et al. (2016) evaluated the quality and rank of search result pages when the efficacy
of HPV vaccination was being researched. The authors collected 116 Google search engine
pages using 20 terms to search for the HPV vaccine. Then they measured the web page
bias by manually annotating the pages’ content to either being critical (stating concerns
about vaccines) or non-critical. Web pages that included content with a bias against
vaccination were categorized as overall noncritical if they allotted roughly equal space or
more to viewpoints supportive of vaccination. Web pages that presented only evidence-
based content without editorial comment regardless of the focus (e.g., vaccine side effects)
were also categorized as noncritical. Authors measured the web page quality by looking
at the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA) benchmarks which were the
basis for the present study’s assessment of HPV Web page quality. Their results showed
that search engine returned more frequent pages with low-quality scores that were critical
about vaccines. Tang et al. (2006) compared the search results of Google to those of
a domain-specific health and depression search engine. Their findings showed that while
Google returned more relevant documents, the domain-specific search engine returned more
correct search result pages.
Another study conducted by Lau and Coiera (2009, 2007), looked at the effect of rank
on people’s accuracy in answering health-related questions when using online search. To
test the effect of rank, the authors introduced three different online search interfaces:
one baseline user interface and two modified interfaces specifically designed to debias the
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anchoring or order effect. Their results showed that people were influenced by order bias
when using the baseline interface. On the other hand, the order effect disappeared with
the use of a debiased interface, but no improvement was seen in participants’ accuracy.
Further, participants preferred using a debiased interface whereby they conducted fewer
searches and accessed more documents.
Coiera and Vickland (2008) determined that judging the relevance of search engine doc-
uments is not useful when searching for answers to health-related questions. Better search
results (highly relevant) did not seem to increase people’s ability to answer health-related
questions. Coiera and Vickland (2008)’s work highlights the importance of introducing
new natural metrics for search engines to evaluate and display search results to users.
Another study, conducted by Venkatraman et al. (2016), explored possible uncontrolled
biases in search results. The authors analyzed the top 20 search results of two popular
search engines (Google, Bing) for the search term “Zika virus.” Manual labeling by med-
ically trained experts showed that out of 20 pages, six results from the Google search
engine contained incorrect information, whereas only one result was incorrect using the
Bing search engine.
Looking at the topic of distal radius fractures, Dy et al. (2012) aimed to determine
whether varying the search terms would affect the search results’ quality, accuracy, and
readability levels. Different from the work conducted by Fuhr et al. (2017), Dy found out
that the readability score had no correlation with the quality or accuracy of the search
result content. The authors further noted that the quality and accuracy of information
presented in search results varies depending on the level of sophistication of the search
terms. Similarly, Dy et al. (2012) found that the quality of the search results varied for
differently worded medical queries.
Related to the potential biases in medical web pages as well as among searchers, the
vast amount of work conducted by White (2013), White and Hassan (2014), White (2014),
White and Horvitz (2015) showed that searchers, as well as search engines, strongly favor
positive information over negative information regardless of the truth. In his work, White
looked at two different types of questions: medical queries with a yes/no question form
(White, 2013; White and Hassan, 2014) as well as medical queries about the efficacy of
medical treatments (White, 2014; White and Horvitz, 2015).
When search results are biased towards one answer (yes/no) and results are all ranked
above the contradictory answer (all yes above no or all no above yes), people choose the
dominant answer (White, 2014). When results were biased towards the correct answer and
all yes results were ranked above no results, the accuracy was 74.9%. However, when the
bias was towards incorrect answer and all no results were ranked above the yes results, the
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accuracy was reduced to 63.1%. This work is different than what we present in Chapters 5
and 6 with respect to the type of search query: while White focused on yes/no questions,
we designed the study to examine the efficacy of medical treatment questions. Further,
the notion of rank is different: in White (2014)’s work, yes/no answers were ranked above
or bellow yes/no answers. In our work, explained in Chapters 5 and 6, we biased the rank
of the top most correct document.
White and Horvitz (2015) conducted work similar to the study explained in Chapter
5. However, while White focused on measuring the search accuracy in organic search, we
were interested in measuring the search accuracy when the search results were biased with
respect to correctness and rank. Specifically, White examined the effect of organic search
as well as controlled search with 50/50 mixture of answers (White and Horvitz, 2015).
In their studies, White (2014) and White and Horvitz (2015) focused on measuring
beliefs before and after searchers were exposed to search results. To measure changes in
beliefs, the authors asked about prior beliefs before the search task. Their results showed
that, if a searcher holds a strong belief before searching, they are unlikely to change their
opinion following their search. Conversely, if the searcher is uncertain before the search,
they are twice as likely to move towards a positive answer (White, 2013, 2014; White and
Horvitz, 2015).
Similar to White (2013), Kayhan (2013) investigated whether people are biased towards
believing positive information over negative information regardless of the truth. They also
tried to implement different techniques to reduce positive bias, using recommendation
(suggest content with negative information) and incorporation (incorporate negative re-
sults with a set of positive results). The authors concluded that incorporating negative
information with the available positive results of search pages helped reduce the positive
uncontrolled bias people have when searching for health-related information online.
Allam et al. (2014) looked at the influence of search results’ selection and ranking
on users’ knowledge and beliefs about vaccination. Their first experiment involved three
experimental conditions: the control condition (uncontrolled search results returned by
Google), the pro biased condition (all websites pro vaccination from trusted sources) and
the anti biased condition (all websites against vaccination from untrusted sources). Their
results showed that participants exposed to only highly trusted pro-vaccination content
experienced increased knowledge (acknowledged the importance of vaccines), while the
anti-vaccination content caused greater concerns about vaccines. In the second experiment,
in addition to the three previously explained experiential conditions, the authors added
the following search results’ pro-anti vaccination ratios: 4:6, 6:4, 8:2. Their results showed
that knowledge was significantly affected by different exposure to anti vaccination versus
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pro-vaccination search results. Additionally, Google-offered websites (control) created as
much fear of vaccination as any of the customized search engines. As the amount of anti-
vaccination results increased, people gained less knowledge and more fear. Finally, having
more trusted search results encouraged participants to explore more content in the search
result pages. While Allam et al. (2014)’s proposed work focused on measuring knowledge
and belief change, in Chapter 5, we are interested in measuring the accuracy of participants
when answering questions. We also did not control for the trustworthiness of the search
results when designing the study. However, we controlled for rank and ratio of correct to
incorrect results.
Ludolph et al. (2016) investigated the effect of the content of the knowledge graph box
tool available in Google search on people’s beliefs about vaccination. The authors had three
experimental conditions. The first one was the trustworthiness of the search results (com-
prehensive from WHO and non-comprehensive from Wikipedia). The second one was the
presence or absence of warning indicating that one would encounter false information about
vaccines on the Web. The third was the control condition (no warning and no trustworthi-
ness bias). Their results showed that knowledge increased when the knowledge graph box
contained comprehensive information compared to non-comprehensive information from
Wikipedia. Furthermore, knowledge decreased when there was a false information warning
in the comprehensive content. Third, the comprehensive content with a warning reduced
fear, whereas the warning increased fear with non-comprehensive content. Fourth, peo-
ple appreciated the benefits of vaccination when exposed to comprehensive information
in the knowledge graph box. This study shows that the presence of reliable content in
the knowledge graph box positively affects people’s knowledge about vaccines, and that a
small change in current search engines could lead to a valuable difference in online health
information search.
Looking at the behavioral search bias, White et al. (2008) performed log-based analysis
to investigate the different search behaviors corresponding to domain expertise. Their study
showed that experts use different vocabulary and patterns of interaction when writing
queries and selecting sources. Based on this work, the authors claimed that automatic
detection of expertise may improve search results and aid non-expert users with query
suggestions and site recommendations reflective of expert users.
Further, Cartright et al. (2011) studied searcher behavior from log files to automatically
identify medically related search sessions. The authors claimed that identifying health
search intentions automatically can help better understand health search behavior and
thereby better support it (Cartright et al., 2011).
Finally, Lau et al. (2010, 2011) looked at the effect of social feedback while doing
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online search for health topics. The authors conducted a controlled study wherein they
asked participants to answer health-related questions using online search before and after
showing the majority answers of other participants. In addition to looking at changes in
the final decision, the authors tracked the participants level of confidence throughout the
study. Their results showed a statistically significant difference between answers before
and after being exposed to social feedback. Participants were more likely to change their
answer whenever it did not agree with the majority. This study provides an empirical
evidence that social feedback is important for decision making in the health domain. In
the next section, we will look more deeply into the influence of social feedback presents in
social media platforms.
2.4 Health in Social Media
In the domain of using social media for health, previous work has focused on studying
different health-related attitudes and behaviors using social media, such as suicidal ideation
and mental well-being. Another area of research has involved understanding how incorrect
health-related information is spread and propagated in social media sites. In this section,
we will list examples of studies in these areas that are directly related to this PhD research.
2.4.1 Health-Related Attitudes on Social Media
As social media is heavily used on a daily basis, it captures the actions of millions of users.
In the health domain specifically, social media provides ample resources for health-related
decision making, capturing behaviors and attitudes impacting individual health. Facebook
is the most utilized social media platform, followed by health-specific social media sites,
and Twitter (Laranjo et al., 2015). Recent work has focused on using this content to
extract health-related behaviors and attitudes.
Recently, Ginart et al. (2016) suggested building a classifier to detect the use of mar-
ijuana using Twitter. Attitudes toward legal drugs, including Xanax and Adderall, have
been studied by Seaman and Giraud-Carrier (2016). Further, Yang and Yang (2013) used
association mining of health communities to discover adverse effects of drug interactions.
Likewise, behaviors related to lifestyle diseases such as type 2 diabetes and obesity have
been tracked using Twitter (Abbar et al., 2015), Instagram (a photo sharing platform)
(Mejova et al., 2015a), and Facebook (Arau´jo et al., 2017a), along with attitudes toward
food and diet (Mejova et al., 2016). These studies often combine expert health knowledge
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with big data analytics (including machine learning, in the case of the work of Ginart et al.
(2016)) to provide insight into attitudes captured in social media interactions.
A study of a community promoting anorexia on Flickr (another photo-sharing platform)
(Yom-Tov et al., 2012) showed that attempts of anti-anorexia programs to infiltrate the
community with intervention messages tagged with pro-anorexia tags were counterproduc-
tive in the long run (with users exposed to such attempts remaining in the pro-anorexia
community longer). Further uses of social media to gauge the efficacy of health commu-
nication include a recent study about breast cancer mammography advisory on Twitter
which found many users to be confused by it rather than approving of it (Nastasi et al.,
2017).
Using social media to gather insights about its users’ mental well-being is a common
research endeavor (Amir et al., 2017, 2019; De Choudhury et al., 2016; Wongkoblap et al.,
2018). De Choudhury et al. (2013) tracked significant signals in Twitter that help detect
signs of depression in Twitter users. The authors used tweets to measure behavioral changes
in people in terms of feelings, mood swings, and drug usage. Later, the authors built a
classifier to detect people suffering from depression and predict whether someone was likely
to have depression in the future (De Choudhury et al., 2013).
De Choudhury et al. (2016) focused on support communities in the Reddit as a data
source and explored possible outcomes of getting involved in suicidal discussion such as
self-attention focus, linguistic changes, and social engagement. They then suggested a
statistical methodology to predict whether users, involved in mental health conversations,
are at risk of suicidal ideation. Their results showed that the presence of some tokens in the
post comments statistically significantly affect (either increase or decrease) the likelihood
of posting from the mental health community to suicidal ideation community in Reddit.
In other words, positive words in social media communities tend to push people away from
suicidal ideation, while negative words tend to increase the likelihood of people thinking
about suicide (De Choudhury et al., 2016).
Using the dataset collected in the work of De Choudhury et al. (2016), De Choudhury
and Kıcıman (2017) further examined how much receiving social support in the form
of comments on Reddit influenced the risk of suicidal ideation. The authors used the
propensity score matching technique to measure the effect of social support language on
individuals in mental health communities’ likelihood of moving towards suicidal ideation.
Studying social support with respect to a theoretical model in the clinical literature, the
authors concluded that esteem as well as network support are helpful in reducing the risk
of suicidal ideation.
Bagroy et al. (2017) studied the effect of social media on mental well-being in the col-
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lege student population. The authors used propensity score matching to identify possible
outcomes of using alcohol on college students in Reddit platform. Specifically, they looked
at pre-defined measures of college success factors, such as peer-group interactions, negative
academic outcome etc. Results showed that mentioning alcohol had a statistically signifi-
cant effect on first-year college students’ success. Further, the rate of posting/commenting
on Reddit increased after mentioning alcohol usage, which is possibly due to social and
networking reasons (Bagroy et al., 2017).
Newman et al. (2011) studied health-related information sharing behavior on Facebook.
The authors conducted interviews about sharing health information in online health com-
munities. Focusing on weight loss and diabetes, they showed that people share health
information in social online communities to achieve a set of goals. Emotional support is
considered the most common reason for participants to use online health communities, as
they find sympathy, positive support, and fast responses. Next, sharing health information
on Facebook caused a significant number of participants to feel more accountable about
committing to a treatment plan that is visible to others. Furthermore, the findings of this
study showed that people seek role models to follow in online health communities as a
source of motivation for improving their health. Finally, the authors found that few Face-
book users look for advice in online health communities. On the other hand, the study
revealed a list of challenges participants faced when sharing health-related information.
The most common challenge was impression management, where users find themselves
stuck between sharing information to improve their health and how they wish to represent
themselves within the community.
Finally, public awareness of health-related topics has recently been gauged through the
advertising platforms provided by social media – for instance, using Facebook Advertising
Manager to estimate the number of Facebook users interested in diabetes-related topics
(Arau´jo et al., 2017b). Thus, as social media use increases, so does health-related discussion
and information seeking on these platforms, allowing for large-scale analysis and tracking.
2.4.2 Health Misinformation in Social Media
WHO’s white paper on risk communication urges the research community to“build ca-
pacity to quickly transform new information into usable, culturally-appropriate and easily
understood risk communication resources that can be disseminated on multiple platforms,”
including social media (Organization et al., 2016). In this section, we will highlight the
work conducted on evaluating health-related content credibility in social media, then we
will detail examples of tools to detect and track health misinformation. Finally we will list
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examples of work on the possible implications of health misinformation spread via social
media platforms.
Health Information Credibility in Social Media
Rapid, easy access to health information in social media raises a particular issue: direct
access to medical information, and the absence of credible intermediaries, makes it hard to
verify the information present in social media platforms. In this regard, we will describe
work conducted on evaluating content credibility and automatically detecting information
credibility in social media.
Some researchers have evaluated the quality of health-related content present in social
media and have found a large amount of the content to be potentially harmful. Democrati-
zation of content publishing may be exacerbating quality concerns, as YouTube videos have
been found to contain instances of the public display of harmful or unhealthy behaviors,
promotion of tobacco to consumers, and distort on of policy and research funding agendas
(Lau et al., 2012).
Further, Syed-Abdul et al. (2013) identified 29.3% of YouTube about anorexia to be pro-
anorexia. While not constituting the majority of the material on this topic, pro-anorexia
content is highly rated and favored by viewers.
Sharma et al. (2017) studied the popularity of Zika-related information on Facebook.
Their results showed that the most popular posts about Zika on Facebook contained mis-
information about the Zika virus. From the results, the authors concluded that people
tend to view and share content about misleading/misguiding information more frequently
than sharing useful content.
McGregor et al. (2014) evaluated glaucoma-related content explored by patients on five
different social media platforms (the International Glaucoma Association forum, Facebook,
Twitter, YouTube, and PatientOpinion.org.uk). A total of 3,785 items were collected, an-
alyzed, and coded. The results showed that many unmoderated sites contained misleading
information. More importantly, complementary therapies and treatments with poor evi-
dential basis were more represented than evidence-based treatments. With the increase in
the amount of misleading content comes an increased risk of exposure to incorrect infor-
mation, which might pose a threat to the online community.
Lederman et al. (2014) looked at how people assess the credibility of health information
in online health forums. Their results showed that when the message contains scientific
references, people do not seek other users’ opinions. However, when the information is
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subjective or contradicts reliable sources, people rely on the crowd’s consensus to make
their decisions.
It is important to note that credibility in social media is different than other credibility
concepts because the original health information source does not have a great impact on
the perceived information credibility. People might trust content generated by laypersons
due to homophily as per Ma and Atkin (2017). This is what makes credibility assessment
in health-related social media essential and challenging.
Despite the importance of credibility detection, few approaches have so far been pro-
posed to automatically assess the credibility of healthrelated information in social media.
Existing techniques involve the crawling method (Abbasi et al., 2013), examining social in-
teractions in social media platforms (Weitzel et al., 2014), and the RetweetNetwork model
(Freeman, 1978).
A notable work in this area has been conducted by Mukherjee et al. (2014), who have
proposed a tool for automatically assessing the credibility of medical statements in health
communities. The authors used linguistic as well as user-based features in an a Markov
Random Field model where the random variables were constituted by users, their posts,
and the medical statements contained within the posts. The suggested model showed
better detection accuracy than other state-of-the-art baselines.
Health Misinformation Detection and Tracking in Social Media
In the previous sections, we have talked about misinformation detection, using social media
in different domains such as news and politics. In this section, we specifically focus on mis-
information in the health domain using social media platforms. The problem of misinfor-
mation in social media is important because the presence of fake, misleading health-related
news is a potential threat for public health.
Waszak et al. (2018) quantified the amount of fake medical news in social media. Their
results showed that around 40% of the most frequently shared links in social media were
actually fake news (shared more than 450,000 times). The most widespread topic with
fake content was about vaccines, while cardiovascular diseases were also well represented.
Further, 20% of the fake content was shared by a single source. These findings highlight
the importance of identifying fake medical information in social media.
The dynamic nature of social media platforms allows for the rapid spread of misinfor-
mation during an ongoing epidemic, and machine-learning techniques have been deployed
to track such content. To help social media users, tools are being developed to ease the
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verification of health claims via natural language processing and the retrieval of reliable
medical literature (Samuel and Zaıane, 2018).
Recently, Dredze et al. (2016) analyzed the characteristics of non-scientific claims about
vaccines, spreading from the vaccine refusal community to the rest of the world. Specifi-
cally, the authors analyzed the two most prominent misleading theories about Zika vacci-
nation on Twitter using supervised machine learning technique and observed the effect of
vaccine-skeptical communities on other users’ opinions about vaccination. While Dredze
et al. (2016) looked at two Zika vaccine-related memes, in the work described in Chapter 3,
we propose a more general methodological pipeline to track health-related rumors. Taking
Zika as a case study and with the help of health professionals, we expand the list of rumors
to six and examine the behavior of rumors, as well as clarification efforts.
Theng et al. (2013) designed a survey to understand how people in different geographical
locations respond to health misinformation in social media. Specifically, the authors looked
at 10 different tuberculosis myths and observed social media users’ level of belief. Their
results showed that age and country had a statistically significant effect on the level of
belief in rumors. For example , younger people were more susceptible to rumors than older
people. Further, the results showed that different social media platforms influenced the
level of belief in rumors (Theng et al., 2013).
Kostkova et al. (2016) created the “VAC Medi+ board” online interactive visualization
framework integrating heterogeneous real-time data streams with Twitter data. They
tracked the spread of vaccine-related information on Twitter and the sources of information
spread. Both of these systems rely on keyword-based rumor identification.
Kinsora et al. (2017) suggested building a medical misinformation-labeled dataset to
help build machine learning classifiers that automatically detect fake medically related
information. The dataset is a collection of misinformation and true facts gathered from
comments in an online health forum. To achieve this, the authors used information retrieval
techniques. Later, they designed a coding scheme to label and annotate the dataset. Using
nine engineered features in the generated dataset, the authors built a classifier that can
identify medical misinformation with an accuracy of 90.1%. The dataset proposed by
Kinsora et al. (2017)’s work can be used to build more sophistical tools to identify medical
misinformation in user-generated content systems such as medical forums.
A potential framework for engaging expert knowledge in a real-time crisis situation is
described in Imran et al. (2014)’s work, where content was selected to be annotated via
crowdsourcing into predefined classes. These could then be used to train a classifier, and
update it as necessary with active learning data selection.
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It is important to note that, in the literature, little attention has been paid to mod-
eling and understanding the spread of cancer “complementary and alternative medicine”
(CAM) on the Internet. A 2008 survey of 80 cancer patients found that when going online,
respondents dealt with the emotional stress of being reminded about their prognosis, and
they scought a second opinion from another doctor before using CAM promoted online
(Broom and Tovey, 2008). However, more recent surveys have found the Internet to be
increasingly important source of information on CAM, with around half of patients using
alternative medicines, as well as their relatives getting health advice online (Huebner et al.,
2014; Ebel et al., 2015). Thus, in Chapter 4, we focus on the kinds of individuals who are
susceptible to propagating unverified information about cancer treatments that have been
found to be ineffective at treating cancer.
While a large amount of work has focused on detecting and tracking fake health-related
news in social media, another part of the literature focuses on correcting health misinfor-
mation (Bode and Vraga, 2015; Vraga and Bode, 2017; Bode and Vraga, 2018; Vraga and
Bode, 2018) to eliminate its dangerous effects. While correcting misleading facts might
not be effective if done in an algorithmic way or by peer users (Vraga and Bode, 2017;
Bode and Vraga, 2018), correcting facts via trusted sources (such as the CDC) is a more
effective way to reduce misconceptions (Bode and Vraga, 2015; Vraga and Bode, 2017).
Further, different platforms may require different correction mechanisms (Vraga and Bode,
2018). Roozenbeek and van der Linden (2019) introduced a very novel method for correctly
misconceptions, using a fake-news game where users were exposed to strategies used by
fake-news sources and were trained to spot misinformation.
However, in two studies on facts about the MMR vaccine (measles, mumps, and rubella)
and the seasonal flue vaccine (Nyhan et al., 2014; Nyhan and Reifler, 2015), when people
were presented with pro-vaccine information from the CDC website, a stronger negative
opinion about vaccines was formed (called the “backfire” effect). More work needs to be
done to evaluate how effective it is to correct health misinformation in social media when
the aim is to reduce incorrect beliefs.
Health Misinformation Implications in Social Media
The detection and tracking tools suggested in the previous paragraph have been shown to
impact the future opinions of social media users, and potentially their subsequent behaviors.
While some studies (Yom-Tov et al., 2012; Laranjo et al., 2014, 2015; Bode and Vraga, 2018)
have shown that social media content has either a positive or no significant effect on people’s
behavior, other work has demonstrated that many communities succeed in spreading their
beliefs, and that misinformation spread by social media has a larger potential to reach the
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public and is more popular than correct information (Oyeyemi et al., 2014b; Sharma et al.,
2017).
A notable example is the presence of anti-vaccine groups posting fake claims about
vaccines to influence decision making within some communities (Dunn et al., 2015; Salathe´
and Khandelwal, 2011). In this regard, Dunn et al. (2015) found that people who were
more exposed to negative opinions about HPV (Human papilloma virus) vaccines were
more likely to post negative opinions about the topic. Salathe´ and Khandelwal (2011)
found a correlation between sentiments expressed on Twitter about a new vaccine and
the CDC-estimated vaccination rates by region. More importantly, if negative vaccine
sentiment communities reach new individuals, there is a high likelihood that disease rates
will increase in the targeted area. Moreover, concentrated efforts promoting doubts about
the medical establishment, such as the “anti-vaxxer” movement on Twitter, play into larger
skepticism about government, and conspiratorial thinking, as Mitra et al. (2016) showed.
Looking at the vaccination topic in social media blogs, Tangherlini et al. (2016) de-
signed a machine learning approach to understand the effect of story aggregation on par-
ents in “mommy blogs”. Their results showed that anti-vaccine content was highly repre-
sented in parenting social media blogs. The major arguments anti-vaccine parents used in
their story aggregation involved religious beliefs and adverse reactions to vaccines (such as
autism, pain, and even death). Although parents joined and left the blogs frequently, the
anti-vaccine amount of content was persistent and robust regardless of these membership
changes. More importantly, when new parents join the blog, they are exposed to a large
content from the anti-vaccine community, which had the potential to negatively influence
new parents’ health decision making.
Similar to these are pro-eating disorder (ED) online communities and their efforts to
support ED lifestyles, which are associated with negative health consequences. Arseniev-
Koehler et al. (2016) designed a study to investigated Pro-ED profiles in Twitter and
their followers. To identify the targeted profiles, authors performed content analysis of the
profile content using a codebook based ED screening guidelines. The results showed that
self identified pro-ED profiles mention eating disorders through tweets to their audience
of followers. While the presence of ED socialization in Twitter mention social support,
pro-ED content can reinforce disordered eating behaviors and their associated negative
health consequences..
These findings highlight the dangers of misinformation spread on social media, and the
urgency of developing research that looks at factors affecting the adoption of beliefs about
public health interventions. We suggest tools (using machine learning and crowdsourcing)
to detect and tract health misinformation facts and who is responsible of propagating them
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in Chapters 3 and 4.
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Chapter 3
Catching Zika Fever: Application of
Crowdsourcing and Machine
Learning for Tracking Health
Misinformation on Twitter
This chapter proposes a suite of tools for tracking health-related misinformation, and de-
scribes a case study of tracking a health crisis on Twitter. We provide a methodology for
uncovering the streams of tweets spreading rumors about the 2016 Zika outbreak iden-
tified by the WHO. In particular, we track rumors outlined by the WHO (along with
Snopes.com1) in the stream of nearly 13 million tweets. We employ both automated LDA-
based topic discovery as well as a high-precision expert-led Information Retrieval approach
to identify the relevant tweets in this stream. Using crowdsourcing, we distinguish between
rumor and clarification tweets, which we then use to build automatic classifiers. Here, we
present in-depth temporal analysis of the found rumors, their origins, and interactions with
informational sources.
In this chapter, we first explain the data collection steps then we detail the process
of selecting the list of rumors. Later, we describe the suggested solution about rumor
tracking from query construction, crowdsourcing to the rumor classification task. Finally,




Focusing on the Zika virus and looking at Twitter data, we aim at answering the following
research questions:
• R1. What are the best features to assess the credibility of a medical topic in Twitter?
• R2. What is the correlation between the clarification campaigns and the raising
health-related rumors in Twitter?
• R3. Can we automatically detect tweets containing rumors about a specific health
condition in Twitter?
3.2 Data Collection
The Zika virus has been known for decades; it was discovered in Uganda in the 1940s
and until recently it has been unnoticed. Things changed dramatically in 2015 when this
mosquito-borne disease started to spread quickly across Brazil and then most of the Amer-
ican continent, becoming a major global health crisis. This crisis became more dramatic
as the link between the Zika infection and serious brain malformation (i.e. microcephally)
started to emerge. Furthermore, fears of a global pandemic started to emerge, since Zika is
spread by a mosquito from the Aedes family, which is present in many countries. Another
source of concern were the Rio summer Olympics Games, which brought international trav-
elers to the affected areas. As at the time there was no cure or vaccine for the Zika viral
infection, communication with the public was one of the most important tools to control
this outbreak. These communication efforts – dealing with the detection and prevention of
Zika, and also the reduction of mosquito breeding – have been challenged by the appear-
ance of rumors that, in the best of cases, were interfering with the public health campaigns
(WHO, 2016).
In this chapter, communications about the Zika virus was collected using the Artificial
Intelligence for Disaster Response (AIDR)2 platform, which taps into Twitter Streaming
Application Program Interface (API). The keywords’ list contained the following (searched
as quoted strings): zika, microcefalia, microcephaly, #zika, zika virus, Aedes, zika fever,
Spondweni virus, Aedes albopictus, maculopapular rash. We aimed to cover both everyday



















































































































































































Figure 3.1: Zika-related Twitter data volume, separated by language.
“zika” word is used in English, Portuguese, and Spanish, which are the major languages of
the populations affected by the virus. The resulting collection of 13,728,215 tweets spans
January 13 - August 22, 2016, and includes the peak of interest in Zika (in early February)
and the Olympic Games in Brazil (August 5-21). Figure 3.1 shows the volume of the data
by language.
Since no language restriction was imposed during data collection (besides some bias
English keywords introduced), we captured a plurality of languages, with three dominant
ones which represent more than half of the dataset – English, Spanish and Portuguese
(46%, 27% and 17% respectively). The language was determined using the language tag
in the meta-data of the tweet provided by the Twitter API. Table 3.1 summarizes the
global statistics of the language distributions. It illustrates the international nature of the
Zika crisis, with each language identifying a population and its affected diasporas. In this
chapter, we focus on the English data, and discuss future work involving other languages
below.
To understand the geographic distribution of tweets, we use several sources to geo-locate
them. We begin with the GPS attributes (latitude, longitude) of the tweet meta-data and
convert them to the corresponding country name using World Borders API3. As 99% of
3http://thematicmapping.org/downloads/world_borders.php
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Table 3.1: Data statistics by main language groups.
Language Total tweets Users Tweets/user
English 6,267,173 1,318,293 4.75
Spanish 3,689,292 727,105 5.07
Portuguese 2,296,611 623,968 3.68
Other 1,475,139 593,221 2.49
Total 13,728,215 3,262,587 ? 4.21
? or 2,546,851 unique users
tweets have missing GPS attributes, we look at location names in the place attribute of the
tweet and convert them to exact country names. Where there is no location mentioned, we
assume that the tweet location is where the user is located and obtain the corresponding
location from the user’s profile. It is worth mentioning that users’ locations are messy, as
they are written by the users themselves. Thus, we use Yahoo Placemaker API4 to map
the users’ place fields to GPS locations. Finally, where no user location is mentioned, we
get the tweet location by looking into other already identified location tweets tweeted by
the same user (resorting to this noisy approach only if all other geo-location attempts fail).
Implementing these steps, we achieve 68% coverage for English data. The top locations
in decreasing number of tweets are the United States, United Kingdom, India, Canada,
Nigeria, and Brazil, indicating a highly international dataset.
Implementing these steps, we achieve relatively high coverage for English, Spanish and
Portuguese tweets (68%, 63% and 64% respectively). Appendix A shows the world maps
of the tweet volume distribution in these three languages, normalized by the number of
Internet users per country (U.S. Census Bureau, 2016).
English tweets are spread over various locations, with 26.7% of them from the United
States. For Spanish, most tweets are originated from South America (Venezuela 11.2%,
Mexico 6.4%, Colombia 3.3%) and Spain (2.9%). Finally, most Portuguese tweets are
located in Brazil (34.75%). Note the worldwide popularity of Portuguese, suggesting the




Our rumor selection process begins with a reliable list of information from trusted sources.
We chose the WHO website as an authority for detecting and verifying rumors about Zika.
As Zika was spreading further in the world, WHO provided a source listing major inter-
national rumors and misinformation about the virus. At the time of writing, the WHO
website (World Health Organization, 2016) listed eight statements debunking ongoing ru-
mors. Out of these, four were unsuitable, as they were not topically cohesive. For instance,
one explained “Fish can help stop Zika” but did not explicitly state what the rumor which
this statement would debunk would be. The process in understanding whether a topic is
a rumor involved writing out an unambiguous description of the rumor, such that a tweet
may be easily classified as being one. If no such description could be written, the topic was
discarded. Additionally, we employed Snopes.com, which is an online authority for detect-
ing and verifying rumors in social media, emails, and other online networks (Nourbakhsh
et al., 2015), based on expert sourcing. From its Zika-related articles, we selected rumors
which are not specific to the US. The final list of rumors, shown in Table 3.2, along with
example tweets which propagate them, includes a total of six Zika rumor stories (four from
WHO and two from Snopes).
Note that the selection of these Zika rumor topics was supervised by health experts
(William Schulz, Clarissa Simas, and Per Egil Kummervold listed in the acknowledgement
section) in order to ensure the coverage of the most important and influential topics related
to the Zika outbreak.
3.4 Rumor Tracking
We first attempt to discover these rumors using an automated technique, such as topic
discovery which has been used to identify rumors in social media (Ma et al., 2015; Wu
et al., 2015). We train a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (David et al., 2003) model
on the English-language tweets, which then produces n “topics,” grouping words which
appear in similar contexts together in a topic. However, after a manual examination of n
topics (varying from 5 to 50), we did not find any topics pertaining to the above-selected
rumors. The vast majority of topics were informational, followed by spam and jokes.
Examples of the LDA discovered topics are: the link between Zika virus and microcephali,
media warnings about Zika traveling risks, the Olympic public threat of spreading Zika
etc. Thus, we illustrate the necessity of incorporating expert knowledge in order to achieve
a high-precision view of the data for our purpose.
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Table 3.2: Zika rumor descriptions and example tweets. First four come from WHO and
last two from Snopes.
Rumor Description Example tweets
R1) Zika virus is linked to genetically
modified mosquitoes
BIOWEAPON! #Zika Virus Is Being Spread by
#GMO #Mosquitoes Funded by Gates!
R2) Zika virus symptoms are similar to
seasonal flu
The affects of Zika are same symptoms as the
Common Cold. #StopSpreadingGMOMosquitos
R3) Vaccines cause microcephaly in ba-
bies
Government document confirms tdap vaccine
causes microcephaly.. https://t.co/4ZVLbaabbG
R4) Pyriproxyfen insecticide causes mi-
crocephaly
”Argentine and Brazilian doctors suspect mosquito
insecticide as cause of microcephaly”
R5) Americans are immune to Zika
virus
Yup and Americans R immune to Zika, so why
fund a response to it?
R6) Coffee as mosquito-repellent to
protect against Zika
Bring on the Cuban coffee. Say Goodbye to Zika
mosquitoes. Dee Lundy-Charles Fredric Sweeney
Joshua Oates Laure... http://fb.me/tArL595b
3.4.1 Query Construction
We consider the task of extracting tweets relevant to our rumors as a standard Informa-
tion Retrieval task. We first index the collected tweets using Indri5, and submit a set of
handcrafted interactively designed search queries (similarly to Qazvinian et al. (2011)).
Each query is a boolean string consisting of a list of keywords that best describe the ru-
mor. These keywords are first identified then connected using the AND, OR, and NOT
operators. Each keyword is then replaced with a series of possible synonyms and replace-
ments, all connected via the OR operator. For instance, consider the rumor saying that
“vaccines cause microcephaly” (R3). Transforming this story to a query language would
include several common ways of referring to vaccines, as shown in Table 3.3. The queries
are hand-crafted over at least 3 iterations of labeling the top 10 returned results.
Designing the queries to extract the tweets was not a trivial task. One of the challenges
is that many medical term synonyms needed to be added to the query to get the highest
coverage. We did not rely on automatic query expansion techniques such as Pseudo-
relevance feedback as these automatic algorithms perform well in medical articles and
not in informal unstructured text such as Twitter messages (Ruthven and Lalmas, 2003).
Additionally, we added words that distinguish general information tweets from rumors.
5http://www.lemurproject.org/indri.php
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Table 3.3: Rumor queries and the number of tweets retrieved.
No Regular Expression Query # tweets
R1 genetically | GMO 73,832
R2 (symptom & (flu | cold)) & (not(rash)) 469
R3 (tdap | MMR | Measles | Mumps | Rubella) & vaccine & microcephaly)
| (vaccine &(cause | link | relate) & microcephaly)
4,329
R4 (montsanto | pesticide | pyriproxyfen | insecticide) & microcephaly 10,389
R5 american & immune 351




For example, in R2, to distinguish a rumor from a general information, we need to add
(NOT rash) to the query because this is the symptom that differs between Zika symptoms
and the seasonal flu ones.
The final retrieval resulted in 89,572 tweets varying greatly by rumor, with a maximum
of 73,832 to 202 (Table 3.3). These tweets, however, still may contain false positive tweets
that match the query but are not a rumor. For example, the following tweets are all about
vaccines and microcephaly in babies (R3). The first tweet is stating that Zika vaccine
causes microcephaly (rumor), but the second tweet clarifies that there is no evidence sug-
gesting Zika vaccine causes microcephaly (clarification), and the third does not mention
anything specific about the relationship between Zika vaccine and microcephaly (other).
(rumor) Government document confirms tdap vaccine causes micro-
cephaly.. https://t.co/4ZVLbaabbG
(clarification) Anti-vaccination extremists falsely claim that
Tdap #vaccine causes microcephaly suspected to be caused by..
https://t.co/yvfHlAFKhw
(other) No cure, no vaccine for a virus that scientists believe to cause
microcephaly! #microcephaly #ZikaVirus https://t.co/EuG9b1AJVw
In the coming section, we explain the approach we take in order to distinguish between
the three different types of information available in our dataset.
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Table 3.4: Crowdflower label statistics of unique tweets in each category (propagated labels
to duplicates in parentheses).
Labeled Rumor Clarification Other
R1 1,000 (42,432) 253 (11,773) 50 (1,912) 697 (28,747)
R2 302 (469) 217 (348) 71 (100) 14 (21)
R3 796 (4,329) 478 (2,853) 88 (846) 230 (630)
R4 1,000 (8,085) 749 (5,586) 221 (2,338) 30 (161)
R5 131 (351) 17 (22) 99 (17) 15 (312)
R6 114 (202) 72 (129) 5 (25) 37 (48)
3.4.2 Crowdsourced Annotation
To annotate the tweets as to whether they are indeed rumors, we employ the crowdsourcing
platform “Crowdflower”6. Previous studies have shown that using crowds (anonymous
workers) for health-related annotation is an effective way to label large amounts of data
without employing experts (Yu et al., 2013; Zhai et al., 2013). We begin by creating a task
for each topic with clear instructions on the labeling of the tweets as either supporting the
rumor (by outright statement or ambiguity), debunking the rumor (by clarification), or
doing neither. Also for each task we create a set of no fewer than 20 “gold standard” tweets
(those with known classifications) in order to test the quality of annotations throughout
the jobs. If an annotator did not pass the threshold of 70% accuracy, he/she would be
banned from the task and the annotations would be discarded. Each tweet was labeled at
least 3 times and a majority vote determined its classification.
The tweets were first de-duplicated by stripping tweet-specific elements such as RT
(standing for “re-tweet”), special characters, and mentions, such that only one copy of
each tweet was to be labeled. A maximum of 1,000 tweets were annotated per rumor. For
those which had more than 1,000 unique tweets (R1 and R4), we first selected 700 most
re-tweeted tweets, and sampled 300 from the rest. After the labeling of these unique ones,
the label was then propagated to the duplicates within the set.
Table 3.4 shows the distribution of classes for the six rumors, with the number of
tweets with propagated labels in parentheses. Although the queries were hand-crafted
(manually generated by us) to capture rumors, only 51% of final tweets were rumors (an
6http://www.crowdflower.com/
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average percentage across topics, such that no one topic dominates the statistic), and
15% clarifications, attempting to debunk these rumors. The annotator agreement (as
measured in label overlap) ranged between 76% (R2) and 93% (R5) with an average of
87.7%, indicating the task differs in difficulty, but is overall clear to the annotators.
3.4.3 Temporal Tracking
Next, we examine the “paths” these rumors have taken in the story line of Zika in our
dataset. Figure 3.2 illustrates the bursty nature of these rumors. The plots also show
Pearson product-moment correlation r between the rumor and clarification volumes. For
R4,5,6, the volume of clarification corresponds rather closely to that of the rumor with r
of around 0.5. However, R1,2,3 display a mismatch between clarification attempts and the
rumors. We define the “origin” tweets for rumors or clarifications as the most prominent
tweets at that time for the corresponding class and we explain Figure 3.2 in detail as
follows:
The case of mutant mosquitoes: the case of R1 is interesting, since it carries over
a concern about the dangers of genetically modified organisms (GMO) which has been
popular for several years. For instance, the spike in July was due to an article published on
The Real Strategy website7 claiming a link between “chemical exposure” and microcephaly,
which gained thousands of retweets within days. However, without any interference that
we detected from authoritative sources, the rumor quickly died out.
Have you got Zika? Flu and cold are very common diseases, therefore confusion
between flu or cold and Zika might pose a serious problem for health authorities. This case
is addressed in R2. Often the tweets appear to be jokes of users who feel flu-like symptoms
such as:
RT @arzel: my friend had a small cold and I caught him googling “zika
virus symptoms”
Thus, although there are regular tweets on the true symptoms of Zika, there is a large
proportion among these tweets that are jokes or lighthearted statements.
The killer vaccines: Similar to R1, R3’s peak originated in April with an article on an-
other advocacy website www.march-against-monsanto.com (which argues that Monsanto,
an agricultural biotechnology corporation, threatens the environment and the farmers) ti-
7For more on this rumor see http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/zika-monsanto-
pyriproxyfen-microcephaly_us_56c2712de4b0b40245c79f7c
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tled “1991 Government Document Confirms Tdap Vaccine Causes Microcephaly”8. The
article was readily believable to people who already view Monsanto negatively and might
be spread by pharmaceutical companies to create an opportunity to sell new Zika virus
vaccines as Dredze et al. (2016) suggested in his paper. The post happened after a major
WHO campaign in February and March saying “No evidence that vaccines cause micro-
cephaly”9. Interestingly, the April spike receded just as quickly without any clarifications
from authoritative sources.
Pesticides, immunities and coffee grounds: Others, however, did have a strong
interaction between the rumor and a quick reaction with clarifications. For instance, the
most retweeted stories of R4 are those coming from mainstream media including CNN and
WHO stating there is “No link between pesticide and microcephaly”. At the top three of
R5 are stories on the “crazy and dangerous story [that] Americans are immune to Zika”
and links to the debunking website Snopes. Similar to R2, in R6 is a case of hyperbole and
exaggeration of a story saying mosquito larvae do not thrive in coffee-infused water, which
was turned into sensationalist tweets claiming “Could Coffee Be the Answer in the Fight
Against Zika Mosquitoes?”, but which still linked to the original correct information.
Thus, we show the varied nature of the rumors in the Zika stream. Those which were
accompanied with mainstream coverage quickly decreased (R4-6), but even those which
originated from the websites of various advocacy groups and were not met with official
response were also short-lived (R1, R3). The longer-lived one is the one which concerned
the daily occurrences (having a flu R2 or, possibly, coffee R6) which propagates in the
Twitter lore.
3.4.4 Rumor Classification
Next, we turn to the supervised methods which have been proposed in previous work on
news in social media that seek to establish the level of credibility of information automati-
cally by observing specific features extracted from the social media. For instance, Castillo
et al. (2011) and Qazvinian et al. (2011) suggested that the best features to assess the cred-
ibility of news topics are those that look into the user, message and topic features. Inspired
by these works, we build a set of features in order to assess their power in automatically





Gathering all the relevant tweets for the topics in Table 3.2, results in a total of 56,985
tweets. Later, we filter tweets that are exact duplicates (tweets sharing exact similar
information including text, URLs, hashtags, and mentions) as the presence of the duplicates
might influence the precision and recall values, resulting in a total of 26,728 tweets with
human-assigned labels. We group the labels used in Table 3.2 such that we consider a
rumor as the tweet that has been labeled by Crowdflower users as “rumor” (32% - 8,488
tweets) and a non-rumor as the tweet that has either been labeled as “clarification” or
“other” (68% - 18,240 tweets). Note that we cannot consider “clarification” class alone, as
it is vastly under-represented in our data (in part due to our focus on retrieving rumors in
the previous steps).
The feature set is listed in Table 3.5 and consists of 48 features grouped into five
categories. The first three categories (Twitter, sentiment, and linguistic features) have been
previously implemented in news credibility detection (Gayo-Avello et al., 2013), whereas
the last two (readability and medical features) are new to the work proposed in this chapter:
Twitter features As Castillo et al. (2011) use Twitter features to define credibility in
news topics, we build 18 similar features including the number of retweets, number
of user followers and following, the presence of hashtags and mentions, the user’s
number of tweets, etc.
Sentiment features We consider five measures of emotional state in our dataset: count
of positive/negative words, count of positive/negative smileys, and sentiment score
representing the strength of sentiment (Lowe et al., 2011).
Linguistic features We also introduce measures to characterize different linguistic styles
in Twitter text (Castillo et al., 2011). We compute 17 different linguistic styles e.g.:
counts of adjectives, adverbs, pronouns, sentences, upper and lower case characters.
Readability features Feng et al. (2010b) defined the readability score as a measure of
how easy it is to understand a piece of text. We introduce a set of tweet text read-
ability measures with the intuition that more readable information is more credible.
We implemented the predefined readability scores by Feng et al. (2010b) (Flech, au-
tomated, Flesch kincaid, Gunning, and SMOG scores) in addition to computing the
number of complex words and average number of syllables per word. Moreover, we
counted the number of words not in word2vec news vocabulary which may signal
slang language (Mikolov et al., 2013).
Medical/Domain features We define specialized features in the medical domain by fo-
cusing on the medical lexicon of tweets and the reliability of sources shared using
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URLs. First, we build a medical lexicon10 which signals how many medical terms are
used in the tweet. Prior studies showed that Wikipedia is a reliable knowledge base
for medical data extraction tasks (Friedlin and McDonald, 2010). Additionally, as a
source for lexical and contextual features, Wikipedia was used in the past to improve
medical text relation extraction (Rink et al., 2011). Guided by prior work, we build
a specialized lexicon by crawling a total of 113 Wikipedia pages under the category
of “Infectious disease”, resulting in 22,123 words representing corpus M. Then, we
download the same number (22,123) of the most frequent words on all of Wikipedia,
representing a general corpus W. These can then be used to compute a probability of
every word in specialized corpus M as: mpw = countw/
∑
w M, as well as the proba-
bility of every word in general corpus W as wpw = countw/
∑
w W. Next, for every
word in every corpus, we compute pw = mpw − wpw. Intuitively, the differences in
probabilities pw provide the most descriptive words related to the “infectious disease”
topic which are not as prevalent in the general Wikipedia. Ranking the terms by pw,
we only keep the top 13,300 meaningful words, as illustrated in Table 3.6 (note the
topmost words are more specific, while those further down in the ranking are more
general).
Additionally, Wikipedia references are considered trusted citations as Wikipedia in-
creasingly includes references with high-impact factor medical journals such as the
New England Journal of Medicine, The Lancet, the Journal of the American Medical
Association, and the British Medical Journal among the 10 most frequently cited
science journals in Wikipedia in 2007 (Heilman et al., 2011). As Wikipedia pages are
usually among the top results of search engine queries (Laurent and Vickers, 2009;
Heilman et al., 2011), we expect people to use Wikipedia pages and references as a
major source of online health information. From the same Wikipedia pages used to
collect the medical lexicon, we collect a total of 2,979 referenced URLs from 441 dif-
ferent domains,11 including medical literature databases and news agencies. As most
Twitter URLs are shortened, we expanded the URLs to detect the original domain.
Finally, we manually classify tweet URL domains as advocacy group (advocating spe-
cific actions or policies, or claiming to be the best in providing the related information
without official ties), social media (YouTube, Facebook, and social media helper web-
sites that forward and aggregate content), news (news sources CNN, Reuters, etc.),
informational (reliable resources providing medical information: medical companies,
government sites, Snopes, etc.) or non-informative (URLs having no specific domain




feature is a count of the number of URLs belonging to a domain class in the tweet.
In order to pick the best features for the classification task, we employ two different
automatic feature selection techniques. First, Information Gain (IG) which is a popular
filtering approach that aims at removing irrelevant features after computing the gain value
(amount of information a feature brings to the training set) (Cord and Cunningham, 2008).
Second, we use Greedy backward elimination technique (GBE) that starts with a model
having all features, and removes features one at a time until reaching a certain performance
threshold (Cord and Cunningham, 2008).
Table 3.7 shows the top features each technique produced. Here, we list the top ten
features by information gain value and GBE results selecting the best ten features. Based
on both techniques, the most significant features correspond to the medical features (ad-
vocacy domains count, Wikipedia domains count) followed by the syntax of the tweet text
(question marks, exclamation marks, etc.) and the sentiment features (sentiment score,
count positive/negative words) and some Twitter features.
Note that advocacy feature domain type is the strongest feature with high IG value
(Table 3.7). It is understandable that this feature would be useful, given that it requires
expert annotation. Further, we find that out of the URLs cited in rumor tweets, 35.0% were
from advocacy websites, 0.1% from social media, 39.1% were from news, and 25.9% were
from informative domains, compared to 3.1% from advocacy and 0.6% from social media,
32.3% from news, and 64.0% from informational in non-rumors, making the presence of
advocacy groups and informational sources the distinctive features, and, interestingly, not
the news media. Wikipedia domains features is also among the top-selected features in
both techniques and this features is automatically computed and can be used more broadly.
Finally, we train a supervised classifier to predict which tweets contain rumor and
which do not. We build a classifier separately for the top 10 features of the IG and GBE
techniques. We experiment with three different learning algorithms. First, Na¨ıve-Bayes
algorithm (Zhang and Su, 2004), a probabilistic based on Bayes’ theorem with strong
(“na¨ıve”) independence assumptions between the features. Second, Random Forest (Ho,
1995), which is a collection of classifiers where every classifier votes for one class and every
instance is classified based on the majority class. Third, Random Decision Tree (Du and
Zhan, 2002), a classifier that recursively builds a tree by splitting the training data based
on a criterion until all partitions have the same class label. We find the best results using
the Random Tree classifier using the top 10 GBE features. For training/validation process,
we perform 10-fold cross validation, in which 10 experiments are performed on a different
tenth of the data held out for testing, such that we take advantage of the whole dataset
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for both training and testing. A summary of the best classifier (Random Tree) with top
10 GBE features results are shown in Table 3.8. As it shows, the classifier achieves a
precision of 0.946 with recall 0.944 which is significantly better than a random predictor.
The F-value (a harmonic mean of precision and recall) is high, indicating a good balance
between precision and recall values. The final row presents the average values from across
both classes. Note that these results are overfitted, given the limited amount of data
available, feature selection on the test set, and also that the method relies on manually
labeled tweets, with the addition that the dataset is already topically specialized.
As we find having training data within the topic to be extremely helpful in building
accurate classifiers, we explore a more challenging scenario wherein the classifier is trained
on five topics and tested on the sixth. The results are shown in Table 3.9. Every row of the
table shows which topic is excluded in training the classifier, and then is used for testing.
We find the performance is not uniform, with topics 1 and 5 having the worst precision,
while topics 3 and 4 having recall under 0.500. Once again, this points to the importance
of expert labeled data that is topically matched to the one in question. In Chapter 4,
we introduce a proposed solution to identify questionable rumor topics by detecting and
tracking who might be propagating rumors in the future.
3.5 Discussion
Key Findings.
Communication on Twitter around a major public health crisis is an essential compo-
nent in the public health response. In our search of rumors in the stream of Zika-related
tweets, we find automatic topic discovery tools such as LDA to be too coarse-grained to
tease out the rumors WHO and Snopes have cited as most concerning. Thus, we incor-
porate the expert knowledge to compose high-precision queries to retrieve the relevant
tweets. We also show that further steps are needed; as after a closer examination, we find
only roughly half of the captured tweets are actual rumors. This insight shows the perils
of using keyword or hashtag-based topic definition, as is done, for example by “Truthy”
(Ratkiewicz et al., 2011) where a topic is defined by a single hashtag, or even in the work
of Castillo et al. (2011) who use Twitter Monitor algorithm to formulate keyword-based
queries.
Further, within the small sample of topics we examined, we discovered a variety in
terms of longevity. Topics relating to everyday activities, such as seasonal flu or coffee, can
be a subject to hyperbole and humor which may propagate the misinformation. However,
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rumors originated from known advocacy websites such as http://www.march-against-
monsanto.com/ may display a spike which quickly dissipates without correction. These
websites adjust their stances to the new trending topics like Zika while maintaining their
core message.
Interestingly, mainstream news websites were cited at roughly the same rate in rumor
tweets (39.1%) as in others (32.3%), including the clarifications. This emphasizes the
importance of authoritative sources outside mainstream news media in setting the record
straight. Further, Towers et al. (2015) find that mainstream news media may help spread
fear and misinformation, such as in the case of Ebola in 2014, “with each Ebola-related
news video inspiring tens of thousands of Ebola-related tweets and Internet searches”,
effectively spreading unsubstantiated panic in the United States.
Public Health Relevance.
Detecting health rumors in a timely fashion can help public health officials tackle them
before they spread. However, over-reacting to a rumor might in fact increase its damage
by advertising the harmful misconceptions. In the case of the Ebola outbreak, some of
the rumors circulated on the Internet, such as that drinking salty water was an effective
protective measure, led to several deaths (Oyeyemi et al., 2014a; Jin et al., 2014). Rumors
around a vaccination trial for a new Ebola vaccine sparked fears for a regular Measles
vaccine, which was being used to tackle a Measles outbreak at the same time (The Vaccine
Confidence Project, 2015). Public health decisions in one country can spark rumors and
mistrust in another, such as when the HPV (Human Papilloma Virus) vaccine campaign
discontinuation in Japan sparked concerns and rumors about its safety worldwide (Larson
et al., 2014).
Further, the case of Zika is highly complex, as much uncertainty surrounded important
information. For instance, the pathogenesis of microcephaly took months to be established.
Previous works have highlighted the difficulty of early detection of rumors (i.e., the work
of Zhao et al. (2015)) in public health cases – to assess the veracity of a rumor can take
months of public health investigation. However, due to the unprecedented scale of the
crisis, health authorities started to act before a clear link between the Zika outbreak and
microcephaly was established. This was especially challenging, since it can happen that
apparent rumors are in fact truth. As an example, reports on narcolepsy as a side effect
of a flu vaccine in the Nordic countries were first depicted as rumors, but later, few cases
were confirmed and that took years of research and still it is contested (Sturkenboom,
2015). Although correlation was found in epidemiological data, some scholars argue that
an increase in awareness due the hype of the “vaccination crisis” might have caused the
increase in cases. Public health authorities are continuously working in a complex crisis
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communication dilemma, since they have to act on some level of uncertainty. In this
study, we chose the rumors which have been identified by authoritative sources as certain.
However, a different approach may be called for the detection of possible health rumors,
which is an exciting future research direction.
In this context, we believe more work is needed in the integration of rumor monitoring
with public health officials, and especially the workflow of communication departments
of public health authorities. A pipeline such as AIDR (which provided our collection),
described by Imran et al. (2014) wherein volunteers provide labeled social media during a
disaster to train automated methods, may also be useful for ongoing health emergencies.
Limitations.
One of the main challenges of this study is that we cannot be sure about the representa-
tiveness of the social media users compared to the general population. The demographics
of social media users tend to be young and female (Duggan and Brenner, 2013), which
may be important, as some have called women “gatekeepers” of their families’ health
(Calabretta, 2002; Warner and Procaccino, 2004). In addition, we need to consider that
particular segments of the population are more at-risk (e.g. pregnant women) and it may
be difficult to identify such users online (however, tracking this particular group of users
would enlighten the effect Zika has on child-baring women). Further, the limited resources
of this study were applied to only a handful of rumors – those especially brought up by
WHO and Snopes – and a closer collaboration with health communication experts may
provide further insight into the variety of misinformation both online and its interaction
with mainstream media. Finally, Zika affected many countries, and our original dataset
has covered several languages. The peculiarities of rumors in each language (and by proxy,
in perhaps different cultures), could illuminate differences in the perception of medical
information on social media.
Outside the scope of this study, it is important to consider how approaches such as the
one we used could be applied to the day to day practice of health communications experts.
Follow-up studies with health communications experts should address how to integrate our
research into routine practice. However, we based our approach in the analysis of WHO
official documentation (e.g., misinformation list).
3.6 Summary
This chapter presents a tool pipeline incorporating expert knowledge, crowdsourcing, and
machine learning for health-related rumor discovery in a social media stream. Each step of
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the analysis was rigorously tested by manual evaluation, providing qualitative and quanti-
tative insight into a process needed to collect data relevant to the health communication
professionals.
In particular, our study shows that tracking health misinformation in social media is
not trivial, and requires some expert supervision. This can then be augmented by “crowd”
workers in order to provide additional annotation of the captured rumor-related tweets. We
show the bursty and varied nature of the Zika rumors, some provoked by known advocacy
groups, others propagated due to their propensity towards humor or light banter. We find
traditional media sources not to be prominent in clarifying rumors, but instead show the
importance of authoritative informational sources. We hope that the work presented in this
chapter will encourage a collaboration between health professionals and data researchers
in order to quickly understand and mitigate health misinformation on social media.
Continued work will address the multilingual nature of the dataset, and expand the
efforts to cross-language analysis of rumors and their potential international spread. More
studies on health rumors may provide richer test beds for building automatic classifiers not
just for rumors, but for the detection of informational campaigns. Finally, a user-friendly
interface similar to the work of Kostkova et al. (2016), which may involve expert input,
like AIDR (Imran et al., 2014), would smooth the interaction between data scientists and
health communication professionals.
The proposed work in this chapter suggests a tool to successfully detect health-related
rumors about Zika on Twitter. However, the tool fails to identify rumor tweets when the
rumor topic of interest is new as Table 3.9 shows. One potential approach to tackle this
problem is to identify users responsible for spreading rumors. Detecting and tracking such
users early on during health crisis would help predict potential future topics that might
be a source of rumor. We establish this idea by proposing the study explained in the
next Chapter (Chapter 4) where we look at identifying potential cancer rumor users on
Twitter.
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r = 0.113           R1
r = 0.212           R2
r = −0.004            R3
r = 0.468           R4


































































































































































r = 0.506           R6
Figure 3.2: Volume of the six rumors and their clarifications, along with the Pearson
product-moment correlation r between the rumor and clarification volumes.
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Table 3.5: Automatically extracted features of tweets potentially belonging to a rumor.
Scope Feature Description
Twitter IS RETWEET Is a retweet; contains RT
FOLLOWING The number of people the user is following
FOLLOWERS The number of people following the user
STATUS COUNT The number of tweets at posting time
AGE The time passed since the author registered his/her account, in days
HAS MENTIONS Mentions a user, eg: @CNN
HAS HASH TAG Contains hash tags
COUNT HASH TAG Count total number of hash tags
DAY WEEKDAY The day of the week in which the tweet was written
COUNT URLS Count total number of URLs in text
COUNT RT Count total number of Retweets
COUNTRY The country the tweet was originated from
Sentiment SENTIMENT SCORE sentiment score value (Lowe et al., 2011)
POSITIVE/NEGATIVE WORDS The number of positive/negative words in text
EMOTICONS POS/NEG Count total number of positive and negative emoticons in text
Linguistic QUESTION MARK Contains question mark ’?’
EXCLAMATION MARK Contains exclamation mark ’ !’
WORDS COUNT Count total number of words in text
COUNT SENTENCES Count number of sentences
CHAR COUNT Count total number of characters in text
UPPER COUNT Count total number of upper case letters
PERCENTAGE UPPER The percentage of upper case characters
PERCENTAGE UPPER/LOWER The percentage of upper and lower case characters
MULTIPLE QUES/EXCL Contains multiple questions or exclamation marks
COUNT NOUN Count total number of nouns in text
COUNT ADVERB Count total number of adverbs in text
COUNT ADJECTIVE Count total number of adjectives in text
COUNT VERB Count total number of verbs in text
COUNT PRONOUN Count total number of pronouns in text
HAS PRONOUN 1 Contains a personal pronoun in 1th person
HAS PRONOUN 2 Contains a personal pronoun in 2nd person
HAS PRONOUN 3 Contains a personal pronoun in 3rd person
Readability COMPLEX WORDS Count total number of complex words in text
READABILITY SCORES Flesch, Automated, Flesch Kincaid, Gunning, and SMOG (Feng et al., 2010b)
COUNT NOT WORD2VEC Count total number of words not in “word2vec” Google News vocabulary
AVG SYLLABLES The Average number of syllables per word in text
Medical MEDICAL LEXICON Count number of words in the medical lexicon
WIKIPEDIA DOMAIN Count number of URL domains mentioned in the wikipedia web pages
ADVOCACY Count number of URLs belonging to advocacy domains
NEWS Count number of URLs belonging to news domains
SOCIAL Count number of URLs belonging to social media domains
INFORMATIVE Count number of URLs belonging to informative/trusted domains
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Table 3.6: Selected “infectious disease” Wikipedia medical lexicon words.
Word (w) mpw wpw
• pw Rank
syphilis∗ 0.01 - 0.01 4
bronchitis∗ 0.002 - 0.002 81
tetanus ∗ 0.001 - 0.001 236
diarrhea 0.006 0.128 -0.121 13682
epidemiology 0.009 0.147 -0.138 15284
treatment 0.019 4.652 -4.633 33869
life 0.003 34.61 -34.608 35074
∗ Among the chosen top 13,300 words with highest pw
• - : is when w is not in the W corpus
Table 3.7: The features selected using information gain and greedy backward elimination.
Feature min, max µ (σ) IG? GBE•
(T) AGE 61, 281 188 (71) 9 X
(T) HAS MENT 0, 1 0.177 (0.381) 10 X
(T) COUNT RT 1, 2457 394 (713) 6 X
(S) SENTIMENT -2.2, 1.6 -0.332 (0.71) 8 X
(S) NEG COUNT 0, 13 0.639 (0.871) - X
(L) HAS QUEST 0, 1 0.193 (0.395) 4 X
(L) HAS EXCL 0, 1 0.023 (0.161) 5 -
(L) VERB CNT 0, 38 0.673 (0.716) - X
(L) ADVB CNT 0, 102 0.682(0.936) 3 -
(L) MULT. ’?/!’ 0, 1 0.014 (0.12) 2 X
(M) ADVOCACY CNT 0, 2 0.045 (0.21) 1 X
(M) WIKI CNT 0, 1 0.253 (0.435) 7 X
? Features are ranked desc according to information gain values.
• X: is in GBE best 10 feature subset, otherwise not.
Table 3.8: Classification performance on the rumor vs. non-rumor task, using random tree
classifier with GBE features.
Class Precision Recall F-measure
rumor 0.929 0.921 0.925
non-rumor 0.963 0.967 0.965
weighted average 0.946 0.944 0.945
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Table 3.9: Classification performance of detecting rumor tweets in individual topics, using
Random Tree classifier with GBE features.
Topic % Rumor Precision Recall F-Measure
R1. Zika linked to GMO 61% 0.296 0.869 0.440
R2. Flu symptoms similar to Zika 31% 0.746 0.504 0.602
R3. Vaccines cause microcephaly 71% 0.683 0.490 0.571
R4. Insecticide cause microcephaly 32% 0.594 0.432 0.500
R5. Americans are immune to Zika 32% 0.101 0.523 0.170
R6. Coffee as mosquito repellent 31% 0.688 0.688 0.688
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Chapter 4
Fake Cures: User-centric Modeling of
Health Misinformation in Social
Media
Social media’s unfettered access has made it an important venue for health discussion
and a resource for patients and their loved ones. However, the quality of the information
available, as well as the motivations of its posters, has been questioned.
In this study we turn to the individuals sharing questionable medical information on
Twitter, in particular cancer treatments which have been medically proven to be ineffec-
tive. Having around 336 million monthly active users in the first quarter of 20181, Twitter
is one of the largest social media websites expressly dedicated to the sharing of information,
including that on cancer. Compiling hundreds of thousands of tweets on 139 queries span-
ning acupuncture, cinnamon, reflexology, and vitamin C, we apply strict selective criteria
employing human/organization classification (McCorriston et al., 2015), name dictionaries,
usage thresholds, and crowdsourced relevance refinement resulting in 4,212 users, which
we then compare to those mentioning cancer in general from a previous study (Paul and
Dredze, 2014). Employing previous research on rumor detection, we characterize these
users in multi-faceted feature spaces, encompassing user attributes, linguistic style, senti-
ment, and post timing. We find users who have a more sophisticated language, who are
interested in cancer, but who are not personally involved with the illness. We build a
logistic regression model which, out of Twitter users mentioning cancer, is able to identify
those who will eventually post a piece of misinformation with a high level of accuracy.
1https://www.statista.com/statistics/282087/number-of-monthly-active-twitter-users/
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Misinformation on social media is an urgent issue, and even more so in the health
field. This study is one of the first to look into the characteristics of users propagating
unverified “cures” of cancer on Twitter as a case study of tracking health misinformation
the outside crisis communication management domain. The identification of potential
sources of such misinformation would allow public health officials to monitor social media
discourse, characterize the deficiencies in current communication strategy, and detect new
misinformation before it causes serious harm.
In this Chapter, we first list our set of research questions, then we describe the data
collection process including rumor selection, user selection, and tweets relevance refine-
ment. Later, we present the results listing the collected users for every rumor topic as
well as modeling the rumormongering behavior. Finally, we discuss the main findings and
summarize the Chapter.
4.1 Research Questions
Looking at unproven cancer treatments in Twitter, we aim to answer the following research
questions:
• R1. What are the best features to differentiate between rumor users and users inter-
ested in cancer in general?
• R2. Can we predict who propagates rumors looking at the users historical timeline
of tweets?
• R3. Are there any linguistic differences in the historical tweets between rumor users
and users interested in cancer?
4.2 Data Collection
The dataset used in this chapter consists of tweets belonging to two groups of users: (1) a
“rumor” group who have posted content promoting one of 139 cancer “treatments” which
have been proven ineffective as per medical expert sources, and (2) a “control” group who
posted generally about cancer, but not on any of the above rumor topics. The initial
data gathering, and multiple steps of user selection and relevance refinement are described
below.
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4.2.1 Health Rumor and Control Data Collection
As the focus of this study is the behavior of users who post on social media health content
of a questionable nature, we begin by compiling a set of purported cancer “cures” which
have been shown by experimentation and medical professionals to be ineffective. Four of
such dubious cancer treatments come from White and Hassan (2014), where authors judged
and reached a consensus about the medical treatments’ efficacy by reading the correspond-
ing Cochrane Review (Cipriani et al., 2011; Higgins et al., 2008). Next, we collect nine
rumor topics from the David Colquhoun (Professor of Pharmacology at University College
London) blog2. Professor Colquhoun’s blog focuses particularly on alternative medicine
such as homoeopathy, traditional Chinese medicine, and herbal medicine. Finally, we col-
lect 126 unproven cancer treatments listed in the “List of unproven and disproven cancer
treatments”3 Wikipedia page which was refereed by Cancer Research UK4. The selection of
these unproven cancer treatments is then supervised by a trained oncologist (Dr. Jeremie
Arash Rafii Tabrizi, Professor of Genetic Medicine in Obstetrics and Gynecology, Weill
Cornell Medical College - Qatar) in order to validate the ground truth of the treatments’
efficacy, making sure all collected “treatments” are indeed ineffective. This process results
in a total of 139 cancer treatment-related topics. Examples from the list of the collected un-
proven cancer treatments are: antioxidants and urine from David Colquhoun’s blog, dance
therapy from Cochrane Review, and acupuncture and ginger from the Wikipedia website.
The full list of the collected unproven cancer treatments in this Chapter, as well as the
source and keywords list, is available to the research community for developing further
studies5. We will call these topics cancer treatment rumors, or simply rumor topics. Note
that some of the above treatments may be effective in alleviating some of the symptoms
of cancer, but do not actually affect the underlying progression of cancer (see Discussion
for more).
Considering Twitter users posting about the above topics as the “rumor” group, we
turn to existing research on health discussions for the “control” group. These would be
people talking in general about cancer, such as cancer causes, prevention, symptoms, and
awareness or sharing personal experiences with the medical condition. For this purpose,
we use Paul and Dredze (2014)’s public health topics dataset, which consists of 144 million






5The topics, along with the keyword queries are available in https://tinyurl.com/y78mkg6s
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August 2011 - 28 February 2013. As the focus of this study is cancer, we focus on the
676,236 users who have posted 969,259 tweets in this dataset (for a summary of our user
selection process, see Figure 4.1).
Next, we turn back to the Rumor group and collect tweets on rumor topics that span
the same time period as the control. For every rumor topic, we hand craft a query and
expand it using general domain tools such as Google search and Google keyword planner6,
as well as medical domain tools including Mayo clinic7, Merriam-Webster dictionary8, and
SNOMED CT BioPortal, which is a repository of biomedical ontologies (Whetzel et al.,
2011). For instance, below is an expanded query for the topic shark cartilage, which has
been shown to have no effect on the survival rate or quality of life for cancer patients
(Loprinzi et al., 2005):
‘‘Shark cartilage’’ OR ‘‘AE-941’’ OR ‘‘Marine Collagen’’ OR ‘‘Marine Liquid Cartilage’’ OR ‘‘MSI-1256F’’
OR ‘‘Neovastat’’ OR ‘‘Sphyrna lewini’’ OR ‘‘Squalus:acanthias’’) AND cancer
It includes a typical way to refer to the topic, as well as more technical version of
the treatment, and related products such as Neovastat, a shark cartilage extract9. Once
again, the extended queries were verified by an oncologist for correctness and completeness.
Using the Twitter Streaming Application Program Interface (API), we collected a total of
215,109 tweets about these rumor topics (see Figure 4.1), spanning 2011-2013 and 39,675
users.
4.2.2 User Selection
For both rumor and control tweets, we aimed at eliminating users that were not human
such as bots, organizations, or whose tweets do not refer to the actual topics of interest
(but were picked up due to faulty or ambiguous keyword matching). We perform several
steps to raise the likelihood the selected users meet the above criteria.
• We apply the Humanizr tool (McCorriston et al., 2015) to the tweets, which was
shown to have an accuracy of 94.1% at predicting whether a Twitter user is an
organizational account. In this step, we remove 161 accounts from the rumor user


































Figure 4.1: Data collection and refinement process.
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Table 4.1: Average statistics of users whose names were found in name dictionary versus
those not found.
Name match? Followers Followees Tweets Verified
Control
yes 3,566 841 28,459 1.24%
no 5,594 1,011 20,012 0.88%
Rumor
yes 5,306 1,559 25,347 1.17%
no 10,163 1,761 35,850 0.80%
• Next, we compile a (human) name dictionary with associated genders by combining
names extracted from a large collection of Google+ accounts (Magno and Weber,
2014), with baby names published by National Records of Scotland10 and United
States National Security11, resulting in a dictionary containing 106,683 names. After
matching this dictionary to user names, as well as applying heuristics (such as having
a “Mrs.” or “Mr.”), we keep only users with a matching name or identifier, excluding
15,164 (38.2%) users from the rumor and 207,394 (30.6%) from the control sets. As
illustrated in Table 4.1, name matched accounts are more often verified accounts,
have fewer overall tweets, followers, and following users than the non-gendered users,
indicating they are less active than those not matching a name in our dictionary.
• Finally, we compute the average tweeting rate for every user as the ratio of total
number of lifetime tweets over the number of days since the account was created.
To exclude what are likely to be automated accounts in both the rumor and control
datasets, we retain users with an average tweeting rate of less than or equal to 24
tweets per day (following posting activity thresholds such the work conducted by
Olteanu et al. (2017) & Han Veiga and Eickhoff (2016)). Applying this criteria, we
discard 6,463 (26%) users from the rumor and 144,904 (31%) users from the control
sets.
For the remaining user accounts in both sets, we use the Twitter API user endpoint to
collect the most recent 3,200 tweets, synchronizing the time spans for the two datasets to







Because thus far the data has been gathered using keyword matching, we refine the tweet
(and thus, the user) inclusion criteria by employing crowdsourced labeling and machine
learning. In particular, we take this opportunity to make sure our data is on topic using
the crowdFlower12 crowdsourcing platform to label a subset of the data, which we then
use to build topical classifiers to determine the labels for the rest. Note that instead of
assessing the veracity of the claims, we are now interested in making sure the text of the
tweets indeed contains the cure claims, requiring basic lay language understanding, as is
reflected in the task description below.
We begin by sampling the datasets. To ensure representativeness, we stratify the sample
of the rumor dataset such that at least 10 tweets from each topic are present, and the rest
of the larger topics are sampled until a maximum of 100 tweets. This results in 4,152
tweets (which were de-duplicated by cleaned text). Similarly, we sample 4,000 tweets from
the control set for labeling.
To ensure high quality of annotations, for each subset, 30 tweets were labeled and used
as a “gold-standard”. Using these tweets with known labels, the annotators are first given a
quiz, and thereafter tested in each task (wherein the gold standards are hidden among other
tweets). The annotator must pass the quiz and maintain at least 70% accuracy throughout
the labeling process for their work to be accepted. A minimum of three independent labels
were collected for each tweet to achieve a majority decision, and trial tasks of 100 tweets
each were first run. A total of 184 annotators were selected by CrowdFlower, contributing
a minimum of 60 annotations each. Due to this large number of participants we report the
percentage of agreement instead of Fleiss’ kappa.
The tasks themselves differed slightly between the data sources. For the control, we ask
the workers to label each tweet on (i) whether it is about cancer, and if so, (ii) whether there
is a personal (or friend/family) experience, (iii) whether there is a claim that something
cures cancer, or (iv) whether some other cancer-related information is present. Figure 4.2
shows an example of a control worker labeling task. For rumor (recall these tweets also
mention some treatment or remedy) we ask whether the tweet (i) is about some cancer
12http://crowdflower.com/
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Figure 4.2: The CrowdFlower control human labeling task example.
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Figure 4.3: The CrowdFlower rumor human labeling task example.
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remedy, and if so, whether there is (ii) a claim it helps with treating or curing cancer, (iii)
prevents cancer, or (iv) debunks such a claim. Figure 4.3 shows an example of a rumor
worker labeling task. Given the tasks had multiple selections, the agreement was relatively
high at 78.7% for the control and 82.0% for the rumor. Note, as discussed earlier, in the
instructions to the labelers, we emphasized looking for a claim that the remedy treats or
cures cancer, not just a symptom, with several illustrative examples for clarity.
The results of the labeling task for the control tweets were as follows: 2,890 were labeled
as having information about cancer whereas 1,110 tweets were labeled as non-related to
the cancer topic. From the 2,890 cancer related tweets, 1,632 (40%) were about personal
experience, 98 (2%) were about cancer cure, and 1,1160 (29%) were about other cancer-
related information (symptoms, awareness, prevention, causes, etc.). The results of the
labeling task for rumor tweets were as follows: 2,564 tweets were about a cancer cure and
1,587 were not about a cancer cure. From the 2,564 tweets about a remedy, 1,791 (43%)
tweets claimed that the suggested treatment helped to cure cancer (claimed a rumor), 564
(13%) tweets were about prevention and 209 (5%) tweets were debunking the claim.
Classification
Next, we train several logistic regression classifiers on the labeled tweets using 1, 2, and
3-grams as features. We train the classifiers on the labeled tweets, which we then apply to
the rest to characterize each user’s behavior. Summaries of selection for the two datasets
are below:
• Rumor: (1) is the tweet about a cancer cure? yes: 12,685, no: 7,872. Out of cancer
cure tweets, (2) what kind of information does it have? claiming a cure: 9,549,
prevention: 2,850, debunking claims of cure: 285. We define Rumor users as users
who claim a cure is helpful for curing or treating cancer and not users who talk about
prevention or debunking, resulting in 12,046 tweets for 7,221 users.
• Control: (1) is the tweet about cancer? yes: 339,047, no: 50,670. Out of cancer
tweets, (2) which include a personal experience? yes: 197,608, no: 141,439. Further,
(3) is the tweet is suggesting a cure? (Applying Synthetic Minority Oversampling
Technique (Chawla et al., 2002) to balance classes) cure: 2,252, not 336,794. We
define Control users as users who post at least once about cancer, but not about a
cancer cure, resulting in 341,157 tweets for 270,622 users without and 199,343 tweets
for 163,261 users with personal experience with cancer.
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Table 4.2: Top rumor topics by number of unique users contributing tweets matching the
expanded query.
# Topic Users Tweets Expanded Query
70 Juicing 6,656 13,083 juice OR juicing OR “juice diet” OR “juice plus” OR
“juice +” OR “fruit vegetable juice”
11 Apitherapy 3,330 7,905 apitherapy OR honey OR pollen OR “bee bread” OR
“propolis” OR “royal jelly” OR “bee venom” OR “bee
sting”
52 Ginger 3,113 8,928 ginger
10 Antioxidants 2,908 5,671 antioxidant
121 Urine therapy 2,532 4,686 urine OR urinotherapy OR uropathy OR “auto-urine
therapy” OR shivambu
9 Antineoplaston therapy 2,365 7,889 antineoplaston OR burzynski
81 Magnetic therapy 2,327 30,789 magnetic OR magnet OR magnets OR magnotherapy
124 Walnuts 2,013 5,474 walnut OR walnuts OR “Juglans regia” OR akhrot
OR “wall nut”
4 Acupuncture 1,817 5,359 acupuncture OR accupuncture
103 Poly-MVA 1,705 7,252 “lipoic acid mineral complex” OR “poly-mva” OR
“poly mva” OR “minerals vitamins and amino acids”
OR vitalzym OR curcumin OR ahcc OR essiac
The overall process of user selection is summarized in Figure 4.1, with resulting 16M
tweets for 7,221 users in the Rumor and 506M tweets for 443,883 users in the Control
datasets. Note that we do not make the distinction in the Rumor set between personal
and non-personal experiences, as in a separate crowdsourced evaluation we find only 4%
to be about personal experiences.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Rumor Topics
Table 4.2 shows the “treatments” (or “rumors”) which have the most user membership,
along with the expanded queries which were used to collect the tweets. The most popular
is juicing, followed by similar widely available remedies, honey and ginger, as well as the
antioxidant keyword (which is often applied to a range of foods). We find a wide variety
of claims surround foods and drinks. Some make bold claims outright: “[...] University
show that the soursop fruit kills cancer cells effectively, particularly prostate cancer cells,
pancreas and lung”, others speculate “Can ginger help cure ovarian cancer? Since 2007,
the University of [...] has been studying GINGER...< URL >”, yet others invoke religious
backing: “RT @< user >: Islamic backed #cancer cure: Prophetic medicine cures woman
of cancer using [...]: < URL >”. More unusual topics include Antineoplaston therapy
























































































































































































Figure 4.4: Summary of characteristics of Rumor, Control Non-personal and Control Per-
sonal user groups. For each characteristic a box plot (excluding outliers outside 90th per-
centile) is shown with median values under the title. Differences in medians are tested us-
ing Mann-Whitney U test, for which p-values, Bonferroni adjusted for multiple hypothesis
testing, are shown on the corresponding lines spanning the two variables being compared:
p < 0.0001 ***, p < 0.001 **, p < 0.01 *.
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that the keyword queries returned both outrageous claims as well as debunking, such
as “RT Dr. Burzynski He has the cure for cancer, the FDA want to shut him down
< URL >” and on the other side “Burzynski Clinic libel threat to silence critics of fake
cancer treatment < URL > @< user >”13. In the Data section, we describe how we apply
supervised machine learning to sort out actual claims of purported cures (from unrelated
content or rumor debunking, for instance), and use them to identify the users engaged in
misinformation. Overall, of the 139 topics collected, the median number of tweets collected
was 269.5, with a minimum of 11. These topics exemplify the breadth of the subjects
covered in this dataset, as well as indicate the alternative cancer treatments popular on
social media.
4.3.2 Modeling Rumormongering
We begin by comparing the users who have posted on these and other topics. Figures
4.4 show box plots of behavioral statistics for the three kinds of users identified above
(with outliers beyond the 90th percentile excluded for clarity), such that the median is
shown graphically as the bold line in each box, and also shown numerically under the
label. The datasets are compared using Mann-Whitney U test – a non-parametric test
that is more appropriate for highly skewed data for which normality cannot be assumed –
in the bars above the plots, with p-value level indicated symbolically. We find the Rumor
user set to be quite different from the other two sets of users, having fewer total account
lifetime tweets (1,476 compared to around 2,000 for the Control), as well as cancer-related
tweets in our dataset (more than 100 fewer), more followers and followees (some users
being vastly more popular, note the long tails), and sharing more links (however fewer
hashtags and mentions). Interestingly, in some behaviors there is a significant difference
between personal and non-personal control tweets, with users having personal interactions
with cancer having fewer followers, sharing fewer links and hashtags, but posting more
mentions than non-personal control.
To examine the user behavior more deeply, we characterize the content that may be
predictive of rumormongering behavior. In particular, we are interested in examining the
tweets before a user started posting about a rumor, not necessarily the claims themselves.
Thus, for the Rumor users, we select the tweets before the first rumor post, and for the
Control, we sample such a date from a normal distribution having mean and variance of
first rumor posts of the Rumor data. This way we aim to avoid biasing the selection to
13Tweets have been slightly re-phrased to preserve user’s privacy.
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different time periods which may trivially differentiate users. This selection allowed for the
analysis of at least 100 posts for 4,212 Rumor users.
Building on our work presented in Chapter 3, and using multifaceted behavior and
content features, which in the literature have been linked to credibility assessment of social
media content, we generate a list of features, shown in Table 4.3, spanning user-specific
statistics, as well as aggregated (via averaging) tweet-specific metrics. User features en-
compass proxies of popularity (number of followers and followees), as well as productivity
(number of posts up to date). Tweet features can be grouped into surface and linguistic
forms of the tweet and well as semantically enriched ones, including sentiment extracted
from words and special characters, readability indices, and number of domains known to
come from medical organization (computed in the work presented in Chapter 3). We also
include a measure of entropy of the intervals between posts, which has been used to mea-
sure the predictability of retweeting patterns (Ghosh et al., 2011). Finally, we include the
psycholinguistic resource LIWC14, which has been shown to relate to user mindset (De
Choudhury et al., 2013).
We then turn to examining the relationship between these variables and the tendency of
the user to post about a cancer treatment rumor. To mitigate class imbalance, we under-
sample the Control group by randomly sampling users to achieve a one to one balance
with the Rumor set. We then apply logistic regression with LASSO regularization, as
the predicted class is binary and LASSO performs variable regularization and selection.
However, as the data has a large number of potentially collinear features, we also use
a forward feature selection method which employs Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)
to select features contributing the most to the performance of the model (Venables and
Ripley, 2013) (note the significant features remain largely the same, but the selection
process assists in ranking most prominent ones). The resulting model is shown in Table
4.4, such that the features selected first are at the top. The McFadden R2, the alternative
to the R2 of linear regression, is 0.925, indicating a good fit to the data. We also perform a
matched experiment wherein we match Rumor to Control users on the number of followers,
such that for each Rumor user the closest match in the Control is picked, resulting in
McFadden R2 of 0.906. The matched experiment shows that the classifier can be built to
distinguish between rumor and control users after controlling for co-founding factors such
as the number of followers. The matched experiment result suggests that when taking into
account some of the behavioral peculiarities, the model fits the data less well. Examining
the features, we can observe (Table 4.4):
• We find readability to be of importance, with the average number of syllables per
14https://liwc.wpengine.com/
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word and SMOG readability score at the top, as well as other style-related features.
• Whether or not the account is verified is also important, however due to sparsity
it is not statistically significant, indicating that such policing by the social media
website may be of limited value.
• The top LIWC category is “ingest”, one dealing with eating and drinking, echoing
the user’s interest in topics potentially related to some of the most popular remedies
we found (juices, superfoods, supplements, etc.).
• These users are also more prolific in writing about cancer, with the number of
cancer tweets being positively associated with posting a rumor (however each indi-
vidual tweet counts little towards the overall probability, with coefficient at 0.001).
• They are also more likely to use tentative language (LIWC category 37), possibly
speculating about topics other than the rumors captured in this data.
• Besides other LIWC categories pointing to speaking less positively, being male, and
using more adverbs and numbers (as well as sharing more URLs), we find a weak
negative relationship between using first person pronouns (“I”,“we”), indicating
those engaging in posting about these rumors are not likely to be personally involved
(remember also that we did not find many personal statements in the Rumor set
during labeling as well).
• The positive relationship of posting interval entropy (Ghosh et al., 2011) means
the higher inter-tweeting time entropy – and the less regular (not bot-like) is the
posting behavior – the more likely the user is to post about a rumor, pointing to a
largely “human” cohort.
Thus, we find (likely non-bot) users who have a more sophisticated language, who are
interested in cancer, and whose language already contains speculations (besides the rumor),
but who are not personally involved with the illness.
To examine the language of these groups of users in more detail, in Table 4.5 we
summarize the top 20 words, with stop-words removed, in all historical tweets by control
users (left), all historical tweets of rumor users (center), and only rumor tweets (right). The
frequency list on the right shows some of the main trends in the tweets explicitly endorsing
a “treatment”. Again, we find juices and antioxidants to be popular, and prominent
mentions of “help”, “cure”, and “treatment” (with “cure” being the more popular keyword
than “treatment”). The center and the left lists show words in non-rumor tweets of the
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Rumor users (center) and Control (left). Note that although both groups of users are in our
dataset because at some point they have mentioned cancer, Rumor users are more focused
on health, even when they are not explicitly talking about rumors, with these top 20 words
containing five health-related words for Rumor users, and none for the Control. Thus, we
find an encouraging sign that propensity for posting cancer treatment misinformation can
be modeled and predicted automatically. Next, we discuss ramifications of this observation.
4.4 Discussion
This study expands the misinformation research prominent in Social Computing, which has
been largely focused on the political domain (Shu et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2015; Gupta
et al., 2013; Ma et al., 2015; Shao et al., 2016), to healthcare – where erroneous beliefs and
actions may cause serious bodily harm. Complementing HCI literature on human computer
use and its sociocultural implications, this work extends current work on monitoring social
media during crises and pandemics (Gui et al., 2017), as well as on the tracking of specific
behaviors within a community of interest (such as in the work proposed by Mejova et al.
(2016), Almeida et al. (2016) and Mejova et al. (2017)). Below, we elaborate on the
ecosystem of health communication and monitoring, possible application of our model, its
theoretical contributions, and limitations.
Context and Case Studies. The Internet has long contributed to the ongoing “de-
professionalization” of medical practice. As Michael S. Goldstein writes in Persistence and
Resurgence of Medical Pluralism, “Health information on the Internet enhances the auton-
omy of those who are ill, demystifies the knowledge and practices of doctors, and increases
overall skepticism about medicine” (Goldstein, 2004). In the larger history of antipathy
toward professionals and their monopoly on knowledge, social media presents a new venue
for patients, consumers, and concerned citizens to network and share their experiences and
knowledge. It brings many of the remedies traditionally associated with home and family
to a social domain. In such a networked setting, knowledge may spread and evolve. For
instance, Lau et al. (2011) found that people tended to change their beliefs about a health
topic when it did not concur with a majority of others. These findings emphasize the
potential power of social and word-of-mouth (WOM) marketing, which could benefit both
from positive messages and from controversy around the product (Kozinets et al., 2010).
Such marketing of lay health information may be especially effective in vulnerable
populations, those having difficulty accessing medical care, or having poor medical literacy.
For instance, a drug called “Laetrile”, also known as “Amygdalin” or “Vitamin B17”, is
popularly promoted in India as an anti-cancer remedy (Bhatnagar et al., 2017). Despite
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a ban on its marketing as such by Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in the United
States in 1979, it remains popular in India (Helen, 2008), and in our data we found 2,417
mentions of it in the context of cancer. Currently, Laetrile is promoted on YouTube15
and other social media – media to which the general public has much more access than
to scientific literature – allowing for an international audience to be reached. An exciting
future research direction lies in enriching our dataset with geo-location in order to track
the supporters of these treatments across the world.
However, an opposite reaction can also be possible. A clinic purporting to cure its
patients of cancer by its founder Stanislaw R. Burzynski, MD has for several decades been
a subject of scientific renunciation (Green, 1992). Recently, bloggers and activists which
have been criticizing Burzynski for “disturbing business and research practices” have been
attacked personally on social media, which encouraged these “skeptics” to organize and ed-
ucate the public about the unproven nature of Burzynski’s treatments (Blaskiewicz, 2016).
In 2017, Dr. Burzynski was placed on probation for five years by the Texas Medical Board
and ordered to pay a total of $60,000 in fines and restitution for not adequately informing
patients about the treatments that they were receiving (Chang, 2017). We find social media
and Twitter specifically to be a new battleground for the health claims of different parties,
some of which may be businesses set to lose profit if their message is contested. In our
dataset, we found 7,889 tweets mentioning Burzynski or “Antineoplaston therapy”. Case
studies of such two-sided interactions provide a window into the consequences of increased
plurality in voices aiming to spread health-related information.
Applications. As beliefs are strongly linked to behavior, honing Internet-enabled com-
munication with patients and the public at large is important in improving interventions
in the health behaviors.
First, multi-faceted features proposed in this Chapter provide a foundation for ex-
amining both behavioral characteristics and interests of those prone to rumormongering.
Such interest lists can be expanded beyond LIWC to specialized topical lexicons, such as
those on vaccination hesitancy (Dunn et al., 2015), eating disorders (Yom-Tov et al., 2012;
Ghaznavi and Taylor, 2015), antibiotics (Scanfeld et al., 2010), etc.
Second, further monitoring of suspect accounts will allow for timely identification of
new potentially questionable content before it has a chance to propagate through the
network, alerting public health officials of new waves of content or public interest. This
content can then can be automatically pre-assessed for credibility using approaches such
15A YouTube search for “laetrile” on April 15, 2018 has resulted in a top video titled “Learn How
Laetrile Kills Cancer Cells!”.
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the work proposed by Castillo et al. (2011), notifying officials if the content passes a certain
threshold.
Note that automated tools will not be able to replace expert knowledge, but instead
contribute to a fruitful human-expert-in-the-loop paradigm which has been proposed for
research and machine learning processes (Girardi et al., 2016; Holzinger, 2016). In partic-
ular, we describe a pipeline for training the model for the tracking of discussions around
“complementary and alternative medicines” for cancer, and we show that it achieves a
high McFadden R2 in fitting the data, however the pipeline can be applied to any other
healthcare topic. Further, in order to remain relevant to the changing discourse, it must
be periodically re-trained with fresh data in order to ameliorate “concept drift” (for which
streaming solutions are also being developed such as the work proposed by Ghazikhani
et al. (2014)).
Lessons learned from the empirical studies of psychological drives in rumormongering
are essential in building more effective policies on communicating scientific information
and managing public opinion on issues of medicine and related policies. Unlike in political
domain, where bots can hijack the conversation (Shao et al., 2017; Davis et al., 2016), we
find that posting interval entropy (measuring irregularity of post timings) was positively
related with a rumormongering behavior, pointing to a more “human” trait. This finding
emphasizes the importance of public education and communication campaigns as preven-
tive measures targeting the public beyond social media. For instance, after a public outcry
in Italy to legalize a stem cell-based treatment for neurological diseases unsupported by
published evidence, researchers and public health officials called for an improvement in
guidelines for its media on communicating scientific information to the public (Kamenova
and Caulfield, 2015). Special care needs to be taken to promote clarifications and retrac-
tions, as it has been shown by Eysenbach and Kummervold (2005) that these are not as
popular as, for example, the original incorrect news stories.
Limitations. Studying health misinformation on social media has several important
limitations. Social media adoption and use differ widely between population segments:
for instance, close to half (45%) of 18- to 24-year-olds in U.S. use Twitter, compared to
24% of all adults, as reported by Pew Research Center (2018). Detecting legitimate per-
sonal accounts (as opposed to bots or organizational accounts) remains a challenge, which
we attempted to address using existing tools like Humanizr and baby name dictionaries,
which undoubtedly introduce their own biases potentially excluding certain minorities. In
particular, the Social Security name database includes all names registered at least 5 times
in a year, dating back to 1880, capturing a large majority of names used. However, more
resources could have been used to include the names of minorities, such as the Register of
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Liberated Africans16. The results of this study should be taken in the light of this limita-
tion, as we may have failed to detect misinformation in some communities. Improvement
in the detection of real humans (versus bot or organizational accounts) will allow for a
more accurate account selection for studying individuals.
Accessibility issues also bias the view of the populations having, for instance, visual im-
pairment (Wu and Adamic, 2014) or other constraints to using the medium. Further, some
health conditions and personal topics are associated with a social stigma which limit their
discussion on social forums. For example, De Choudhury et al. (2014) found some illnesses
to be searched more often than discussed in social media – a bias which may affect our
selection of certain cancers. Finally, attitudes toward self-expression and trust in publicly
available information may differ wildly between cultural subgroups, such as in case of Hong
Kong youths, who were found to be significantly more likely to disclose personal health
issues with peers online compared to their U.S. counterparts (Lin et al., 2016). Hong Kong
youths also held the highest level of trust towards health-related information on social
media, again pointing to the need for a personalized approach to health communications
sensitive to the culture of the participants. Finally, observations in this study concern ex-
clusively treatment claims of cancer, and may not generalize to other illnesses, especially if
they have different societal stigmas. The model proposed in this chapter inherits the above
limitations, thus any integration of such automated tracking must be closely monitored for
bias and topic drift, and regularly updated in order to capture the latest developments in
social media norms.
Finally, as any technology, the proposed analytical pipeline may be misused when
applied within faulty policies. The expert definition of misinformation must be subjected
to ethical constraints of medical and public health standards. How the information that
is flagged by the system is handled must also avoid discouraging public discourse and
information seeking.
Privacy. This study used Twitter posts which were publicly available at the time of
data collection, with no private messages or messages deleted by the time of the collection
included. Also, accounts which have been deleted since Paul & Dredze’s collection have not
been included in the study. Furthermore, the sharing of this dataset will be done according




In this chapter, we present a case study of health misinformation on social media by
examining Twitter users involved in propagating alternative treatments claiming to treat
or cure cancer. The dataset collected for this study presents a highly-curated resource for
the research community’s future studies on the topic of health misinformation. Further,
through a multi-stage process including machine learning, crowdsourcing, and heuristics,
we select users who are likely to be real people, and who post on one of 139 such topics.
We find that these users are likely to use more sophisticated language, and circulate in
health domains prior to posting a rumor, but are not likely to be personally involved in
the illness. Our findings suggest that cancer treatment misinformation may be spread not
by patients, but by other actors. More research needs to be done to ascertain motivations,
tactics, and the impact of such accounts. Understanding the impact of accounts spreading
cancer misinformation is important as people can potentially make critical health-related
decisions based what they see in their social media feeds.
Other than relying on social media, another very frequent method of collecting cancer
treatment information is using online search. In the next Chapter, we move our focus
from social media data to online search and broaden our focus from cancer treatments
to different (less critical) medical conditions. We look into the influence of search results’
bias on peoples’ ability to correctly answer questions related to the effectiveness of different
health treatments.
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Table 4.3: User and aggregated tweet features.
Scope Feature Description
User FOLLOWING The number of people the user is following
FOLLOWERS The number of people following the user
STATUS COUNT The number of tweets at posting time
ACCOUNT AGE The time passed since the author registered his/her account, in days
VERIFIED Whether account has been verified by Twitter
Sentiment SENTIMENT SCORE Sentiment score value (Lowe et al., 2011)
POSITIVE/NEGATIVE WORDS The number of positive/negative words in text
EMOTICONS POS/NEG Count total number of positive and negative emoticons in text
Linguistic IS RETWEET Is a retweet; contains RT
HAS MENTIONS Mentions a user, eg: @CNN
HAS HASHTAG Contains hash tags
URLS COUNT Count total number of URLs in text
HASHTAG COUNT Count total number of hashtags
MENTION COUNT Count total number of mentions
WORD COUNT Count total number of words in text
CHAR COUNT Count total number of characters in text
UPPER COUNT Count total number of upper case letters
COUNT SENTENCES Count number of sentences
QUESTION MARK Contains question mark ’?’
EXCLAMATION MARK Contains exclamation mark ’ !’
PERCENTAGE UPPER/LOWER The percentage of upper and lower case characters
MULTIPLE QUES/EXCL Contains multiple questions or exclamation marks
COUNT NOUN Count total number of nouns in text
COUNT ADVERB Count total number of adverbs in text
COUNT ADJECTIVE Count total number of adjectives in text
COUNT VERB Count total number of verbs in text
COUNT PRONOUN Count total number of pronouns in text
HAS PRONOUN 1 Contains a personal pronoun in 1th person
HAS PRONOUN 2 Contains a personal pronoun in 2nd person
HAS PRONOUN 3 Contains a personal pronoun in 3rd person
LIWC 73 categories from psycholinguistic resource LIWC
Readability COMPLEX WORDS Count total number of complex words in text
READABILITY SCORES Automated, Flesch Kincaid, Gunning, and SMOG (Feng et al., 2010b)
COUNT NOT WORD2VEC Count total number of words not in “word2vec” Google News vocabulary
AVG SYLLABLES The Average number of syllables per word in text
Medical MEDICAL DOMAINS Refers to URL from a known medical organization (Ghenai and Mejova, 2017)
Timing INTERVAL ENTROPY Entropy of hour intervals between tweets (Ghosh et al., 2011)
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Table 4.4: Logistic regression with LASSO regularization model, predicting whether a
user posts about a rumor, with forward feature selection. For each feature, coefficient
(unstandardized), standard error, and accompanying p-value are shown. Significance levels:
p < 0.0001 ***, p < 0.001 **, p < 0.01 *, p < 0.05 .
variable coefficient std. error p-value
(Intercept) -6.160 1.405 ***
Avg syllables per word 17.120 0.660 ***
Is verified -40.310 42310
Percentage uppercase / lowercase -0.201 0.018 ***
Word count 1.491 0.131 ***
SMOG readability score -0.753 0.123 ***
Percentage uppercase 0.191 0.019 ***
Character count -0.163 0.024 ***
Number of cancer tweets 0.001 1.9E-04 ***
LIWC48: ingest 1.839 0.722 *
Negative word count -1.460 0.262 ***
URL count 3.364 0.505 ***
Is retweet 4.947 0.790 ***
word2vec count -0.634 0.165 ***
LIWC55: focuspast -1.636 0.567 **
LIWC37: tentat 2.531 0.859 **
Number of sentences -0.610 0.205 **
LIWC32: male -1.820 1.000
Interval entropy 0.508 0.105 ***
Account age -0.001 2.7E-04 ***
LIWC23: posemo -0.490 0.384
LIWC61: time -1.431 0.378 ***
LIWC13: adverb 1.758 0.536 **
LIWC20: number 2.936 1.317 *
Statuses count 7.1E-05 2.6E-05 **
LIWC42: hear -4.742 1.799 **
Has 1st person pronoun -1.504 0.662 *
LIWC62: work 1.591 0.665 *
LIWC40: percept 1.217 0.754
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Table 4.5: Word frequency tables summarizing the top 20 most popular terms, excluding
stop-words, in all historical tweets by control users (left), all historical tweets of rumor
users (center), and only rumor tweets (right).
Control History Rumor History Rumor Misinformation
love 1.95% night 0.66% good 1.01% video 0.54% cancer 1.43% cells 0.50%
good 1.55% life 0.63% health 1.00% food 0.54% juice 0.81% out 0.48%
day 1.34% happy 0.60% day 0.96% back 0.50% RT 0.77% healthy 0.45%
time 1.22% ill 0.59% love 0.85% free 0.46% breast 0.73% diabetes 0.44%
people 1.00% hope 0.58% time 0.78% work 0.45% risk 0.61% prostate 0.44%
lol 0.99% feel 0.55% great 0.73% diet 0.44% help 0.58% antioxidant 0.42%
today 0.96% haha 0.51% people 0.71% healthy 0.40% health 0.55% pain 0.40%
back 0.94% follow 0.51% today 0.68% post 0.38% helps 0.54% chronic 0.37%
great 0.73% home 0.49% news 0.62% weight 0.38% cure 0.54% patients 0.37%
work 0.70% man 0.47% life 0.57% blog 0.36% treatment 0.53% study 0.36%
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Chapter 5
The Positive and Negative Influence
of Search Results on People’s
Decisions about the Efficacy of
Medical Treatments
This chapter aims at studying the extent to which search results influence people’s health-
related decision making. As search engines, nowadays, provide a mixture of correct and
incorrect information, we aim at measuring the influence of incorrect information present
in search results on people’s decisions about the effectiveness of a health treatment. We
conduct a controlled laboratory study with 60 participants where we bias the search results
towards being correct or towards being incorrect for 10 different medical treatments. We
also control the topmost rank of a correct result to investigate the effect of rank. During the
study, we asked participants to pretend that they had a question about the effectiveness of
a medical treatment and that they had decided to use a search engine to help them answer
the question. For each of the ten treatments, we either present the participants with a
search results page or a control condition where they had to directly answer the question
without any search results at all.
We next list our research questions, then cover the details of the study and present the
study results. Following the results, we discuss implications and conclude the chapter.
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5.1 Research Questions
Designing the user study, we aim at answering a set of research questions. Here we list
them as follows:
• R1. How does the search results bias influence participants’ decision about the effi-
cacy of medical treatments?
• R2. How does the rank of the search results influence participants’ decision about
the efficacy of medical treatments?
• R3. Does prior knowledge of the medical treatment and health issue effect partici-
pants’ decision about the efficacy of medical treatments?
• R4. Does the participants’ confidence effect their decision about the efficacy of med-
ical treatments?
• R5. What potential user behaviors are correlated with participants’ accuracy when
deciding about the efficacy of medical treatments?
5.2 Study Methods and Materials
To measure the effect of search results on people’s ability to evaluate the effectiveness of
a medical treatment, we design a controlled within-subject laboratory study. We have
two independent variables: the correctness of search results as well as the rank of the
correct document being at either rank 1 or 3. Further, we either provide participants
with search results or we don’t show any results (control condition). We ended up with
the total of five different experimental conditions. The medical treatment might either be
helpful or unhelpful. The participants had to experiment the study conditions with five
helpful treatments and five unhelpful treatments. In total, the participant evaluated the
efficacy of ten medical treatments. In order to measure the performance of participants,
we measure two dependent variables: first, the fraction of correct answers, and second the
fraction of harmful answers.
We explain the details of the study including the medical treatments, the search results,
the experimental conditions and the performance measures in the following section.
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5.2.1 Medical Treatments
The medical treatments used for our study are received from White and Hassan (2014)’s
work. White and Hassan evaluated the effectiveness of the medical treatments from the
Cochrane Review which is an internationally recognized evidence- based health care re-
sources. Each medical treatment can either be helpful (has a direct positive effect on
people’s health), unhelpful (has no effect or has a direct negative effect on people’s health)
or inconclusive (the effectiveness of the medical treatment is not defined yet). The defini-
tions of these categories are provided to participants throughout the whole study.
The medical treatments and associated medical conditions are all formulated as “Does
X help Y?” where X is the medical treatment and Y is the medical condition. An example
of an unhelpful treatment would be: Do insoles help back pain?
Among the 249 medical treatments provided by White and Hassan (2014), we select five
helpful treatments and five unhelpful treatments. Table 5.1 lists the ten medical treatments
with their corresponding Cochrane ID. Further, table 5.1 lists the population knowledge
about the ten medical treatments without search results’ aid. It is interesting to note
that participants have different knowledge about the medical treatments. While almost
all participants did not believe caffeine is helpful for asthma, Most of them believe that
traction is helpful for low back pain. Further, the majority of participants believe that
surgery is helpful for obesity.
5.2.2 Experimental Conditions
In order to measure the ability of participants to answer the helpful and unhelpful medical
treatments efficacy, we either provide them we search results or we ask them to evaluate the
treatment efficacy without search results. The details of these two different experimental
conditions are explained as follows:
Control Condition
During this experimental condition, no search results are provided to participants during
the search task. This condition allows us to measure the population knowledge about the
medical treatments without interacting with search results. Participants had to answer
two medical treatments with the control condition.
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Fraction of Decisions Correct
Control (no Search Results Bias
T Medical Treatment (Cochrane
ID Suffix)
Efficacy search results) Incorrect Correct
T1 Do antioxidants help female
subfertility? (7807.pub2)
Unhelpful 0.58± 0.15 0.08± 0.06 0.71± 0.09
T2 Do benzodiazepines help alco-
hol withdrawal? (5063.pub3)
Helpful 0.33± 0.14 0.29± 0.09 0.63± 0.10
T3 Do insoles help back pain?
(5275.pub2)
Unhelpful 0.33± 0.14 0.17± 0.08 0.50± 0.10
T4 Do probiotics help treat
eczema? (6135.pub2)
Unhelpful 0.33± 0.14 0.17± 0.08 0.75± 0.09
T5 Do sealants prevent dental de-
cay in the permanent teeth?
(1830.pub4)
Helpful 0.67± 0.14 0.46± 0.10 0.83± 0.08
T6 Does caffeine help asthma?
(1112.pub2)
Helpful 0.08± 0.08 0.25± 0.09 0.79± 0.08
T7 Does cinnamon help diabetes?
(7170.pub2)
Unhelpful 0.50± 0.15 0.00± 0.00 0.38± 0.10
T8 Does melatonin help treat and
prevent jet lag? (1520)
Helpful 0.67± 0.14 0.38± 0.10 0.79± 0.08
T9 Does surgery help obesity?
(3641.pub3)
Helpful 0.67± 0.14 0.46± 0.10 0.63± 0.10
T10 Does traction help low back
pain? (3010.pub5)
Unhelpful 0.17± 0.11 0.08± 0.06 0.46± 0.10
- Overall - 0.43± 0.05 0.23± 0.03 0.65± 0.03
Table 5.1: The medical treatments (T1 - T10) with their corresponding efficacy and suffix
to their Cochrane (Higgins et al., 2008) source ID.
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Search Engine Result Page (SERP) Condition
We had a total of ten medical treatments to be evaluated by participants. Two among
them were control conditions and the remaining eight medical treatments needed to be
evaluated with the help of search engine result pages (SERP). In order to achieve that,
we ask participants to pretend that they had a questions about the efficacy of the medical
treatment and that they decided to use search engine to answer that question. When
participants were faced with SERP condition, ten search results about the efficacy of
the medical treatment were displayed. Every search result is either correct (agrees with
Cochrane review information) or incorrect (contradicts with Cochrane review information).
In order to bias the search results towards correct information, we show eight correct
search results and two incorrect ones. On the other hand, to bias the search results towards
incorrect information, we show eight incorrect search results and two correct ones. The
eight to two ratio reflects the actual search engine ratio. White and Hassan (2014) found
that, out of the top ten ranked results, 80.69% were reporting that treatments are helpful,
12.29% were inconclusive and 7.01% were reporting that the treatment was unhelpful.
In addition to controlling the correctness, we control the rank of topmost correct search
result. Specifically, we place a correct document at either rank 1 or at rank 3. We consider
only the top three ranks because eye-tracking studies shows that not only the first and
second results are more viewed, but also the attention from rank 1 to 3 drops by 50% (Pan
et al., 2007).
We collected a pool of 8 to 10 correct documents and 8 to 10 incorrect documents for
every medical treatment. To generate a SERP biased towards correct condition, we ran-
domly select eight correct documents and two incorrect ones from the corresponding pools.
In order to generate a SERP condition based towards incorrect condition, we randomly se-
lect eight incorrect documents and two correct documents from their corresponding pools.
Further, the topmost correct document was randomly selected from the pool and assigned
to rank 1 or 3. The remaining correct and incorrect documents were selected randomly
from the pool and placed in the lower remaining ranks.
5.2.3 Documents and Snippets
To build the search result pages, we manually collected 158 documents about the efficacy
of the medical treatments from Bing, Yahoo and Google search engines. We label the
pages as either being correct or incorrect based on the truth from the Cochrane reviews.
The collection and labeling process was performed by Amira Ghenai as well as Frances
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A. Pogacar. For every document, we manually constructed a snippet which was displayed
during the study with a title as well as a URL for the document. While Frances A.
Pogacar selected the first two sentences as the document snippet for topics T1-T8 (Table
5.1), Amira Ghenai considered the snippet to be the most important descriptive sentence
for topics T9 and T10. We did not realize that different techniques were employed until
after the experiment was concluded. Given that we did not see significantly different
click behavior across the different medical treatments, we do not believe that the different
selection of snippets affects the results.
Sometimes, it was difficult to collect documents stating that the medical treatment was
not helpful. In these cases, we pick documents that describe negative side effects or possible
harm that the treatment might cause. We publicly share the generated documents and the
snippets1 in order for the research community to be able to replicate the experiments or
do further research.
5.2.4 Performance Measures
To measure the performance of participants during the study, we define two dependent
variables. The first measure is the fraction of correct decisions where a correct decision is
the answer that matches the truth. In this case, if the participant answers inconclusive,
this is considered an incorrect decision because all the treatments are either helpful or
unhelpful.
The second measure is the fraction of harmful decisions where a harmful decision is the
answer that is opposite to the truth. Note that if the participant answers inconclusive, this
is not considered a harmful decision because this means that the participant needs more
time to evaluate the effectiveness of the treatment.
To determine the statistical significance of the study results, we use a generalized linear
(logistic) mixed effects model implemented in R (R Core Team, 2014) and in lme4 (Bates
et al., 2015) package. Because our dependent variables (correct and harmful decisions) are
binary, we use logistic regression. We model the medical treatments and the participants
as random effects and the independent variables and explanatory variables as fixed effects.
In order to test the significance of an independent or explanatory variable on a dependent
variable, we build two models. Specifically, the first model is the complete model that
includes the dependent variable, the applicable independent variables, and the random
effects. The second model (null model) includes everything in the first model except the
1Available here: https://cs.uwaterloo.ca/~aghenai/user_study_pages.html
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variable of interest. Then, using the complete and the null model, we compute a likelihood
ratio test that reports a Chi-Square test statistic and p-value.
Note that the topmost correct rank is not included as a fixed effect in the model because
the control condition has no search results i.e the rank is not applicable. The majority of the
analysis is done using the four experimental conditions excluding the control conditions.
For these analyses, we include both independent variables of Search Results Bias and
Topmost Correct Rank in our models.
5.3 Study Design
The study starts by asking participants to sign a consent form. Next, they are required
to fill a questionnaire about demographic information as well as information about their
usage of search engines for health-related purposes. After that, we show a set of instructions
followed by a quiz in order to make sure participants read carefully the study instructions.
Further, the participants have the chance to go through the practice task where they have
to determine the efficacy of two medical treatments. One of the medical treatments was
displayed with no search results and the other was with search results. Then, participants
start the study where they are asked to evaluate the effectiveness of ten medical treatments.
For each search task, there is a pre-task and post-task question. Before the task, we asked
participants about their knowledge of the health issue and treatment. After the task we
asked the participants about their confidence in their answer. Different from White’s work
(White, 2014; White and Horvitz, 2015), we don’t ask participants about their prior belief
before the search task because we believe that participants’ behavior will be biased i.e
participants would resist changing the declared belief as they don’t want to admit that
they were wrong. After the search task, we ask participants about their confidence in the
answer. At the end of the study, participants were debriefed and provided with the truth
about each of the medical treatments.
Participants We obtained ethics approval from our university and then recruited par-
ticipants via posters and email announcements to different graduate student email lists at
the university. All participants gave their informed consent. Following their participation,
we debriefed all participants and provided them with the correct answers regarding the ef-
ficacy of the medical treatments. We paid participants $15. Participants were 60 students
(27 male, 33 female) from different majors (36 from engineering and mathematics, 20 from
arts and sciences and 4 from other majors) with an age between 18 and 36 years old (22%
less than 20, 50% between 20 and 25 and 28% greater than 25, with an average age of 23).
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During the course of the study, four participants had to be replaced because of failure to
successfully complete the study due to technical or other issues. After a careful examination
of the study data from the 60 participants, we did not find any irregularities and thus did
not clean or modify the data before analysis.
User Interface We build the study as a web application. For 8 of the 10 medical
treatments, participants interact with a search engine results page. For the other two
medical treatments, the participants receive the control condition, with no search results.
We model the search results page after the traditional style of web search engines. At the
top of the page, we display the medical treatment question that the user is asked to answer
followed by a short boxed paragraph showing definitions of the health issue and treatment.
We obtained the definitions from either Merriam-Websters2 or the Mayo Clinics3 medical
dictionaries. We show the definitions to avoid confusion and to make sure participants had
a basic understanding of what was meant by the health issue and medical treatment. The
medical treatment question and definitions remain visible throughout the entire task.
The search results page allows participants to click on the search results, but they can
not issue additional queries or obtain additional results. On the right side of the search
results page, we display a reminder of the definitions of the different categories of medical
treatment efficacies: helps, does not help and inconclusive. Figure 5.1 shows the design of
the SERP page during the search task.
For every document summary, we first show the document title followed by a snippet
and a link to the actual page. When a participant clicks on a search result, we take them
to a screen-shot of the web page rather than to the actual web page. We do this because
we want to make sure that the participant is not able to click on any links and view any
pages outside the scope of the study. In addition, this approach allows us to be certain
that each participant is exposed to the same version of the web page, and that we do not
have to fear the loss of pages during the study. We place a button at the bottom of the
search results page that, when pressed, takes the user to a page to submit the decision
regarding the efficacy of the medical treatment.
Balanced Design We use a 10 × 10 Graeco-Latin square to fully balance and ran-
domize the medical treatments and the experimental conditions. First we generate a Latin
square for the five experimental conditions, a Latin square for the five helpful medical
treatments and a Latin square for the five unhelpful medical treatments. Then, we overlay
the experimental conditions Latin over the helpful treatments Latin and over the unhelp-




Figure 5.1: User interface during the search task.
squares ensure that the experimental conditions are equally balanced over the helpful and
unhelpful treatments. Finally, we randomize the columns of rows of these two Graeco-Latin
squares. Repeating the previous steps would result in two new Graeco-Latin squares for
helpful and unhelpful treatments. With these four Latin squares, we can generate a 10×10
Graeco-Latin square and we randomize its columns and rows and assign every row to a
participant.
5.4 Results
In this section, we summarize, first, the main study results, then the confidence and knowl-
edge findings and, finally, the click behavior during the search task.
Main Results Looking at the two independent variables in our user study, we can
measure the effect of the controlled search results bias (correctness and rank) on the par-
ticipants’ ability to determine the effectiveness of the medical treatment. Table 5.2 shows
the fraction of correct and harmful decisions for the 60 participants corresponding to the
search result bias and the topmost correct rank. The table shows that when the topmost
correct document is at rank 1 and there was a bias towards correct, the accuracy increased
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to 70% and the harm reduced to 6% from 20% in the control condition. On the contrary,
when results are biased towards incorrect, the accuracy reduced to 23% from 43% in the
control condition while the harm was doubled.
The statistical significance of these results is evaluated and reported in table 5.3. The
table shows that search result bias has a statistical significance on both the accuracy and
harm. However, the topmost correct rank is not statistically significant on accuracy but is
statistically significant on harm with p=0.06. Even though the topmost correct rank did
not show a strong effect on the results, we believe that the rank has an effect on the search
behavior as the accuracy was 70% when topmost correct was at rank 1 compared to 59%
accuracy when topmost correct was at rank 3. With larger study, we might be able to see
a stronger effect of the topmost correct rank independent variable.
The results explained above show that search results have a strong effect on people’s
ability to determine the efficacy of medical treatments. When people are biased towards
correct information, they perform better then when biased towards incorrect information.
Further, we noticed that when exposed to incorrect information, participants perform worse
than when no search results are provided.
Looking at the performance of participants for every medical treatment, table 5.1 shows
that for nine out of ten medical treatments, the incorrect bias results in reduced accuracy
compared to the control condition. The medical treatment T6 Does caffeine help asthma?
(truth = helpful) does not behave as expected: the accuracy improves when there is a
bias towards incorrect information. Further, when exposed to correct information bias,
the accuracy increases compared to the control condition, except for the cases of T7 Does
cinnamon help diabetes? (truth = unhelpful) and T9 Does surgery help obesity? We
believe that a follow up study needs to be designed in order to speculate and analyze
participants behavior for these specific medical treatments.
White and Hassan (2014)’s work suggests that participants as well as search engines
have a strong bias towards positive information. This result also aligns with the work
conducted by Kazai et al. (2019) where they showed that people are more likely to click on
emotionally charged results than emotionless results. We investigate this trend by splitting
our data by the medical treatment type of helpful, inconclusive, unhelpful to investigate the
trends and behaviors of our participants. We observe in table 5.4 that, similar to the work
conducted by White and Hassan (2014) and Kazai et al. (2019), there is an overall bias
towards saying that the treatments are helpful in both the control and the experimental
conditions. Specifically, in the control condition, participants answer the truly unhelpful
medical treatments correctly as often as answering inconclusive. For the experimental con-
ditions, participants answer the truly unhelpful medical treatments as inconclusive more
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Independent Variables Dependent Variables
Results Topmost Correct Fraction of Decisions
Bias Rank Correct Harmful
Incorrect 3 0.23± 0.04 0.41± 0.05
Incorrect 1 0.23± 0.04 0.35± 0.04
Control (No search results) 0.43± 0.05 0.20± 0.04
Correct 3 0.59± 0.05 0.13± 0.03
Correct 1 0.70± 0.04 0.06± 0.02
Table 5.2: Main user study results.
Independent Variable Dependent Variable Pr(>Chisq)
Search Results Bias Correct Decision  0.001
Search Results Bias Harmful Decision  0.001
Topmost Correct Rank Correct Decision 0.16
Topmost Correct Rank Harmful Decision 0.06
Table 5.3: Statistical significance of independent variables.
often than answering correctly the search task. One possible explanation would be that
participants are looking for positive information and rather answer inconclusive than be-
lieving that the medical treatments are not helpful. When a treatment is truly unhelpful,
searchers can be heavily influenced by search results with incorrect information, claiming
that the treatment is helpful.
Knowledge and Confidence Before participants had to answer the search task, they
were asked to rate their knowledge of the health treatment and health issue on a 5 point
scale. Figure 5.2 shows the knowledge count of the health issue. Knowledge did not
have a statistical significance on the dependent variables. However, we noticed that more
knowledge resulted in higher fraction of correct results when biased towards incorrect
information. Investigating more the knowledge, we decided to group the two highest levels
of knowledge into one group high and the three lowest levels of knowledge into one group
low.
Considering only the experimental condition when results are biased towards incorrect
information, the fraction of correct decisions for low health issue knowledge was 0.19 ±
0.03 compared to 0.28 ± 0.04 for high health issue knowledge which was not statistically
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Control Condition (No Search Results)
Participant Decision
Truth Unhelpful Helpful Inconclusive Total
Unhelpful 23 16 21 60
Helpful 8 29 23 60
Total 31 45 44 120
Experimental Conditions (Interact with Search Results)
Participant Decision
Truth Unhelpful Helpful Inconclusive Total
Unhelpful 79 64 97 240
Helpful 50 132 58 240
Total 129 196 155 480










































































Figure 5.3: Confidence count.
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Figure 5.4: The fraction of total clicks and unique clicks for each of the 10 search result
ranks.
significant (p=0.14). The fraction of correct decisions for low medical treatment knowledge
was 0.20± 0.03 compared to 0.33± 0.06 for high medical treatment knowledge which was
statistically significant (p=0.04). Knowledge of the medical treatment results in better
performance when the results are biased towards incorrect information. Comparing the
control condition with high medical treatment knowledge using two-sided t-test, we fail to
reject the null hypothesis that they are the same (p=0.21). We conclude that knowledge of
the medical treatment does not increase the accuracy above no exposure to search results.
After participants finished the search task, they were asked to evaluated the confidence
of the answers on 5 point scale from 1=“very uncertain” to 5=“very certain”. Figure 5.3
shows the count distribution of confidence after the search task. Results showed that less
confident participants tend to answer inconclusive more frequently than participants who
have high confidence (who tend to answer helpful or unhelpful).
Click Behavior To measure the level of interaction between participants and search
results, we tracked the click behavior. Figure 5.4 shows the distribution of clicks over the
search result ranks. First, we see that the difference between unique clicks and total clicks
is bigger at results at rank 1 which means that participants find the document at rank 1 to
be important and they click on it multiple times. Second, the overall distribution of unique
clicks is similar to what is seen in real search results which proves that participants are
interacting with the search task in a realistic fashion. Further, table 5.5 shows the average
number of clicks for the correct decisions and the harmful decisions fractions for the four
SERP experimental conditions. The average number of clicks was higher for the correct
decisions 3.73 ± 0.2 compared to the incorrect decisions 3.32 ± 0.2. Further, the average
number of clicks was lower for harmed decisions 3.03±0.3 compared to unharmed decision
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Dependent Variables Average Number of Clicks
Harmed Decisions 3.02± 0.3
Unharmed Decisions 3.65± 0.3
Correct Decisions 3.73± 0.2
Incorrect Decisions 3.32± 0.2
Table 5.5: Average number of clicks for each dependent variable.
3.65± 0.2. The difference in the number of clicks was statistically significant and it shows
that when participants interact more with the search results, they are less likely to make
incorrect decisions.
5.5 Discussion
The key findings of this chapter can be summed up as follows:
Search result pages can significantly effect how people search for health questions online
in a positive as well as a negative manner. When search results are biased towards correct
information, the accuracy improved from 43% to an average of 65% (Table 5.2). On the
other hand, when search results are biased towards incorrect information, the accuracy
dropped to 23%(Table 5.2). More importantly, we noticed that people perform worse
when exposed to incorrect information than when no search result pages where provided.
As search results are a mixture of correct and incorrect information, this might potentially
cause harm especially if people believe what they read online without further investigation.
We found that people have a uncontrolled bias towards believing positive information.
In the health domain, this behavior is a result of people having hopes for finding cures
to different diseases. Sharot et al. (2007) defined this behavior as the “optimism bias”
and they concluded that, in general, people expect positive events in the future even when
there is no evidence to support such expectations. This outcome is crucial in the health
domain as people might believe in the Hoxsey therapies available in search results and
might stop their medically proven treatments or they might harm their health by taking
unproven medical treatments.
These findings suggest that information retrieval researchers need to improve the doc-
uments retrieval and, in addition to relevance, incorporate a notion of correctness in eval-
uating the documents. Achieving this, search results would contain less incorrect content
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and more high quality and trustworthy documents.
Current information retrieval techniques have the notion of non-relevant document as
a document causing time loss. As a result, non-relevant documents are given a zero gain
value. However, the notion of incorrect documents is not measured when it might cause
harm. One possible novel solution to incorporate correctness is introducing a notion of
negative gain and assign it to incorrect information content.
In this Chapter, we showed that people are significantly influenced with the search
results by measuring their accuracy in answering health-related questions about the ef-
fectiveness of medical treatments with the help of search results. However, the study did
not highlight potential factors that lead to such influence. As an extension to the work
conducted in this study, in the next Chapter (Chapter 6), we design another study with
the aim of understanding the potential factors affecting people’s decisions when doing on-
line search. Understanding these potential factors helps build better systems to support
people’s decision making in the health domain.
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Chapter 6
A Think-Aloud Study about Medical
Misinformation in Search Results
The majority of US internet users rely on web search to look for information about a health
issue or a medical treatment (Fox and Duggan, 2013). However, there is an increased
concern over the lack of accountability and dubious quality of this online content. Prior
research (White and Hassan, 2014) has shown that search engines can be biased towards
stating that medical treatments are helpful, regardless of the truth. Given the substantial
impact of search engines on people’s decision making, if results are biased towards incorrect
information, people’s accuracy reduce and there is a potential harm, especially if people
believe what they read online (as Chapter 5 showed).
In Chapter 5, we showed that people are heavily influenced with the search results bias.
Even when the correct answer is always at either rank 1 or 3, participants fail to find the
correct information. To better understand the possible reasons behind this huge influence
of incorrect results on peoples’ decisions, we implement a new study using the think-aloud
method. Collecting and analyzing think aloud protocols has been used in literature to build
models of cognitive processes during a problem solving task (Van Someren et al., 1994).
Applying the think-aloud method, we aim to gain some insight on the strategies used
by participants while using search engines to answer health-related queries. The insights
will be helpful to improve and build search engines that better support people’s decision
making.
In the think-aloud study, we ask participants to determine the effectiveness of four med-
ical treatments. We provide participants with search result pages that help them answer
the questions about the treatment’s efficacy. While doing the task, we ask participants to
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say out loud what goes through their head by stating directly what they think. Later, we
ask participants about their decisions during the task and about using search engines for
health-related purposes.
In this Chapter, we first list our research questions, then we describe the study design.
We later cover the details of the study material and methods and present the study’s
results, along with our conclusions.
6.1 Research Questions
The goal of the study presented in this Chapter is to understand how people use online
search to answer health-related questions. Considering a question about the efficacy of a
medical treatment, for example, we aim to answer the following specific research questions:
• R1. While thinking out loud, does the search results bias influence participants’
decisions about the efficacy of medical treatments?
• R2. While thinking out loud, does the search results rank influence participants’
decisions about the efficacy of medical treatments?
• R3. What are the factors that influenced participants’ decisions about the efficacy
of medical treatments when presented biased search results?
6.2 Study Design
First, we calibrate the eye tracking device to measure the participants eye movement.
Next, participants sign the consent forms then fill out a questionnaire providing demo-
graphic information. Following the questionnaire, they read detailed instructions about
the participation before proceeding with the study. After that, with the help of search
results, participants have the chance to practice determining the effectiveness of a medical
treatment. While doing the practice task, participants are asked to articulate and say their
thoughts out loud. Later, we start video and audio recording of the participations. Then,
participants begin the main study where they have to determine the effectiveness of four
medical treatments while thinking out loud (Concurrent think-aloud).
While participants are doing this search task, we write down notes about the verbal
and non-verbal interactions. After finishing the search task, we show participants the
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video recording of the participation, with their eye movements to help them remember
their thoughts, and ask them questions about their decisions (Retrospective think-aloud).
Finally, we ask participants general questions about their usage of search engines for health-
related purposes (Questionnaire).
The study is designed as a web application and the search results are modeled as a
traditional style of web search engine. In this study, we recreate the interface explained in
the work presented in Chapter 5 (refer to Section 5.3 to get more details about the user
interface design). We detail each step of the study as follows:
6.2.1 Think-aloud Protocol
During the think-aloud task, we ask subjects to articulate their thinking and decision
making process while doing the search task (also called concurrent think-aloud - CTA).
We choose to apply CTA as it is helpful in extracting immediate thoughts while doing
the task (Kuusela and Pallab, 2000). This is helpful in order to reveal potential factors
influencing the decision making process of people using online search to answer health-
related questions.
We capture the think-aloud data by audio recording of the participation with the aid of
a computer microphone. Further, we record the screen of the computer as the participant
completes the search task using the Tobii Pro Studio software1. While participants artic-
ulate their thoughts, we note the non-verbal responses during the think-aloud in addition
to the words said by the participant (such as pauses, smiles, misreading, periods of silence,
pace of speech, body movements, tone variations and volume changes).
One known challenge of the concurrent think-aloud method is that participants might
find it difficult to simultaneously articulate their thoughts while doing the search task
(Kelly et al., 2009). In order to address this limitation, we implement a number of points.
First, we restrict our recruitment process to only accept subjects with English as their first
language. If English is the mother tongue, we believe that it is easier to express thoughts
while performing the study tasks. Second, we design a practice task where participants
complete a short training before starting the actual study. During the training, participants
get a chance to think-out loud while determining the effectiveness of a medical treatment.
Third, we believe that the study is suitable to apply the think-aloud protocol as the tasks
are of intermediate level of difficulty (Charters, 2003). Finally, during the think-aloud task,
there is no interaction between the participant and the searcher in order to not annoy or
1https://www.tobiipro.com/product-listing/tobii-pro-studio/
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distract the participant. Instead, a “KEEP TALKING” sign is used to remind participants
to talk and encourage the thinking-aloud.
6.2.2 Stimulated Retrospective Think-Aloud
After the concurrent think-aloud part, a stimulated retrospective think-aloud - RTA is used
where we ask participants about their thoughts after completing the search task (Salkind,
2010; Kelly et al., 2009). The RTA, where participants are asked questions after finishing
the study tasks, is a more natural activity than the concurrent think-aloud process (Kelly
et al., 2009). We implement the RTA method as it is helpful in the case where participants
do not verbalize enough the ideas. It is also a chance to deeper thoughts and better
interpret and validate the CTA (such as asking about pauses and facial expressions etc.)
(Kuusela and Pallab, 2000) .
In the stimulated retrospective think-aloud study, there is a delay between the study
task and the discussion afterwards. In order to help participants remember their thoughts,
we use an eye tracking during the search task. During the RTA part, while playing back
the video recording of the concurrent think-aloud data, we show participants the captured
eye movements to help them recall their thoughts and ideas. We perform eye tracking
using Tobii Pro X3-120 2 device mounted on the monitor.
Later, the participants are asked further ad-hoc questions about their decisions and
interactions with the search results as the CTA video recording is being played. When
formulating the questions, we pay special attention to not introduce any bias and we avoid
leading questions. For this reason, we always make sure to ask questions that start with
“What”, “When”, “Where” and “How”. Examples of the questions we ask participants in
this part are:
• What was it that made you decide to click on this specific page?
• How did you make up your mind and decided that the treatment is unhelpful?
• What did you think of the content in this web page?
6.2.3 Post-task Questionnaire
After the CTA and RTA the think-aloud parts, we perform a post-task questionnaire
where we ask participants general questions about using online search for health purposes.
2https://www.tobiipro.com/product-listing/tobii-pro-x3-120/
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Table 6.1: This table shows the list of post-task questions along with the counts of responses
for each question.
No Question Yes No Maybe
1 Do you believe that exposure (i.e. most results say the treatment
helps/does not help) is important in determining the effectiveness
of the medical treatment? And why?
13 2 1
2 Do you believe that rank (i.e. highly ranked results say the treat-
ment helps/does not help) is important in determining the effec-
tiveness of the medical treatment? And why?
9 6 1
3 Do you believe that quality is important in determining the effec-
tiveness of the medical treatment? And please elaborate on what
quality means to you?
15 0 1
4 Do you believe that the web page layout is important in determining
the effectiveness of the medical treatment? And why?
12 2 2
5 Do you believe that social factors (i.e. experience of other people
you know such as friends, family etc.) is important in determining
the effectiveness of the medical treatment? And why?
9 5 2
6 Did you notice any manipulation of the search results? If yes, then
can you guess what was it?
9 7 0
7 How do you describe your experience with the think-aloud process? -
Further, this questionnaire is a change to gather feedback about the think-aloud experience.
In this part, we ask open questions where subjects have the ability to provide responses
in the way they prefer (no restricted choices). This type of questions is helpful to gain
additional varied insights about the decision making process of participants while doing the
search talk (Kelly et al., 2009). The full list of questions asked in the post-task questionnaire
are shown in Table 6.1. While designing the questions, we pay special attention to the
wording and make sure that the questions are not biased or bouble-barreled (Kelly et al.,
2009).
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Table 6.2: This table shows the medical treatments with their corresponding efficacy.
T Medical Treatment Efficacy
T1 Do antioxidants help female subfertility? Unhelpful
T2 Do benzodiazepines help alcohol withdrawal? Helpful
T3 Do probiotics help treat eczema? Unhelpful
T4 Does caffeine help asthma? Helpful
T5 Does cinnamon help diabetes? Unhelpful
T6 Does melatonin help treat and prevent jet lag? Helpful
T7 Does surgery help obesity? Helpful
T8 Does traction help low back pain? Unhelpful
6.3 Materials and Methods
6.3.1 Study Material and Performance Measures
We use the study material from the publicly available dataset3 from the work explained in
Chapter 5. We control search result content in terms of two levels. First, the search result
bias which is either correct or incorrect. Second, the topmost correct search result where
we place the first correct result at either rank 1 or 3. Further, we measure participants’
performance by keeping track of the fraction of correct decision and the fraction of harmful
decisions. Participants had to determine the efficacy of medical treatments as either helpful,
unhelpful, or inconclusive.
Medical Treatments
We use a list of 8 medical treatments from the study designed in Chapter 5. Each medical
treatment can either be: helps (the medical treatment has a direct positive influence on a
specific illness), inconclusive (medical professionals are not sure about the effectiveness of
the medical treatment) or does not help (the medical treatment has either a direct negative
influence or no influence on a specific illness). Out of the 8 medical treatments, four were
helpful and four were unhelpful. Table 6.2 shows the list of the medical treatments in the




During the study, we ask participants to pretend they have a question about the effective-
ness of a medical treatment and have decided to use a search engine to help them answer
the question. We show participants a web page that has ten search results, with the general
appearance of a standard search engine results page (SERP). The search results are either
biased towards correct or incorrect information. When biased towards correct, we show
eight correct search result pages and two incorrect ones. When biased towards incorrect,
we show participants eight incorrect search result pages and two correct ones. We further
control for the rank of the topmost correct result page to either be at rank 1 or 3. We ran-
domly assign the search results to the corresponding ranks from a pool of 8-10 correct and
8-10 incorrect documents. The search results setup is similar to the one used in Chapter
5.
Documents and Snippets
To build the SERP pages, we use the same 158 documents used in Chapter 5. Every docu-
ment is either correct (contains information about the treatment efficacy that agrees with
the truth) or incorrect (contains information about the treatment efficacy that contradicts
with the truth). For every search result, we show the document’s title, URL, and snippet.
We use the same titles, URLs, and snippets used in the study explained in Chapter 5.
Performance and Statistical Significance
We measure the participants’ performance in the user study by computing two different
measures: the fraction of correct decisions and the fraction of harmful decisions. A partic-
ipant’s decision is correct if it agrees with the truth. Note that, inconclusive is considered
an incorrect decision as all medical treatments are either helpful or unhelpful. Further,
a participants’ decision is harmful if it is opposite to the truth where inconclusive is not
considered a harmful decision.
The fractions of correct and harmful decisions are the dependent variables. The search
result bias and the topmost correct result are the independent variables. In order to
measure the statistical significance of the independent variables on the fractions of correct
and harmful decisions, we use generalized linear mixed effects model using R. More details
about the modeling method can be found in Chapter 5 (see Sections 5.2.4 and 5.3).
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6.3.2 Transcription
We video record the concurrent and retrospective think-aloud process while participants
interact with the search results and audio record the questionnaire part. We recruited an
outsource transcription service (REV4) to transcribe all the parts of the collected data. Be-
fore sending the audio files to the transcription service, we manually checked for the quality
of transcription of a sample audio file. The transcription service includes timestamps for
the transcribed scripts without verbatim (filler words are removed from the transcripts).
The results reported in Section 6.4 are based on the transcribed data.
6.3.3 Coding Scheme
After transcribing the think-aloud recordings, we start the coding process in which we
generate tags in order to quantify the observations during the think-aloud. We use QSR
International’s NVivo 12 qualitative data analysis software (Ltd, Version 12, 2018) for the
coding process.
We perform qualitative analysis by introducing a set of categories used to summarize
responses for the think-aloud data. Specifically, we perform open-coding using a mixed
methods research for both the bottom-up and the top-down approach (Gu, 2014a; Kelly
et al., 2009). Some of the codes were inspired by existing research such as prior belief
(White, 2014) and rank (Allam et al., 2014; Haas and Unkel, 2017) (top-down). While
other codes have been added and modified as we explore the think-aloud transcribed data
such as advertisements, statistics and studies (bottom-up). Applying the mixed method
approach, we aim to discover the possible strategies participants apply when using search
engine to answer a health-related question.
The initial coding process was performed by myself. Then, the transcripts were re-coded
once again by me at a later date. In order to increase the reliability of the coding, new
coding rules were defined. We perform non-mutually exclusive codes in order to allow more
than one code per item. We compute the intra-coder reliability which is helpful to verify the
consistency and agreement of the codings generated in different time periods (Given, 2008).
To test the intra-rater reliability, we compute Cohen’s kappa (McHugh, 2012) of the codings
in the two different time periods. Cohen’s kappa is the ratio of difference between observed
agreement and probability of chance agreement over probability of chance disagreement.
Cohen’s kappa is known to be more robust than a simple agreement percentage as it takes
into account the possibility of the agreement occurring by chance (McHugh, 2012).
4https://www.rev.com/
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The first set of codes were developed a priori based on the research questions and the
literature review, and were structured around the post-task questionnaire questions such as
the majority, authoritativeness and prior beliefs. The second list of codes were developed
inductively during the analysis process of the think-aloud data such as: advertisements,
date and statistics and studies .When coding, we keep track of each coding occurrence
to compute the frequency counts. Table 6.3 shows the list of codes with the number of
participants mentioning the code as well as the corresponding references counts (i.e number
of times the code was mentioned over all participants). We use this quantitative method
in order to identify which of the codes are more or less important for participants during
the decision making process.
6.3.4 Participants
We obtained ethics approval from the Office of Research Ethics at our university. Next,
we recruited participants using posters and email announcements to different graduate
student email lists. As the user study involved an English language think-aloud process
and, in order for participants to be able share their thoughts easier, one of the recruit-
ing requirements was to have only native English speakers. All participants gave their
informed consent. Following their participation, we debriefed all participants and provided
them with the correct answers regarding the efficacy of the medical treatments. We paid
participants $15. Participants were 16 students (7 male, 9 female) from different majors
(7 from engineering and mathematics, 8 from arts and sciences and 1 from environment)
with an age between 18 and 28 years old (37.5% less than 20, 56.25% between 20 and 25
and 6.25% greater than 25, with an average age of 21).
6.4 Results
This section explains the results of the user study including the main findings showing the
participants’ performance during the search task. Further, we describe the the think-aloud
data as well as the retrospective think-aloud results. Finally, we show the results of the
post-task questionnaire part.
6.4.1 Main Results
Table 6.4 reports the fraction of correct and harmful decisions of the 16 participants during
the study. We see that, similar to Chapter 5, results with bias towards correct informa-
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Table 6.3: This table shows the list of codes with their corresponding description. Each
code is assigned a label C1-C16 that we use throughout the chapter to refer to specific
codes. The table also shows the number of participants mentioning a particular code, and
the total number of references assigned to the code.
No Name Description Participants References
C1 Majority The majority of the search results stating that the
treatment helps or that the treatment does not help
or looking for a consensus of different search results.
14 36
C2 Authoritativeness The trustworthiness and reliability in the content of
the search results page.
13 153
C3 Statistics & Studies The presence of statistics, numbers and detailed re-
search studies in the search results page.
12 20
C4 Advertisements The presence of messages to promote or sell a product,
service or idea in a search results page.
7 16
C5 Date The date and time the search results page was first
published to the public or the dates mentioned in the
page content reflecting how old the information is.
7 15
C6 References Having a list of sources that have been cited to support
the information in the search results page.
7 12
C7 Negative information Mentioning negative information about the treatment
in the search results page such as listing the side effects




The information related to the style of the content pre-
sented in the search results page such as list versus grid
representation, colors, the page layout, capital letters
and special characters etc.
5 18
C9 Prior belief Trusting the information that agrees with our prior
knowledge and disregarding facts that contradict with
it, regardless of the actual truth (White and Horvitz,
2015).
5 8
C10 Readability The style of writing and the quality of content being
easy to read (Feng et al., 2010a).
4 8
C11 Relevance The relevance to the topic about the effectiveness of
the medical treatment.
4 7
C12 Past experience Having a prior experience with the topic (either the
medical condition or the treatment) that may effect
how much we trust the information in the search re-
sults page regardless of the factual correctness.
3 3
C13 Text length The amount of text content in the search results
page which might impact the reliability. For exam-
ple, longer explanations might lead to higher levels of
trust.
3 3
C14 Images The presence of visuals in the search results page. The
intuition behind this is that images might help better
remember the information which may interfere with
the decision making process.
2 6
C15 Rank The order of search results in the SERP page that
might effect the trustworthiness and reliability of the
sources.
2 4
C16 Social factor Relate the information about the topic to people we
know. For example, whether a friend or a family mem-





Table 6.4: Main results. Based on the decisions the 16 participants made, we compute the





Correct 0.67 ± 0.08 0.06 ± 0.03
Incorrect 0.32 ± 0.06 0.28 ± 0.06
Table 6.5: Statistical significance of independent variables.
Independent Variable Dependent Variable Pr(>Chisq)
Search Results Bias Correct Decision  0.001
Search Results Bias Harmful Decisions  0.01
Topmost Correct Rank Correct Decision 0.8
Topmost Correct Rank Harmful Decisions 0.05
tion lead to an increased accuracy up to 67% while lowering harmful decisions to 6%.
Conversely, results biased towards incorrect information reduce accuracy to 32% while
increasing harmful decisions to 28%.
Table 6.5 reports the statistical significance of the search results bias and topmost
correct rank on the correct and harmful decisions. Similar to the results in Chapter 5, we
find that the search result bias has a statistically significant effect on the fraction of correct
decisions and harmful decisions. Due to the smaller sample (16 participants in this study
compared to 60 participants in Chapter 5), we find that the topmost correct rank has less
of an effect on the correct and harmful decisions.
As verbalization makes people take longer time doing the search tasks (39 minutes
average participation time in the Chapter 5 study compared to 65 minutes in the current
think-aloud study), we expect people to be more conscious about their decisions and search
results bias to have less or no effect on people’s decisions. However, results demonstrated
once again that search results have a potentially strong effect on people’s decisions.
White and Hassan (2014) as well as the study presented in Chapter 5 demonstrated that
participants have a strong bias towards believing that treatments are helpful (“optimism
bias”). Looking at the current think-aloud data, we split the medical treatment types
into “helpful”, “unhelpful” and “inconclusive” treatments to further investigate this trend.
Similar to White and Hassan (2014) as well as Chapter 5 findings, the results in Table
6.6 show that helpful is the most frequent option people tend to answer during the study.
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Table 6.6: Confusion matrices. This table shows the decisions made by the study partici-





Unhelpful 13 6 13 32
Helpful 5 18 9 32
Total 18 24 22 64
Furthermore, participants are more likely to answer inconclusive more frequently than what
we observed in Chapter 5 i.e., when thinking out loud, people tend to respond inconclusive
more frequently than when not thinking out loud.
6.4.2 Think-aloud Method
The coding process shows some insights of the potential reasons why people are influenced
with the search results even when the correct answer is always placed at either rank 1
or 3. The average participation time of the concurrent think-aloud part is 39 minutes
with a maximum participation of 1 hour and 39 minutes and a minimum of 14 minutes.
Table 6.3 shows the number of participants mentioning each code and the total number of
references for that corresponding code. The codes are arranged in a descending ordered
by the number of participants then references. In this table, we only report the coding
performed during the first time period for two main reasons. First, the Cohen Kappa
inter-rater ratio computed was computed between the coding of the two different time
periods and the overall value was 0.7 (See Table 6.7) which is a substantial inter-rater
ratio (McHugh, 2012). Second, we reached the same main results with both codings. The
main coding results are described as follows:
First, from the transcribed data, 14 out of 16 participants mentioned Majority with a
total number of 36 mentions. Majority means that participants try to find out what most
websites state about the treatment effectiveness or try to look for an agreement between
them. If participants are exposed to results geared towards a specific direction, they end
up being influenced by what the majority of the search results state. This finding explains
why search result bias (in both this study and the study presented in Chapter 5) has a
significant effect on people’s decisions. Here, we provide examples of the majority effect
from the think-aloud transcript with the participant number in parentheses:
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Table 6.7: This table shows the agreement percentages and the Cohen Kappa ratio for the
coding done in different periods of times. A is the coding done first and B is the coding
done afterwards.












C1 Majority 0.89 99.71 1.23 98.48 0.29 0.06 0.23
C2 Authoritativeness 0.9 98.85 5.31 93.54 1.15 0.53 0.62
C3 Statistics &
Studies
0.65 99.48 0.49 98.99 0.52 0.31 0.21
C4 Advertisements 0.89 99.9 0.39 99.51 0.1 0.06 0.04
C5 Date 0.9 99.88 0.54 99.34 0.12 0.08 0.04








0.73 99.61 0.54 99.07 0.39 0.18 0.21
C9 Prior belief 0.87 99.92 0.27 99.65 0.08 0.08 0
C10 Readability 0.71 99.82 0.21 99.61 0.18 0.14 0.04
C11 Relevance 0.69 99.85 0.18 99.67 0.16 0.04 0.12
C12 Past expe-
rience
1 100 0.08 99.92 0 0 0
C13 Text length 0.82 99.95 0.14 99.81 0.06 0 0.06
C14 Images 0.92 99.96 0.21 99.75 0.04 0 0.04
C15 Rank 0.87 99.96 0.14 99.82 0.04 0.04 0
C16 Social fac-
tor
1 100 0.06 99.94 0 0 0
Overall Weighted Kappa 0.7
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(Participant 5) I’m going to say helps because a lot of people, like it
was just, the vast number were in agreement.
(Participant 6) So I’m seeing a lot of doctors recommending the mela-
tonin pill. Yeah, I think this helps.
(Participant 9) I think that’s the common trend that we’re seeing. So
I’m going to submit and say that it does help.
It is important to note that some people look at search results as individuals having
opinions (Participants 5 and 6 in the above examples). They lean towards a specific
direction because they believe that the majority of search results reflects the majority of
opinions in real life which is a potentially dangerous misconception.
Further, we find that 45% of the total codes are about authoritativeness with 13 partici-
pants talking about it and a total of 153 references. Authoritativeness refers to the amount
of reliability and trustworthiness towards a specific content. We observed that participants
talk about authoritativeness in three different ways: 40% of the time people state that the
content is not authoritative (negative authoritativeness), 34% of the mentions state that
the content is trustworthy (positive authoritativeness) and the remaining 26% are about
not being sure whether or not to trust the content (neutral authoritativeness). Bellow, we
show some examples of each case from the think-aloud transcript:
(Participant 17) Health.com, I’ve seen it before, not really ... I don’t
really rely on it for information the first time I see it.
(Participant 10) WebMD. It’s a more trust worthy source, I think.
(Participant 14) Okay. I don’t really know what this website is. Medi-
cations for management of alcohol withdrawal.
The high percentage of mentions about authoritativeness shows the importance of this
factor to participants when evaluating the effectiveness of treatments. When we designed
the study in Chapter 5, we did not control for the authoritativeness of search results
i.e. correct answers might be in non-authoritative web pages. Doing this, we potentially
harmed participants’ performance especially with an incorrect search results bias. This
might be another possible reason why people have been heavily influenced during the
study.
Participants talk about many clues that define the quality of search results during the
think-aloud. Concepts C3-6, C8, C10 and C13-14 in Table 6.3 are all about quality. For
example, 12 participants mention 20 times the statistical analysis and detailed research
studies during the think-aloud process (C3) in order to evaluate the quality of information
in the search results. Examples of such beliefs can be found in these bellow transcribed
participations:
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(Participant 12) ...so this is explaining a study. Who had been given
cinnamon reduced their blood sugar by 18 to 29 percent. Well that seems
like some good numbers. So that’s interesting. I think, based on that, I’d
probably say that it helps because it had really evidence from a study.
(Participant 15) So this looks like a research study, so I think it’s pretty
reliable.
We further note some notion about prior beliefs during the think-aloud (C9) where 5
participants mentioned this concept a total of 8 times. Bellow, we show some examples:
(Participant 16) And I was also taught from school that benezenes
are harmful to health so though I might be bias I have this thought that
benzene would not exactly help with certain health concerns.
(Participant 3) So this Kurt Donsbach, PhD ... He will claim that it
has no positive function at all, but I’ve heard different, so right away I’m
not convinced by this page.
We also coded the concept of rank where Table 6.3 shows that only 2 participants out of
16 mentioned rank a total of 6 times. We show an example from the think-aloud transcript
bellow:
(Participant 19) I’ll just go to the first link, even though it’s wikiHow,
it is the first link. I don’t really know much about search engines, but I
feel like the first link ... they’re trying to give you the most helpful link.
So I’ll just open it, but still.
Looking at the transcribed data, people rarely talk about rank when, in prior research
(Allam et al., 2014; Haas and Unkel, 2017), authors showed that rank has a potential
effect on people’s decisions. A possible explanation is that people are unconsciously in-
fluenced with the higher ranked search results, however, they are not aware of its effect.
Furthermore, this finding shows the limitation of the think-aloud method when used to
explore cognitive biases during the decision making process. An experiment similar to the
one proposed in Chapter 5 can be used to better study the rank with a larger number of
participants.
Additionally, none of the participants mention anything about having preference to-
wards material stating treatments are helpful. The optimism bias shown in Table 6.6 as
well as in Chapter 5 is also another example of unconscious bias that such think-aloud
study fails to reveal.
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6.4.3 Retrospective Think-aloud
We audio record, transcribe and summarize the data gathered during the retrospective
think-aloud. The average participation time of the retrospective think-aloud part is 25
minutes with a maximum participation of 37 minutes and a minimum of 17 minutes. Ap-
pendix B lists the summaries of all participations’ retrospective think-aloud part. Looking
at the summarized participations is helpful in giving insights of new strategies participants
used during the study that might not be captured during the concurrent think-aloud part.
Here is a list of strategies caught from the retrospective think-aloud summaries (between
parentheses we specify the participant mentioning the strategy):
• Reading pages that state the medical treatment does not help in order to understand
the opposite arguments. (Participants 3, 7 and 18)
• Finding reliable sources first, then quickly checking relevant less reliable websites
(such as answers.com and Yahoo answers) in order to look for consistency. (Partici-
pant 4)
• Reading the search result page first to understand the causes of the health issue,
before reading about the effectiveness of the medical treatment. (Participant 7)
• Using the first clicked on link as a base reference for all future websites the participant
decides to look at. (Participant 8)
• In case no consistency exists between search results, the participant tries initiating a
new search query with different keywords. (Participant 9)
• In case of no consistency between search results, the participant looks at the dates
the information was published in order to check whether the non-agreement happens
because of time difference. (Participants 9 and 17)
• When the same hostname/website appears more than once in the SERP page, the
participant believes that this is a reliable source. (Participant 9)
• Deciding which websites to click on by looking at URL titles to check whether they
contain the exact words as the search keywords (Participant 13).
• Whenever there is a website that does not give a clear answer about the treatment
efficacy (for example a discussion on when the treatment helps and when it does not
help), the participant opens the URL and reads more details about both sides of the
story. (Participant 13)
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• The participant trusts a non-credible website when there are other websites that state
the same information as the non-credible website. (Participant 16)
• The participant only opens websites based on prior experience i.e. the participant
opens websites that have been reliable and helpful in the past and does not trust or
does not open websites that are not familiar. (Participant 17)
6.4.4 Post-task Questionnaire
Table 6.1 shows the list of questions as well as the participants answers. From the table, we
can notice that 13 out of 16 participants believe that exposure is important when evaluating
the search result pages where we define exposure as what the majority of the search results
state. This answer aligns with what we observed in the think-aloud transcriptions as
majority was mentioned by 14 participants in total. Participants are consciously aware
of the influence of majority while evaluating the treatments effectiveness because they
possibly believe that majority reflects real life opinions.
Further, when explicitly asked about the rank, only 57% of the participants believe
that rank is important in evaluating the search result pages. Similarly, looking back at
the think-aloud data, we observed that only 2 participants mention rank during the think-
aloud task. Again, this shows that rank is a subconscious factor that effect people’s decision
making while doing online search.
Next, 15 out of 16 participants strongly believe that quality is important in doing online
search. Eleven participants explained quality as a notion of authoritativeness, while two
participants believe that quality has to do with readability and three participants stated
that layout is the major factor to determine the quality of websites. When specifically
asked about the layout, 12 out of 16 participants believe that the page design is important
in evaluating the search results page.
When asked about the social factor (i.e the experience of other people we know such
as friends and family etc.), only 9 out of 16 participants believe that it is important in
evaluating search results. Social factor is a type of subconscious bias where people tend to
believe that family and friends do not effect the decisions when they, subconsciously, do.
We, further, ask participants whether they noticed any manipulation of the search
results during the study and, if they did, we ask whether they could guess the factor of
manipulation. Seven out of sixteen participants could feel that there is a manipulation
while seven participants could not notice any manipulation. Four participants guessed
that rank was the manipulation factor while another four suggested authoritativeness as
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the manipulation factor. Two participants though that the URL was changed during the
study design. One participant suggested that we introduced duplicate results and one
participant felt the manipulation was about correctness (which was the only right guess
among all participations). The participants’ responses show that we successfully designed
the deception part of the study which confirms that participants behaved normally (without
any behavioral influences that would make the observations invalid).
Finally, when asked about the experience of participants with the think-aloud process,
five participants found the study interesting and insightful, five participants found the
study representing a good experience, two participants found the think-aloud part to be
hard because of the thinking while talking process, and one participant found himself being
more conscious about the decisions while stating them out loud.
6.5 Conclusion
Search result pages potentially contain a number of incorrect information when people
perform online search about the effectiveness of medical treatments. With the effect of
content bias, people are being influenced and potentially harmed. In order to build systems
that better support people’s decisions, we need to gain insights about strategies people use
during this decision making process. Understanding the cognitive biases while using search
engines to answer a health-related question is a complex phenomenon, mainly because there
is a large number of biases and unconscious factors effecting the decision making process.
In this study, we perform a think-aloud method where we ask participants to verbalize their
thoughts while using search results to decide about the effectiveness of a medical treatment.
Results revealed some strategies people use doing online search for health-related topics.
We expected that the think-aloud process would lessen the effect of the search result
bias, for people were asked to be conscious of their decision making process and carefully
perform the task in front of a researcher. However, people were still significantly influenced
by the incorrect information, which shows how much search bias can affect people’s decision
making.
Additionally, biased content leads people to believing this reflects real life opinions. The
implications are profound when, for example, searching for cancer treatments on today’s
popular web search engines that might return a mix of correct and incorrect results.
Finally, when people use search engines to answer health questions, there are many
factors that, unconsciously, effect their decision making such as rank as per prior research.




In this section, we summarize the PhD research findings listing our contributions and the
piratical implications of the research, then describe our plans for future work.
7.1 Summary
This PhD research involved two mixed-method approaches to address the health misin-
formation topic in online search and social media. First, We sought to understand how
rumors affect real health-care behavior, using social media observational studies. Then,
we measured the effect of misinformation in search results using a controlled laboratory
study. We later extended the work using a think-aloud method to gain insights into peo-
ple’s cognitive biases when using online search to determine the effectiveness of a medical
treatment.
In Chapters 3 and 4, we contributed to the rumor detection in social media domain as
follows (1) extracting rumors in social media content is not trivial where hight-precision
approaches (such as keyword search) captures only half of the actual rumor content; (2)
rumors vary in terms of longevity and severity and different techniques should be built to
address the different types of rumors; (3) we show that we can successfully build an auto-
matic rumor classifier; (4)we can further build a tool to detect users prone to propagating
health rumor-mongering; (5) we present a foundation for examining behavioral character-
istics and interests of people susceptible to rumors; (6) the dataset collected in Chapter 4
presents a highly curated resource for the research community’s future studies.
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In Chapters 5 and 6, we contributed to the health misinformation in online search
research area as follows (1) people can be significantly influenced by the information present
in search result pages. When biased towards correct information, the accuracy of answering
health-related questions increases from 43% to 65%. On the other hand, when there is a
bias towards incorrect information, the accuracy decreases from 43% to 23%; (2) the rank
of the topmost correct result has some effect on people’s accuracy; (3) people have an
uncontrolled bias towards believing that treatments are helpful, regardless of the ground-
truth; (4) even with the think-aloud, participants were heavily influenced by a search result
bias; (5) people pay a large amount of attention to what the majority of the search results
state in addition to looking for clues for the quality and authoritativeness.
Listing our research contributions, here we now discuss the broader implications of this
research.
Applicability to Search Engines
As current search engines return relevant documents containing a mixture of correct and
incorrect information, this work showed that incorrect documents might be harmful. First,
given this finding, we need to address this problem by improving the retrieval techniques
of the current algorithms to incorporate a notion to measure incorrect information. In-
correct documents might be given a negative gain value in the retrieval process to push
such documents down in the search results. This might protect searchers from incorrect
information help them make more informed decisions.
Second, prior research has shown that there is a bias towards stating that treatments
are helpful when using online search to look for the effectiveness of medical treatments.
Further, the proposed work showed that people tend to agree with what the majority of the
search results state. This trend is dangerous when search results state incorrect information
about the effectiveness of an unproven cancer treatment. Current search engines need to
introduce a measure to the current search results’ helpfulness bias. Search result pages
need to be presented in a neutral way to prevent influencing searchers towards incorrect
information.
Educational Efforts
Gathering verbal protocols when people perform health-related search was insightful in
understanding how people perform online search. The findings suggested that people po-
tentially have some misconceptions of how search engines work. For example, a number
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of participants during the conducted study stated that they believe the majority of what
search results state reflects the real-world opinion majority - which is not the case. We
need to build efforts to educate the public on how search engines work. Starting from the
early stages of the educational system, we need to incorporate subjects that teach people
how to use search engines properly and about the potential existing search results biases .
These efforts might help people better use online search and make the correct decisions.
Public Health Monitoring
We propose a tool to detect and track health-related rumors on Twitter. This work is
important for improving health crisis management, as it can enable health authorities
detect and track health rumors in a timely fashion. Thus, it is imperative that the impact
of health-awareness campaigns is monitored in real time, as well as internationally. The
tools described here can help public health practitioners in tackling the large scale of social
media streams.
Use of Persuasive Technologies
In Chapter 4, we presented a tool to automatically identify users spreading toxic com-
munication and detect new misinformation long before it causes serious harm. In the
age of personalization, this model can be employed to target individuals potentially sus-
ceptible to follow questionable accounts, consume poor quality health information, and
propagate it. Early identification of rumor-prone individual accounts allows for refining
traditional broad-spectrum information campaigns via personalized employment of persua-
sive technologies which offer a way to tailor content to the individual and track individual
progress (Berkovsky et al., 2012). In particular, such technologies attempt to nudge the
user to change his or her attitude or behavior through persuasion or social influence (but
not misinformation or coersion), and have already been applied to health coaching and
communication (Cugelman, 2013; Yardley et al., 2015)
7.2 Future Work
A number of open questions have not been answered in this thesis. Some are related to
online search, while others are related to social media sites.
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7.2.1 Authoritativeness in Online Health Search
When designing the study in Chapters 5 and 6, we did not control for the authoritativeness
of the search results. This means that correct results might have been present on non-
authoritative pages which might have harmed the participants’ performance. Participants
pay a huge amount of attention to authoritativeness, as the results of the study in Chapter
6 showed, so it would be interesting to see how authoritativeness effects the decision making
process. If we make sure that authoritative sources contain the correct information, will this
protect people from the incorrect information present in non-authoritative search results?
This question warrants further investigation.
7.2.2 Rank Factor in Online Health Search
In the work described in Chapter 5, we noted that rank has a potential influence on
people’s accuracy when determining the effectiveness of a treatment. The study showed
that rank is important, but then results were not statistically significant. We believe that
other experimental conditions might reveal the importance of rank in online health search.
In this context, possible directions to explore may involve experimenting with more rank
conditions rather than manipulating only the first three ranks. To have a higher controlled
bias, we could craft the first four search results. Specifically, to bias towards correct
information, we might place three correct results and one incorrect result at ranks 1 to
4 and place the remaining results randomly. To bias towards incorrect information, we
could place three incorrect results and one correct result ranked from 1 to 4 and place the
remaining results randomly. With this setup, we might obtain stronger results suggesting
that rank does influence people’s decisions about the efficacy of medical treatments in
online search.
7.2.3 Population Differences and Query Format
When recruiting participants for the study in Chapters 5 and 6, we considered a medium-
sized population of limited variety (students). Future work might involve replicating the
study with a larger and more varied population to check whether different groups of people
are influenced differently, as Epstein and Robertson (2015) demonstrated. Further, in
relying on White and Hassan (2014)’s medical treatments set, we concentrated only on
a specific query format. It would be worth examining the influence of different question
types on people’s decision making.
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7.2.4 Analyzing Verbal Utterances
Another possible future direction might address the unexpected behavior of a few topics,
like T6 and T7, as discussed in the results section of Chapter 5. Additional information
could be incorporated into the study, such as analyzing verbal utterances, would record
previously suggested by Kammerer et al. (2013) in which a post-study task would record
participants’ opinions about those specific topics.
7.2.5 Theories of Rumor-mongering
The psychological underpinnings of believing and propagating rumors have been studied in
the context of larger societal impact. In post WWII Europe, Allport and Postman (1947)
studied rumors out of concern for their potential to damage morale and national safety.
In the ample literature following, rumors have been defined as public communications
that are infused with private hypotheses about how the world works, in particular to help
us cope with our anxieties and uncertainties (Rosnow, 1991). Hypothesizing about the
nature of rumor, Allport and Postman postulated that the strength of a rumor (R) will
vary with the importance of the subject to the individual concerned (i) multiplied by the
ambiguity of the evidence pertaining to the topic at hand (a), or R ≈ i × a (Rosnow
and Foster, 2005). Contributing to this theoretical work, our empirical analysis of social
media health misinformation in Chapter 4 shows that those engaged in spreading unproven
cancer treatments are for the most part not personally involved in the matter. Thus, we
propose to extend the definition of “importance” i to other motivating factors beyond the
personal, which may be at play in the public sphere of Twitter. Further analysis is required
to reveal motivating factors in such health misinformation spread, as cancer fraud has been
acknowledged in oncology literature (Vogel, 2011).
7.2.6 False Advertisements Spread in Social Media
Existing channels for disseminating information about unproven cancer cures currently
include statements by the US Food and Drug Administration, which can ban products
and companies for what the agency determines to be false advertising (Urciouli, 2016).
Extending the work proposed in Chapter 4, it would be interesting to identify who is
spreading such information and how it is reaching the public.
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Figure A.1: Geographic distribution of English Zika-related tweets, normalized by the
number of Internet users.
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Figure A.2: Geographic distribution of Spanish Zika-related tweets, normalized by the
number of Internet users.
Figure A.3: Geographic distribution of Portuguese Zika-related tweets, normalized by the





The participant believes that websites which do not contain actual studies or are not
research articles are not legitimate sources. Websites with real studies and statistical
testing (such as WebMD), news sources, sources from known health organizations (such
as the American Diabetes Association) or websites citing authoritative sources are the
most trustworthy sources of medical information. Additionally, the participant does not
rely on websites containing advertisement content and usually opens the first ranked links
(described by the participant as the“top hits”) even before reading the title and snippet
out of habit. The participant compares information from different sources and looks for
consensus to make the final decision and, generally, prefers reading pages stating that the
medical treatment does not help in order to understand the opposite arguments. The
participant adds that the date and time is important as recent information has more value
than old ones. Further, he does not trust websites that are not professionally designed
(colors, boxes, etc.) and where authors do not have authoritative titles such as doctors.
When the participant has a prior belief about the effectiveness of a treatment, he is more
likely to open and look at content agreeing with the prior belief.
B.2 Participant 4
The participant judges the reliability of the websites by looking at the content length and
the presence of references. If the content is short or if there are no citations, then the
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source is not reliable. Additionally, the participant finds personal blogs and news websites
not authoritative when searching for medical information. The participant fees suspicious
about the web page content whenever it claims that the information comes from research
(such as when the content states:“research shows”) and starts looking for actual citations
to check the content for confirmation. Further, the participant finds reliable sources first,
then quickly checks relevant less reliable websites (such as answers.com and Yahoo answers)
in order to look for consistency. If the topic keywords (treatment and health issue) are
present in the title, then the participant decides to click on the link (relevance is important
when deciding which links to click on). Next, the participant believes that the information
presentation is important in getting a quick idea about the content (such as bullet points
presentation, color scheme, clip arts, text size and no ads, etc.) When exploring the SERP
page, the participant starts by reading the title, then looks whether the topic is relevant in
order to decide whether to open it or not. Finally, when the participant finds inconsistency
between two reliable sources, he opens almost all the links in the SERP page to get an
idea about what the majority states.
B.3 Participant 5
When looking at search results, the participant chooses the pages to click on by looking at
their authoritativeness. Study and research-oriented webpages (like PubMed) are chosen
over advertisement-oriented content and blogs. Further, the participant trusts websites
found reliable in the past to answer questions in the present. Next, the participant believes
that the first three or four results in the search results page are the most popular and, as
a result, they will most probably have the correct information. The participant opens all
search result pages in order to find out the most relevant ones to the topic, then goes
back and opens the relevant ones to answer the question. Additionally, the participant
believes that the number of citations of a webpage content gives an idea about the level
of reliability and trustworthiness in the content. Having a general agreement/consensus
between different websites about a medical treatment judgment makes it more reliable.
The participant does not trust news websites due to their political biases. If search result
pages contain a large amount of advertisement, then participant does the search again with
a new modified query (keywords).
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B.4 Participant 6
The participant does not rely on web forums and blogs when searching for health-related
topics as they lack authoritativeness and regulation. On the contrary, government and
educational websites are trustworthy as they contain more accurate, professional, non-
profitable and research-oriented information. Additionally, the participant does not trust
webpages containing a large amount of advertisement content. An educational website
listing the background, objective or strategies i.e with a research layout is more trustwor-
thy. The participant believes that short concise and clear content is more useful than a
long detailed reports with many pages and, also, finds that consistency among websites is
important to give an idea about the correct answer. The page design (title appearance)
and the easiness to read the content are helpful when exploring webpages content while
doing the online search. Participant 6 explores the SERP pages as follows: first, the partic-
ipant reads the titles to check if they are relevant to the topic, then, he/she looks into the
URL in order to determine whether the webpage is news, government, blog etc. Finally,
from the more trustworthy websites, the participant starts exploring the most relevant
search results first. Further, the participant finds that listing references and recognized
organizations (such as the UN), usually found at the end of the page, makes the content
more reliable and trustworthy. Having special characters or capital letters in the URL
title (like repeated exclamation makes) is a method to attract people and the URL might
not be reliable (clickbait). The date the content is posted is important to participant
6 because recent information is more reliable and trustworthy. Even if the information
comes from a non-trustworthy website, participant 6 keeps it in mind and looks for con-
sensus (cross-referencing) with other websites, then decides on majority. The participant
finds it suspicious when the title claims an extremely positive result such as “..relieve your
back-pain forever”.
B.5 Participant 7
Participant 7 read first the title and snippets and then looks at the URLs to check whether
they are reputable. Search results that promote products are biased so participant 7
does not prefer to click on them. Furthermore, participant 7 reads content to understand
first the causes of the health issue, before reading content about the effectiveness of the
medical treatment. The structure of information (summary at the top, sections to different
points) and the representation (grammar and spelling mistakes) and readability effects how
helpful the information is. Moreover, having known organizations (such as WHO) listed
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in the websites showers high authoritativeness. Majority and search results consensus is
important in exploring search result pages. This is even more important when dealing with
a serious disease such as cancer. Sometimes, the participant looks for opposite arguments
(why the treatment is not helpful) and then compares arguments with ones suggesting the
treatment is helpful.
B.6 Participant 8
The participant uses the first clicked on link as a base reference for all future websites he
decides to look at and finds that lengthier snippets suggest that there is a good amount of
information about the topic in the search result page. Information representation (special
characters in the title and snippet, having images), references, statistics and studies are
important in determining the reliability of the website. Websites having advertisement
content (posting prices, asking credit card information...) are disturbing and this shows
a low credibility as per the participant. Further, The participant does not trust news
websites and personal blogs because they do not contain information that is medically
accurate. Different from the other participations, participant 8 finds that capital letters
in titles catch attention in order to open the website and check the content. The date
the content was published in the search result page and the author credentials show how
credible the content is.
B.7 Participant 9
The participant describes deciding which search results to open by, first, looking at titles
in order to check for relevance. Then, the participant checks the credibility which is partic-
ularly important during a medical search. Participant 9 relies on prior knowledge and past
experience in order to evaluate websites authoritativeness. The participant believes that
top search results, might not be reliable, but they are definitely the most relevant/helpful
results to the topic so it is helpful to open them. Having citations and known health
organizations gives more credibility while having advertisement content reduces the trust-
worthiness level in the source. News websites are not the best place to get medical related
information as they lack authoritativeness when dealing with domain specific information
such as medicine. Consistency is a key when it comes to online search. The participant
compares different websites in order to reach a final decision. In case no consistency exists,
the participant tries initiating a new search query with different keywords. In case of no
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consistency, the participant looks at the dates the information was published in order to
check whether the non-agreement happens because of time difference. The participant
believes that search results appearing more than once in the search result page shows that
the source is important and reliable.
B.8 Participant 10
Participant 10 finds that world known organizations, news and medical sources are trust-
worthy when searching for medical information. The participant believe that rank is not
a sign of the search results’ reliability and is just a sign of how popular the page is. It
is important for the participant to find consistency between reliable sources. Whenever
there is an inconsistency, it is important to figure out the reason. Studies and references
are important in determining the reliability of the search result content. Whenever the
participant is skeptical about the content of a webpage such as natural and homeopathic
treatments, he/she opens the listed references to read more about the topic.
B.9 Participant 12
Participant 12 starts exploring search results by opening the top ranked links while ignoring
top advertisement links. The participant checks the content credibility by looking at the
authors (in the medical domain, whether they are doctors) and finds short concise content
more helpful and does not trust websites with a large content of advertisement. The par-
ticipant’s prior knowledge of the medical treatment effects the judgment of information in
the search result page. The website design is an important factor when judging information
helpfulness: if the website is not well designed (for example it does not look professional:
black background, no images), then the participant will spend less time going through the
content. The participant does not trust search result pages promoting health fads where
certain keywords are used (such as using “healthy living” wording). Looking at the URL
domain, the participant determines the level of credibility of the website. For example,
.gov means that the website is governmental and has a high level of trustworthiness.
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B.10 Participant 13
Participant 13 decides to click on the websites by looking at the titles to check whether
they contain exact words as the search keywords (most relevant search result pages). The
participant picks the most relevant URL to the topic, if it is legitimate, then the final
decision will be based on the content of that URL and the participant will not check
further resources. Whenever there is a website that does not give a clear answer about the
treatment efficacy (discussion -when it helps and when it does not), the participant opens
the URL and reads more details about both sides of the story. Further, the participant
does not trust personal blogs when performing an online medical search.
B.11 Participant 14
Participant 14 explores the SERP results by reading the titles starting with the top search
results . In case the title is relevant, the participant goes through the snippets. If the
snippets contain interesting information, the participant opens the link to read more. If
the title is not relevant, then the participant goes to the next search results page. The
participant does not trust websites containing advertisement content, news websites and
personal blogs and finds research-oriented content to be more credible. Further, the par-
ticipant does not find complicated medical scientific information helpful when doing online
medical search and feels that listing contact information in the URL gives it more credi-
bility. The participant checks for consensus between different sources in order to make up
the final decision. Having more than one website refereeing the same resource makes it
more reliable.
B.12 Participant 15
Participant 15 searches for keywords in the titles and skims through the snippets in or-
der to decide which URLs to click on. The participant does not trust personal blogs and
advertisement content as a source of medical information and prefers research-based re-
sources. Further, The participant does not rely on websites containing spelling mistakes
and finds long content not to be helpful when searching online. The website layout (such
as background color) is important to determine how trustworthy the website is. Finally,
the participant counts the number of websites that state the treatment helps versus the
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number of websites that claim it does not. Finally, the majority will be the participant’s
decision.
B.13 Participant 16
Participant 16 starts exploring the search results by checking the first website in the SERP
page. Later, the participant evaluates the authoritativeness of the website by looking
at its domain. Educational and government websites are usually very trustworthy. The
participant always looks for research papers, educational websites and world recognized
health organizations when searching for medical related topics and avoids advertising con-
tent. The page layout/design gives a general idea about the reliability of the website. The
authors’ affiliation and mentioning known health organizations play an important role in
evaluating the credibility of the website content. The participant looks for the references
list in order to check whether there are reliable citation and trust the information-even
though the website might not be credible. If the content is very scientific and has many
technical terms, this makes the website less helpful and harder to read. The participant
opens non-credible website when the majority of search results agree with the content of
that website.
B.14 Participant 17
Participant 17 opens websites based on prior experience i.e. the participant will only open
websites that have been reliable and helpful in the past. As a result, the participant
does not trust and does not open new unknown search results. The participant does not
trust information in personal blogs and search result pages with long hostnames containing
multiple words or punctuations (such as health-women-coffee.command). The participant
usually opens the top search result pages and ignores the ones in the bottom of the SERP
page or the ones in the next pages because he/she believes that higher ranked websites
are the most viewed and searched for. If the top websites are not relevant, then do the
search again with different words. When opening a search result page, the participant
reads carefully the first and last paragraphs to understand the major idea of the website.
The participant usually trusts news websites. However, he/she does not trust some medical
sources like WebMD because they might exaggerate symptoms and, if used for diagnosis, it
may lead you to believing that you are sick of a dangerous disease. In case of no consistency
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between search results, the participant looks at the dates the information was published
in order to check whether the non-agreement happens because of time difference.
B.15 Participant 18
Participant 18 avoids websites selling products, personal blogs and general-purpose search
result pages (such as eHow and Yahoo Answers). The participant is more interested to read
about why the treatment does not help and always clicks on the link explaining why the
treatment fails. The participant checks for authors credentials, known health organizations
and the page design in order to evaluate the credibility of the information. Furthermore,
the participant looks for research-based resources and relies on the majority in order to
decide whether the treatment is helpful or not. When the participant has a prior belief,
even after going through the search results, he/she does not change the prior belief. The
participant checks the list of references in order to make sure they are relevant to the
information in the search results page.
B.16 Participant 19
The participant looks at the URL in order to determine the credibility of the web page.
Participant 19 trusts scientific articles and journals and usually opens familiar known
resources and looks for references when reading the page content. The participant does
not trust news websites, personal blogs and general question answering websites (such
as Wiki how or eHow etc.) as they are not a credible source for health information.
Additionally, the participant does not trust celebrity doctors because he/she believes that
the main purpose of their online content is advertising. Next, participant 19 finds that
the page layout is a good indicator of the reliability of the web page. The participant
pays specific attention to the writing style of the content and finds that, for example, very
dramatic or very flowery writing style is less trustworthy and reliable. Having consistent




Advocacy websites Advocating specific actions or policies, or claiming to be the best in
providing the related information without official ties.
Authoritativeness The trustworthiness and reliability of the source of content in the
search result pages.
Bottom-up approach An inductive approach where the codes are generated from the
meaning discovery of specific instances, contexts, and individuals of the think-aloud data
(Gu, 2014a).
Coding Applying a pre-established set of categories to the data according to explicit,
unambiguous rules, with the primary goal being to generate frequency counts of the items
in each category (Maxwell, 2012).
Crowdsourcing: Using a crowd-source online platform to recruit individuals to perform
specific tasks.
Eye-tracking Recording eye-movements while performing a specific task then using the
recorded data to perform evaluation measures (Kelly et al., 2009).
Interval entropy Measure the distribution of the time interval between successive retweets
and distribution of distinct users involved in retweeting (Ghosh et al., 2011).
Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) A transparent text analysis program
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that counts words in psychologically meaningful categories (Tausczik and Pennebaker,
2010).
Majority The majority of the search results stating that the treatment helps or that
the treatment does not help or looking for a consensus of different search results.
Misinformation A piece of information spreading in the online media confirmed to be
false by reliable sources (Coady, 2006).
Optimism bias Expecting positive events in the future even when there is no evidence to
support such expectations (Sharot et al., 2007).
Prior belief Trusting the information that agrees with our prior knowledge and disre-
garding facts that contradict with it, regardless of the actual truth (White and Horvitz,
2015).
Quality A set of criteria to define the quality of information on a search result page in-
cluding the presence of statistics and studies, advertisements and list of references, the date
the information was posted, the way the information is presented (images, text length),
and the level of content readability.
Readability A measure of how easy it is to understand a piece of text (Feng et al., 2010b).
Rumor A piece of information spreading in the online media confirmed to be false by
reliable sources (Coady, 2006). (Similar to the term misinformation)
Social factor Make a decision based on other people’s beliefs and experiences. For
example, whether a friend or a family member’s opinion effects our decision about the
effectiveness of a medical treatment.
Think-aloud The method of asking subjects to articulate their thinking and decision-
making as they perform a specific task (Kelly et al., 2009).
Top-down approach A theory-driven approach where the codes are generated based
on theoretical background and existing research (Gu, 2014a).
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